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Camilo Jose Cela has been recognized as a leading 
novelist of postwar Spain from the publication of his first 
novel, La familia de Pascual Duarte in -1942 to the appear-
ance of his latest one, Visperas, festividad y octava de 
San Camilo del a~o 1936 en Madrid, in 1969. The volumes of 
short fiction which he published during the same period have 
been generally neglected by critics, except insofar as they 
are related to his novels. However, some critical comment 
on Cela's short works suggests that his talent is.better 
suited to short stories than to novels. Juan Alborg, in~ 
actual de la novela esp~nola, notes Cela's mastery of the 
rapid sketch, and Gonzalo Torrente Ballester, in Panorama de 
la literatura espa~ola contemporanea, finds that his genius 
for brief portraits and his command of language overshadows 
his novelistic talents •1 These critical comments indi·cate 
that Cela's short fiction forms an important part of his 
production, and therefore suggest that these short works 
merit more detailed study. 
The lack of critical interest in Cela's short fiction 
reflects a scarcity of general criticism on the contemporary 
Sp~nish short story. Mariano Baquero Goyanes, in the intro-
duction to his Antologia de cuentos contemporaneos, dis-
cusses the general characteristics of the modern short story 
after noting that the genre has been underrated in the past. 
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The critic sees an evolution in the history of the short 
story from pre-nineteenth century interest in the portrayal 
of a vital moment seen against the background of a whole 
life to:\a __ , more reduced scope in later years. In the nine-
teenth century, short story writers dealt with a decisive 
moment in the life of a character, but in the twentieth!- they 
do rt.at make the same choices "sino que, avanzando mas, na-
rran un momenta cualquiera--gris, insignificante--por con-
'd ' ' d 'd 2 si erar que, en potencia, contiene to a una vi a." 
Baquero Goyanes also notes the increased emphasis on 
means of expression rather than plot in the contemporary 
story. This observation certainly is applicable to Cela'a 
short fiction, and it suggests a need to approach these 
stories from the point of view of the author's use of narra-
tive techniques. Unfortunately, general studies on the short 
story in Spain do not give a satisfactory picture of indi-
vidual authors. They tend to treat many writers·very briefly 
in arbitrary order (alphabetical or, chronologicaD• Further-
more, the critic sometimes ignores the short works of a novel-
ist in favor of a discussion of better-known novels. For 
instance, Enrique Anderson Imbert, in his El cuento espai(o1, 
dedicates most of his section on Cela to a discussion of La 
farnilia de Pascual Duarte. He merely tacks on a word of 
praise for a couple of volumes of short stories. Even when 
a critic sticks more closely to the subject of the short 
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stpry, a superficial appraisal of isolated techniques lifted 
out of context misleads the reader rather than cast light 
on the creative process. Eduardo Tijeras, in Ultimas rum-
bas del cuento espa~ol, criticizes Cela's uses of wor~out 
formulas in his short works. '£.o illustrate his point he 
quotes a hackneyed "official" obituary from "Baile en la 
plaza," one of Cela's apuntes carpetovetonicos. However, 
Tijeras fails to consider the effect of this language in the 
particular case, and how it aids in the creation of the mood 
of the sketch. Such devices as the use of journalistic jar-
gon must be treated in the specific context in which they 
occur, since the same technique may vary in its effect. Thus 
the obituary could be use.d. ·to characterize an unimaginative 
character or narrator, parody a literary style, or dehuman-
ize a character or a situation. In view of the deficiencies 
found in extensive surveys of the cont~mporary short story, 
we feel that a detailed analysis of the techniques used by 
Cela in a representative body of his short fiction would be 
useful in defining the way in which the author leads the 
reader to accept a particular view of reality. 
Most of the full-length studies of Cela's prose con-
centratei· on his novels., However, two books which focus on 
style, (Olga Prjevalinsky's El sistema estetico de Camilo 
Jose Cela, and Sara Suarez Solis• El lexico de Camilo Jose 
~) offer insignts tpat apply to his total production. 
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Prjevalinsky, in her 1960 study of style in La Catira, 
gives a detailed analysis of the stylistic devices Cela uses 
in that novel. In La Catira techniques such as antithesis, 
repetition, and various aspects of comparison and metaphor 
have several functions. They may slow the tempo of the 
actiori, create a poetic effect which contrasts with violent 
action, or provide:a basis for humor through the rupture of 
a normal system of values. However, these devices are not 
peculiar to La Catiras they occur repeatedly in Cela's short 
fiction as well. 
Unlike Prjevalinsky, Sara Suarez Solis draws on all of 
Cela's prose up to 1968 in her study of his lexicon. In her 
discussion of Cela's innovative use of language, the critic 
divides his literary production into three periods• prior to 
1948, from 1948-1951, and·post-1951. The first,_ or pre-
classic epoch is characterized by a comparatively concise, 
simple, and somewhat rustic lexicon in such works as La fami-
lia de Pascual Duarte~ The second, or classic7 period 
opens with the publication of Viaje a la Alcarria and reaches 
its high point in La colmena. In these works Suarez Solis 
finds complete control of vocabulary, variety and origi~ 
nality of images_and comparisons, and above all, a preoccu-
pation with colloquial language. The last, or baroque, 
stage of Cela's lexical development is first evident in some 
of the stories collected in El Gallego y su cuadrilla y otros 
apuntes carpetovet6nicos, which date back to 1949, and it con-
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tinues to the present. This style includes among its 
characteristics the combination of grotesque or vulgar lan-
guage with musical effects, as well as heterogeneous enumer-
ations involving all levels of language. The critic also 
notes that the baroque elements in the third period are not 
restricted to language, but include the creation of Queve-
desque types and absurd situations which form a disciplined 
order despite an initial impression of chaos. In her cata-:-
logue of the Celian lexicon, Suarez Solis concentrates on 
Cela's use of proverbs, cliches, euphemisms, and other collo-
quial elements, but she also deals briefly with rhythmic 
effects, foreign or specialized vocabulary, names,-images, 
and comparisons. These devices often serve a satiric pur-
pose in Cela's later works• "ridiculiza, por los usos idio-
maticos, a toda una·sociedad donde las palabras valen masque 
l'Os hechos .,3 • • • • Suarez Solis .covers a great amount of 
material in her detailed study of Celis handling of language, 
but she does not relate this information to the creation of 
a speci£ic sustained effect in any one work. 
Alonso Zamora Vicente deals briefly with the more impor-
tant characteristics of Cela's style in his general study of 
Cela's early work, Camilo Jose Cela (acercamiento a un escri-
tor), published in 1962. Zamora Vicente bases his observa-
tions largely on Cela's travel books, but as he notes, Cela's 
devotion to techniques of repetition and contrast is evident 
in much of his prose. The critic's primary interest is not 
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so much in detailed analysis of Cela's style, but ·rather 
in his position in Spanish literary tradition. Hence, Ce-
la's concern for renovation in language is discussed in the 
light of similar interests among the writers of the Generation 
of '98. In addition to his discussion of Cela's novels, 
Zamora Vicente describes the short works labeled apuntes 
carpetovetonicos which are included in El Gallego y su cua-
drilla. Although he does not study the apuntes in detail, 
he suggests the genera1 mood of the collection in his defi-
nition of these sketches which are neither short stories nor 
articless "Es un monumental entierro de la sardina, o triun-
fo de la muerte, adonde se convocan todos--o casi todos--los 
humarios que nos encontramos, cien veces al dia en este 
i . 4 v vir." 
A more recent general work on Cela, Camilo Jose Cela, 
by D. w. McPheeters, deals with all his prose up to 1968. 
However, since the work is intended as an introduction of 
Cela to the.general English-speaking public, the critic mere-
ly reviews Cela's production without offering any critical 
thesis of his own. Hence this survey is of little value to 
anyone tr.ying to define his own experience upon reading Ce-
la's short fiction. 
The other full-length studies of Cela's work concen-
trate on his novel$ and stress thematic or structural aspects 
of his work. Paul Ilie, in La novelistica de Camilo Jose 
~. restricts his discussion primarily to Cela's novels, 
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although several of his observations are equally applicable 
to the short fiction as well. Ilie enumerates elements 
which recur in various novels& consideration of existence 
as _isolation, the isolation of formal components for purposes 
of experimentation, and the expression of a primitive vision 
of life and art. He supports his ideas on primitivism with 
an example from a collection o_f apuntes, Historias de Es-
pana, I. Los ciegos •. Los tontos., which illustrates 
harmony betwee~ theme and style. In this way, Ilie indirectly 
suggests the possibility for understanding some of the short 
works through an analysis of the way in which style creates 
the total effect of a work •. 
Forms of the Novel in the Work of Camilo Jose Cela, by 
David Foste~ includes three more recent novels in the dis-
cussion of novelistic themes and structure. Foster treats 
the novels as a series of experiments in technique and di-
vides them into four categoriess novels traditional in form, 
novels of psychological introspection, novels of the social 
complex, and New Novels. Despite his discussion of certain 
techniques, like distancing, patterns, and the manipulation 
of normal chronology, Foster's study does not shed much 
ligh~ on their use to establish the mood in either the novels 
or the short fiction; he does not mention the latter, and his 
forcing the novels into categories overshadows other consid-
erations. 
We find a more original view of Cela's work in The 
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Novels and Travels of Camilo Jose Cela by Robert Kirsner. 
1· • . • The work covers ·substantially the same material as that of 
Zamora Vicente, but as the title suggests, Kirsner devotes 
more attention to the travel books. He fits all of the 
works with which he deals into his thesis that Cela always 
reflects.the agony of postwar Spain in his novels and travel 
books. The critic finds that the distortion or disproportion 
often found in these works is a result of the author's dis-
illusion with the unfulfillment of the order promised by the 
"Movimiento Nacional." He also asserts that Cela does not 
follow Spanish literary tradition, but rather finds that 
destruction of the past is the only road to the creation of 
a vital reality. Unfortunately, Kirsner seems to force the 
literary works into the mold he has designed for them, es-
pecially in the case of novels like La Catira~which does not 
have any direct relation to Spain. The critic sees this work 
as a representation of Cela's withdrawal from Spain, an un-
successful attempt to escape from the agony of his native land. 
Kirsner's treatment of El Gallego y su cuadrilla drama-
tizes the need for a less fragmentary consideration of Cela's 
short fiction. The critic includes the work among the travel 
books on the grounds that it is a "literary fantasia of 
travels that take place in the creative imagination of the 
author." 5 While it is true that the first section of El Ga:-
llego, like the travel books, is a record of the author's visit 
to the Castilian village of Cebreros, these sketches lack 
the human interaction between the vagabond-author and the 
people he encounters along the way, which is a vital part 
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of the other travel books. Kirsner emphasizes the hetero-
geneity of the subject matter of the apuntes, but then 
tends to mix quotes from various sketches, thereby ohang-
ing the emphasis of the original. Also, by llis choice of 
examplesv he overemphasizes the extent of Ceia•s mockery of 
the !raneo regime. In his quick survey of many apuntes, Kirs-
ner stresses Cela's social commentary, and on occasion, takes 
it too seriously. He states that in a sketch entitled "Un 
invento del joven del principal" cruel and crude Spanish 
humor destroys genius~ Cela, however, gives no indication 
that we are to consider the protagonist as a genius. On the 
contrary, he is an unimaginative simpleton who invents triv-
ialities to order. He is included in the narrator's ironic 
view of society, not as a victim of this society. Kirsner•s 
one-sided view of the apuntes needs to be balanced by a con-
sideration of the mood of the stories. The way in which Cela 
creates an experience to which the reader can react seems as 
important as the sociological possibilities which can be read 
into the apuntes. 
Critical comment indicating Cela's talent for the con-
cise sketch of character or situation, and Suarez Solis• 
designation of El Gallego y su cuadrilla as a turning point 
in his stylistic development,suggest the importance of his 
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short fiction in his total production. Furthermore, on 
occasion short works contain the germ of future novels. A 
story entitled "Unas gafas de color," first published in 
1946, becomes an episode in La colmena. Similarly, "El 
cuento de la buena pipa," written in 1948, forms the opening 
chapter of the 1961 novel, Tobogan de hambrientos. In view 
of the relationship between the novels and some of the short 
works, a study of some of the latter may help to pin down the 
ways in which Cela creates specific effects for the reader of 
his recent fiction. The short works seem particularly suited 
to this purpose since the factors of sustained character 
development and novelistic structure which would complicate 
discussion of the novels are absent in the short stories. 
As critics have noted, and Cela himself explains in, his 
prologues to Mrs. Caldwell habla con su hiio and Tobogan de 
hambrientos, he has experimented with the traditional form of 
the novel. He has likewise abandoned the form of the trad-
itional shor~ story, except for purposes-of parody. There-
fore, it is impossible to discuss Cela's short works in con-
ventional terms of theme, plot, characterization, and setting,.' 
The stories usually depend for their effect on the tone and 
mood which are conveyed to the reader. Hence, a study of the 
ways in which Cela handles language and narrative perspective 
to create mood is useful as a means of understanding his 
short works. 
Although Cela's interest in colloquial language is 
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generally recognized as an important part of his style, its 
use is sometimes misunderstood as an unsuccessful effort to 
be realistic. 6 However, Cela usually employs and repeats 
conventional phrases which have lost any real meaning, 
pseudo-intellectual or literary expressions, and extremely 
vulgar ones in order to impress upon the-reader his vision 
of a sterile society in which external form has become all-
important, Since the action of Cela's short stories is sel-
dom a prime factor, the way in which his characters express 
themselves helps determine our attitude toward them. Simi-
larly, the narrators' modes of expression, their use of 
combinations of literary language and slang, .and their pro-
pensity for absurd contrasts and distorted comparisons influ-
ence the reader's reaction to the fictional situation. 
These devices often draw the reader into the world of the 
narrator and away from the character, or distance him from 
both, In any case, Cela's use of these techniques of con-
trast intensifies and sometimes distorts the mood of the 
stories, and keeps the reader off-balance in his effort to 
understand a world which seems chaotic but in reality has a 
definite order of its own, The manner in which Cela employs 
·these techniques should offer an insight into his creation 
of mood •. 
In order to understand how Cela develops the moods of 
his short sketches, we must consider how his works fit within 
the tradition of the short story, and also how Cela dis-
tinguishes his short stories from his novels. He defines 
the relation between novel and short story, humorously 
stressing his belief that it is impossible to set definite 
limits for either genres "La unica diferencia que exista 
• • • entre el cuento y el apunte carpetovetonico, por un 
lado; la novela corta, por otro, y la novela, por el tercero, 
la rnarca la bascula." 7 Cela shares with traditionalists the 
idea that an essential characteristic of the short story is 
that it be short, and he also fulfills the requirement stated 
by Poe, that the sho·rt story must create "a certain unique 
or single effect to which every detail is subordinate." 8 
Otherwise, Cela often deviates from the standard form of the 
short story, which involves a progression of events, either 
internal or external, a conflict, and its resolution. How-
ever, just as plot in the novel has become less important in 
contemporary fiction, action in the short story is often re-
placed by the significant incident, as Sean O'Faolain notes 
in his observations on the short story. 9 Cela, like other 
modern writers, reacts against the need for action, and 
creates more subtle relationships which rely on style and 
form for much of their impact. As a matter of fact, Cela's 
short stories would be classified as sketches according to 
the standard distinction between the twos While a sketch may 
be a still-life, something has to happen in a story~lO 
Rather than make a distinction between sketches and short 
stories, Cela adds another dimension to his short fiction by 
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his creation of the apunte carpetovetonico. The apunte falls 
somewhere between a short story and an article, and normally 
deals with some aspect of Castilian life. Its most definite 
characteristic is the geographic limit inherent in the adjec-
tive. Carpetania was the Roman word for the kingdom of Tole-
do, and carpetano the term designating its inhabitants. 
Another tribe, the vetones, lived in Salamanca and Extrema-
dura. Also, the central mountain range of Castilla, which 
forms the sierra of Siguenza, Somosierra, and Guadarrama 
and divides the regions of the Duero and the Tajo, is called 
the cordillera carpetovetonica. Zamora Vicente adds another 
dimension to this definition as he observes that the word is 
used outside Castilla with the connotation of violent con-
trasts "aludian siempre a la sequedad, violento tono agrio, 
de contraste y rudeza del mundo de Castilla, de la Castilla 
abrasada y polvorientaa se encerraba siempre ••• una idea 
de 'brutalidad•. 1111 Cela reflects the geographic element in 
his own definition of an apunte which he includes in the pro-
logue to El Gallego y su cuadrillas "El apunte carpetove-
tonico pudiera ser algo asi como un agridulce bosquejo, entre 
caricatura y aguafuerte, narrado, dibujado-o pintado, de un 
tipo ode un trozo de vida peculiares de un determinado mun-
dos ., ~ L , 12 lo que los geografos llaman ••• la Espana drida." 
While Cela makes a distinction between the apunte and other 
short fiction, he insists on its place in the Spanish artistic 
' . - • { .. i . I tradition of caricature as seen in the works of Quevedo, Goya, 
and Solana. As Cela views the apunte in relation to the 
short story, the former is more rigid in form than the lat-
ter• "El cuento puede permitirse una abstraccion que al 
apunte carpetovetonico se niega; tambien se premia a veces, 
con un subjetivismo que al apunte carpetovetonico le esta 
13 vedado." Despite this definition, the distinction between 
the two forms is by no means clear. Cela himself retracts 
his original definition as he notes the difficulty of fitting 
art into categories 1 "Seri a muy hermoso pensar, par ejernplo•; 
que el cuento es el estremecido reflejo de un instante, 
• • • que el apunte carpetovetcSnico es la f oto de feria--y _ 
con cigarro puro y calanes prestado--del hcltbre ibericus. • • • 
Lo grave es que, sabre herrnoso o aparentemente hermoso, seria 
mb ·~ 1 d b ' 14 ta ien fa so e la ca eza a los pies." Of course, Cela·'S 
judgments and explanations of his own works are not neces-
sarily reliable since they are often intended to condition 
the reader's reaction to the work which follows the preface 
rather than to be.a definitive statement of artistic con-
viction. 
Zamora Vicente comments on the difficulty of drawing a 
clear line between the apunte and the story in his discussion 
of two collections of short works, Nuevo retablo de don Cris-
tobita and El Gallego y su cuadrilla. He suggests that, in 
general, the stories in the former work present a less sharp 
and. rigid view of Spain than do the apuntes in the latter 
volume. However, the distinction between the two collections 
becomes more blurred when we note that a few sketches, like 
"La hora exacta de Ismael Laurel, perito en veredas de se-
cano" and "La lata de galleta.s del Chir_lerin Marcial, randa 
de parlos" which originally appeared in El Gallego, end up 
in the definitive edition of Nuevo retablo. Cela's defini-
tions and rearrangement of the sketches suggest a mockery of 
arbitrary rigid classifications of art,_and also force the 
reader to consider each sketch as an entity without the ad-
vantage of an appeal to preconceived norms. 
In any case, the sketches which Cela designates as apun-
carpetovetonicos are partipularly suitable for investi-
gation of the way in which he creates specific moods by his 
handling of language and narrative perspective. Since each 
sketch is brief, mood development is concise, and since the 
apuntes vary considerably in subject and in tone, there are 
contrasts of mood among the sketches. At the same time, 
Cela's use of series of related sketches, such as "Doce foto-
grafias al minute" and Historias de Espana, I., produces 
continuity of effect as well. 
C~la has written many volumes of short fiction other 
than apuntes in the last twenty-five years. His first 
collection of stories, ·. :Esas nubes gue pasan, appeared in 
1945, and his latest, Nuevas escenas matritenses, were pub-
lished in 1966. However, the two volumes of apuntes, El Ga-
llego y su cuadrilla and Historias de Espana, I. Los ciegos. 
Los tontos., seem most suitable for a study of the way in which 
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the author creates mood. Cela's short fiction can be di-· 
v:i:ded roughly into two categoriess those which rely on 
graphics for part of their effect, and those, (like the apun-
~) which do not. Although the importance of the drawings 
or photographs in the first category varies from work to 
work, the stories cannot be discussed apart from the illus-
, 15 trations., 
The "non-pictorial" works do not present the same 
difficulties as the others, but they also are not as repre-
sentative of Cela's short fiction as are the apuntes. The 
latter, most of which are gathered in the definitive edition 
of El.Gallego y su cuadrilla y otros apuntes carpetovetonicos, 
cover material written over a relatively long period of time 
and include sketches which originally appeared in periodicals 
and/or in earlier volumes of short fiction. As the editorial 
history of El Gallego illustrates, Cela maintains an interest 
in the,apuntes as a vital part of his production, as he re-
vises and rearranges sketches in succeeding editions of the 
work. The first edition of El Gallego, published in· 1949, 
contained twenty-one apuntes, all of which continued to be 
reproduced in subsequent editions. Seven new apuntes were 
tacked on to the fourth edition of Cela's novel, Nuevas an-
danzas y desventuras de Lazarillo de Tormes in 1952, and 
were incorporated into the second edition of El Gallego, 
publish~d three years later. This edition also included 
nineteen sketches which had originally appeared in a volume 
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of short stories, Baraja de invenciones, in 1953, and 
seventeen more which had not previously been published in 
book form. Rearrangement of the apuntes ended in 1965 with 
the publication of the third volume of Cela's Obras com-
pletas, .This work, which the author characterizes as the 
definitive edition of the apuntes, inc1udes all but two of 
the sketches from the 1955 edition of El Gallego, plus thirty-
one additional apuntes. El Gallego, then, illustrates·Cela's. 
creation of mood in sketches which vary in subject and time 
of composition. Therefore, an examination of the techniques 
employed in this volume should be helpful in determining 
how the author creates the tone of a sketch and conditions 
the reader's reaction to the fictional world which he pre~ 
sents. Since we are interested in Cela's creation of a 
fictional world, we will not consider the nonfictional 
sketches in this collection,16 
In El Gallego Cela takes the material of observable 
reality and by distorting it, conveys to the reader, in vary-
ing degrees, the isolation, fragmentation, and lack of 
absolute values in modern Spanish life. The other volume of 
apuntes, Historias de Espana, I., provides an intensifi-
cation of the distortion·which occurs in El Gallego. His-
torias de Espana is divided into two sections, each consist-
ing of nine sketches, Each part forms a unified,' whole, un-
like the sketches of El Gallego, and therefore more clearly 
reflects a reliance on image and language to create a fie~ 
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tional world which is not anchored in normal reality. 
There is evidence of an absurd world in El Gallego, but it 
is not as overpowering as is the case in Historias de Es-
paffa. Therefore, it is essential to follow a study of the 
effects created by narrative techniques in the earlier work 
with a discussion of the way in which these effects are 
carried to an extreme in the later volume. Cela uses 
similar techniques of repetition, contrast, alteration of 
narrative perspective, and allusions to establish mood in 
all the apuntes, but these devices result in different ex-
periences for the reader, as action and character become 
less important, and violent contrast of patterns and images 
takes over as the fundamental means of expressing the ab-
surdity of the fictional world. 
In this study of Cela's creation of mood in the apuntes, 
we shall consider the total effect of his use of language 
and perspective in three types of sketches. Once we have an 
overall picture of the creation of the mood in. representa-
tive sketches we shall approach the subject from the point of 
view of specific narrative techniques which recur throughout 
the book. Finally, we shall compare El Gallego and His-
torias de Espalia, I. to see how the techniques employe~ in 
El Gallego create a more powerful distortion in Historias de 
Espana. 
CHAPTER I 
CREATION OF MOOD IN THREE APUNTES 
The apuntes collected in El Gallego y su cuadrilla vary 
widely in tone, due to Cela's skill in manipulating tech-
nique:: .. and point of view to create many different moods. Be-
fore enumerating these devices and analyzing their use, it 
may be worthwhile to examine the total mood created in a few 
representative apuntes. 
Three apuntes which treat similar subjects but differ 
in their effect on the reader illustrate Cela's use of tech-
niques of repetition, contrast, and distancing to create 
these different experiences. Like many of the apuntes, "El 
Gallego y su cuadrilla," "Independencia Trijueque, Gorda II, 
senorita torera," and "Dona Concha" deal with aspects of 
Castilian life. The first two concern bullfighters, and the 
third an equally typical character, the village beata. How-
ever, their effects do vary1 "El Gallego" is a funny story, 
"Gorda II" is a grotesque joke, and "Do1ia Concha" is a repre-
sentation of the sterility of village life. 
In the title story of El Gallego V SU cuadrilla y otros 
apuntes carpetovetonicos Cela village life . uses in a re-
i:tricted area of Spain to create a certain type of fiction. 
He takes as his point of departure a banal events a woefully 
unsuccessful bullfight on a hot day in a small dusty Castilian 
town. By his choice of narrative techniques the author 
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establishes the humorous tone of the story and guides the 
reader's reaction to the fictional situation. 
"El Gallego y su cuadrilla" is symmetrically constructed 
and divided into three parts• the background and the prepa-
ration for the bullfight, the biographical sketches of the 
bullfighters, and finally the corrida itself. In other words, 
its structure seems to be that of a normal short story. How-
ever, the divisions of the story emphasize the contrast be-
tween what the reader expects to happen and what actually 
occurs. This contrast between expectation and result, created 
in part by the formal structure of the apunte, contributes to 
the humorous tone of the work, and illustrates the way in 
which Cela makes use of his style to surprise his reader by 
a shift in moods. 
Cela achieves this contrast partly by a repetition in 
the conc1uding paragraph of the scene described in the open-
ing one. Both focus on the plaza and contain many of the 
same elements, including the fountain, the people, the police, 
the bull, the sword, and temporal references. Both scenes are 
static, which is natural for the introductory description of 
a setting, but not for the moment of the most violent action 
of a normal bullfight, the kill. Nevertheless, the only verbs 
which appear in the closing paragraph are forms of decir, _g§-
.til,, and guerer, none of which suggest action. Since the 
apunte is broken off before the death of the animal, the final 
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scene seems to be frozen in time. The reader is struck by 
the incongruity of an expected, action converted into immo-
bility. 
Rearrangement, exaggeration, or change of emphasis of 
the elements common to both parts of the narrative make the 
two sections affect us differently. In the introductory 
description, compound phrases help give an impression of 
balance to the account• "La plaza esta en cuesta yen el 
medio tiene un arbol y un pilon. Por un lado esta cerrada 
con carros y por el otro con talanqueras. Hace calor y la 
1 gente se agolpa donde puede • • • • '! Only the last sentence 
of the paragraph which introduce~ the protagonist breaks 
this equilibrium. Thus the rhythm of the opening paragraph 
suggests a calm, normal event. Only the change in sentence 
structure at the end introduces a disruptive element, El 
Gallego. 
On the other hand, the ending of the apunte does not 
suggest a normal corrida, since the bull dominates the scenes 
"El taro estaba con los cuartos traseros apoyados en el pilon, 
inmovil, con la lengua fuera, con tres estoques clavados en 
el morrillo yen el lomo"(60). The other characters are dis-:-
missed very briefly. The promise made at the beginning of 
the story has been broken; the bull is neither handsome nor 
young. Moreover, it is placed in a ridiculous position. This 
scene belies the previous announcement of "rnuerte a estoque"; 
the sword has multiplied in the hands of the inept Cascorro. 
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The change in the role of the police further adds to-the 
contrast between the two parts of the sketch. At the start 
they force spectators to descend from their perches in the 
tree and on the fountain; at the end they are trying to 
prevent the irate publi·c from descending into the ring to 
vent its rage on the hapless bullfighter. Apart from our 
amusement at the direct contrast between the activity of 
the people and the police, this change of a minor detail adds 
another element to the contrast of the two paragraphs. 
Another.element common to both paragraphs is time. From 
mention of a precise hour for the start of the corrida~which 
conveys a sense of immediacy, Cela shifts at the end to 
phrases indicating indefinite periods of time. This change 
stresses the failure of Cascorro to dispatch the bull with 
speed and dexterity. The parallels and repetition in the 
opening and closing paragraphs of the sketch present the 
discrepancy between the reader's expectation and the actual 
result. The balance in the first paragraph as well as the 
description itself prepare us for a predictable event. How-
ever, the distortion of the elements in the last paragraph 
contradicts this expectation. Rather than focusing on a 
triumphant matador and merely noting the presence of a dying 
bu11,·ce1a concentrates on the live bull, and leaves the~-
dor out of the picture. 
The shifts of perspective from the beginning to the end 
of the apunte which influence the reader's reaction to the 
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corrida are evident in the three sections of "El Gallego." 
Part one is related in the present and future· tenses, per-
mitting the reader to participate in the anticipatory excite-
ment of the town. Then the promise is made: "El Gallego dara 
muerte a un hermoso novillo-toro de D. Luis Gonzalez de Ciu-
dad Real"(57). Although the town and its inhabitants remain 
anonymous,~ Cela pinpoints a specific occasion by progressing 
from the general to the particular in the short opening 
sentences. A brief remark on the heat of August in the prov-
ince of Toledo which ends with the phrase "los pueblos" leads 
us naturally into a description of the plaza of one of those 
villages. The use of the definite article with "plaza" in-
dicates that a particular one has been chosen out of all the 
possible plazas of the province. Similarly, a definite 
moment and individual are then immediately related to this 
plaza. This description places the reader as the spectator 
of a specific event. 
The account breaks off at the moment of maximum expec-
tation, just prior to the entrance of the bull, and the 
second part of the apunte begins. It consists of symmetrical 
sketches of the three members of El Gallego's cuadrilla. We 
realize that Cascorro is the most important member of the 
group because he receives the most detailed description of 
the three men. Moreover, this description is placed between 
balanced introductions to the others •. We have the same amount 
of information on both of the companions, including a series 
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of three interrelated adjectives. El Chicha is described 
as follows• "alga bizco., grasiento y no muy largo" and Jesus 
Mart!n is "largo y flaco y con cara de pocos amigos"(58). 
There is clearly a relation between the first and third 
elements of the two phrases as well as between the middle 
terms. "Largo" is repeated although with opposite value, 
"grasiento" and "flaco" also imply a contrast., and ."bizco" 
and "con cara de pocos amigos" both express a distortion of 
facial harmony. Cela also uses alliteration in both descrip-
tions., thereby stressing the similar role of the two men as 
foils for Cascorro. This balanced presentation of the men 
tends to unite them in the reader's minds it also frames 
their more important comrade. Cela ·1inks Cascorro to the 
others by the use of another triad of adjectives and ·:by the 
mention of his full name and home town. However, Cela elab-
orates on the adjectives ~;pequeno, duro y sabio en el ofi-
cio"58) giving us two anecdotes to support the judgments of 
"duro" and "sabio." He first describes Cascorro•s sojourn 
in jail and then his great skill with the bulls. However., 
the former anecdote involves only an extended description of 
a vulgar and unoriginal tattoo., and the illustration of his 
professional skill is also ironic; Cascorro is very good at 
maneuvering a bull into a corner. 
This carefully constructed description of the members of 
the cuadrilla provides an example of the way in which the 
formai structure of the apunte contributes to the creation of 
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the mood of the sketch. It establishes the roles of the 
members of the cuadrilla in the action and also heightens 
the suspense, since it is a digression from the main action 
of the corrida. Mpreover, it provides an intermediate step. 
in removing the reader from his initial position as a 
spectator of the action~ In the.first part the use of the 
present and future tenses situated the reader on the same 
level as the crowd waiting for the corrida to begin. 
Then, present and past tenses are combined in the descr~p-
tion of the cuadrilla, and when the narrator .again takes up 
the bullfight, he continues in past tense to the end. As a 
result, although there is no lapse of time between the end 
of the first and the beginning of the third sections of 
the apunte, the reader no longer shares the anticipation 
of the characters; he is not as involved in the outcome of 
the fight as he expected to be. 
The corrida, naturally enough, opens and closes with the 
bull. Between its first and. last appearance, El Galleg·o is 
gored and removed from the ring after a less than brilliant 
display, and Cascorro fails dismally in the kill. Then the 
sketch trails off, inconclusively so far as the bullfight is 
concerned. It is, though, artistically symmetrical mainly 
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because of the relationship established between the first 
and last parts by the use of repetition and contrast. The 
structural divisions of the apunte, the repetition and 
rearrangement of elements between and within the parts, and 
the change in distance achieved by varying the tense in 
which the story is narrated, ~rustrate the reader's initial 
expectation of an account of a normal bullfight. They 
make him undergo a single experience, the reversal of his 
original assumptions. In this sense, despite the lack of 
resolution of the action of the corrida, the reader has the 
impression of a unified whole. 
Through the shift from the immediate present to the past 
in the course of the story, Cela defrauds the reader of the 
action promised at the start, just as the crowd is dis-
appointed within the apunte. At the same time, the reader is 
brought closer.to the protagonist, since El Gallego alsp 
withdraws from the action when his wound sends him to the in-
firmary and forces him into the position of an observer of 
the last part of the action. 
Cela injects another factor into the relationship be-
tween the protagonist and the reader which changes the latter's 
attitude toward the events and separates El Gallego from 
the rest of the· characters. The author gives the impression 
that he and the protagonist are identical, without explic-
itly stating it. We have no character sketch of El Gallego; 
we learn only that his real name is Camilo and that he is a 
Galician. By assuring us that Camilo is a common name in 
Galicia,Cela ~eases us as he anticipates and then casts doubt 
on our conclusions. Furthermore, Cela dedicates the sketch 
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to a doctor who sewed up his neck, and in the story, the 
torero is gored in the neck.3 More indirectly, the reader 
equates the narrator with the protagonist because the open-
ing scene is related by the former and the parallel closing 
one is seen through the eyes of the latter. 
Not only does Cela establish the relationship between 
narrator and protagonist; he also fixes the distance be-
tween El Gallego and the cuadrilla, the townspeople, and the 
bull. The cuadrilla's invariable use of usted when address-
ing the matador stresses his isolation from them; they use 
the polite form because El Gallego, unlike his followers, 
always wears a tie, and was once a student. Also, Cascorro, 
El Chicha, and Jesus are all Castilian, xhile Camilo is 
identified as a stranger by his nickname and by his sailor 
shirt. Furthermore, there is no character sketch of the 
protagonist, which sets him apart from his helpers. Although 
there is a certain solidarity apparent among the bullfighters 
vis a vis the crowd, this mutual support emphasizes the 
distance separating El Gallego from his cuadrilla. As the 
public shouts insults, El Chicha consoles the matadors 
"fQue sabran: Este es el toreo antiguo, el que vale"(58). 
The reader knows that it is a clumsy performance and so does 
the narrator. The latter speaks of "mantazos" and "muleta-
zos," which hardly suggest graceful passes. Since we 
associate the protagonist with the narrator, the derogatory 
augmentatives seem to show that the matador recognizes his 
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shortcomings and does not take himself seriously, a self-
awareness which separates him from his uncritical friend. 
El Gallego is alienated from the town because he is an 
outsider and because he disappoints .the people. Cela uses 
a variety of devices to convince us of this alienation. 
From the start, nienti.on of the protagonist and the bull 
breaks the rhythm of the opening paragraph, just as the £.Q.-
rrida breaks both the quiet of the town and the pattern of a 
normal bullfight. Later, we note the anonymity of the towns-
people and the.consistent form of their communication with 
the toreros., The officials are not individuals; they exist 
only in their capacity of alguacil, alcalde,or guardia. 
They always address:,the . pr~tagonist in short imperative sen-
tences devoid of human warmths "lQue salgais& jQue le pon-
gas las banderillas& Dejalo ya. Anda, coge el pincho y 
arrimate, que para eso te pago" (·59) • Cela uses singsong 
repetition to dehumanize these men even more, as he ridicules 
their inability to think for themselvess "Al alguacil se lo 
habia dicho el alcalde, y al alcalde. se lo habia dicho el 
medico"(60). This treatment of the men inclines the reader 
toward El Gallego, since he seems to be a human being try-
ing to get along with puppets. 
Cela sets up a relationship bt:!tween the matador and the 
bull as he humorously downgrades the performance of El Ga-
llego by using the usual vocabulary of the bullfight in an 
unusual way. Verbs customarily employed to. describe the 
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action of the matador, such as pinchar and descabellar, are 
used here in reference to the animal's actions; therefore, 
the positions of man and beast seem to have been reversed. 
However, Cela does not insist upon this exchange of roles 
as he does in the apunte entitled "Independencia Trijueque, 
Gorda II, sefforita torera." He dilutes the effect of the 
comparison of man and animal by the details chosen to des-
cribe the latter. Although the bull is a poor old wreck, 
it seems rather·appealing as it enters the rings "coma sin 
ganas de pelea ••• trotando como un borrico"(59). Just as 
the bullfighter fails to meet the standards for his art, the 
bull also falls short of the norm for a fighting bull; but 
we feel sorry for him rather than disgusted. Since El Galle-
go has been connected with the bull, our sympathy for the 
man is also reinforced. El Gallego seems throughout the 
apunte to be more human than the people of the village, 
brighter than his cuadrilla, and less ridiculous than they 
(because he is removed from the scene before the final ludi-
crous end of the corrida). The reader can, without much 
difficulty, put himself in the position of El Gallego be-
cause the protagonist is isolated from the more grotesque 
characters. 
The undue emphasis given to one object in the plaza, the 
basin of the fountai~, accentuates the humor of the corrida 
and draws the principals together. It and one tree are the 
only landmarks. mentioned and the tree appears only once. 
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The choice of_ the fountain for special attention is a re-
minder of the story's setting in an arid Castilian village. 
Also, a_lthough the pilon is an essential prop of this corrida 
it is not part of a. normal bullring. The narrator uses the 
pilon in his.sketch of Cascorro to comment on the man's 
skill, and to foreshadow the end of the story. Ostensibly 
praising Cascorro, .the narrator mentions the torero•s habit 
of forcing difficult bulls against the wall, against the pilon, 
or against something. The use of the definite article implies 
that a pilon is a standard feature of a bullring and also 
indicates that Cascorro•s corridas and talents are restricted 
to makeshift plazas. Similarly it implies that the bull of 
the apunte is one of the difficult ones, a judgment which is 
contradicted by the description of the animal. Finally, 
mention of the pilon anticipates the scene in which the bull 
is backed up into the fountain. In the course of the sketch 
the matador, Cascorro, and the bull are all physically in-
volved with the pilon, and it seems that Cela is giving us a 
literal as well.: as an ironic example · of the idiom "llevar a 
• .- 4 ' h b•· 1· h uno al pilon," as well as using t e o Ject to ink t e 
characters. 
Various other devices, including contradiction, under-
statement, and cliche also appear in the sketch. These tech-
niques frequently add to the reader's participation in the 
events. Understatement and contradiction, usually with 
humorous intent, reinforce the need for the reader's cooper-
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ation which is evident in the apunte. If we do not know 
what constitutes a standard bullfight we cannot appreciate 
the extent to which this corrida deviates from the norm. 
The laconic exchange between El Gallego and the doctor who 
treats him ("--lLo ha matado? --Aun nott60). takes on comic 
value only if the reader-realizes how much time it should 
take to finish off-a bull and how much longer it is taking 
Cascorro. 
Contradiction between the narrator's (and the reader's) 
opinion-and that of the characters, as well as unexpected 
images which contradict the reader's expectations .rein-
force the grotesque aspects of the situation. To the~-
drilla the poor bull appears to be a real fighting bull, 
since· they ask· permission for additional banderillas. The 
~ear of the toreros is also indicated by mention of El 
Gallego's pale face. His pallor presumably reflects fear, 
arid both. the reference and the emotion are normal under the 
circumstances. However, the last scene of the sketch contains 
an image which balances the earlier description of the pro-
tagonist; we learn that Cascorro's face is red. It is quite 
reasonable that Cascorro should be blushing, whether from 
heat~- fury, or embarrassment as he vainly tries to complete 
the kill. However, in a violent scene, we would expect the 
color red to refer to bloodshed. T.he unexpected association 
surprises us and makes Cascorro's position seem more ridicu-
lous than before. 
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Cela resorts to understatement as well as to contra-
diction for ironic effect. After remarking on the terrible 
uproar in the plaza, the narrator comments on the toreros 
"Cascorro, por lo visto, no estaba muy afortunado"(59). 
Similar remarks often include cliches as well, which help 
to define the character of the narrator and to lead the 
reader to accept his judgment. Thus he casually dismisses 
Cascorro's stay in jail as. a result of •esas cosas que pasan~''" 
thereby eliminating our interest in the matter. 
Contrary to his practice in many apuntes, Cela does not 
use names for humorous effect in "El Gallego." The prepos-
terous names found in other sketches (dona Felicitas Ximenez 
y Smith de la Liebre, don Juan de Dibs de Cigarron y Exposito 
de Luarca) do not appear in this story. Similarly, Cela 
restricts his use of formulas, cliches, and coarse language 
in "El Gallego." In "Gorda II" extensive reliance on these 
devices results in the creation of caricatures, and the re-
moval of the reader from all i.nvol vement with the characters • 
The world of "El Gallegot• however, is basically believable 
rather than grotesque. Hence the reader develops an attitude 
of wry sympathy for the protagonist. The careful construction 
of the apunte which sets the mood of the story and then 
gradually twists it by frustrating the reader's expectations 
leaves space for the use of contradiction, understatement, 
and cliche without permitting our attention to be distracted 
by these devices. 
The primary means employed to enlist the reader's sym-
pathy on the side of El Gallego is the manipulation of the 
distance between protagonist, other characters, and reader. 
By stressing the matador's position as an outsider and 
identifying him with the author, Cela brings him closer to 
the reader who is also an outsider. Compared to the anony-
mous villagers and the ridiculous cuadrilla, the protagonist 
seems relatively normal. Like all the technical elements 
in the apunte, the treatment of the protagonist contributes 
to the creation of a unified fictional world. This world is 
based on a reality with which the reader can identify: a 
small town bullfight. However, Cela twists this normal event 
by his use of repetition, contrast, and change of emphasis. 
The matador is not even involved in the climactic action of 
a corrida, and the bull, not the torero, seems to be the main 
character in the final scene. The shift in normal roles, and 
the contradiction and contrast between sections of·the narra-
tive combine to frustrate the reader's expectations. In "El 
Gallego y su cuadrilla," Cela uses stylistic.devices to 
suggest a norm, and then he deviates from it, thereby creat-
ing the humorous mood of the sketch. In other cases, Cela 
uses similar techniques but creates different effects with 
them. 
Although the subject is similar and the setting is the 
same bullring, "Gorda II" is quite unlike "El Gallego.u It 
involves nei~her action nor human relationships; it is rather 
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a joke disguised as a character sketch, which is based on a 
sharp contrast. The protagonist, Gorda, appears to be a 
tough unfeminine girl, but after her words and deeds bear 
out this jUdgment, there is a sudden switch at the end of 
the sketch as she dissolves into tears after a disastrous 
corrida and elicits the punch line from her agents "En fin: 
el eterno femeninott(l83). Only two empty phrases which 
appear to stress the assumed contrast between Gorda as a 
woman and Gorda as a torera warn us of this endings "iPero 
hombre, Gorda: --le decia el Chiva--1 ique te ha pasado? 
(182). "iPero mujer, Independencia: lque te pasa?"(l83). 
Contrast played an important role in !'.El Gallego," but it 
was an implied contrast which developed in the course of the 
apunte, for which the reader's collaboration was necessary. 
"Gorda II'," on the other hand, presents a ready-made contrast, 
aria therefore the reader does not become involved in the 
action • 
. Gorda is a caricature, not an individual. one single 
trait, the torera•s coarseness, domi~ates her conversation, 
her actions, and the statements of the narrator about her. 
Gerda's parents are likewise turned into one-dimensional 
characters. The narrator describes her mother in unflatter-
ing termsa "era muy redicha y de un cursi que preocupaba"(l81). 
Similarly, her father appears in the role of an unsuccessful 
animal. In "El Gallego" Cela occasionally reversed the 
roles of man and beast; in ''Gorda II" he uses the contrast 
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repeatedly, and the man comes out second _best. Don Fi-
lemon does his best to play bull to hi.s daughter's mata-
dors "a fuerza de insistir, llego a embestir con cierta 
maestria. Algunos pequenos defectillos de estilo los fue 
corrigiend o poco a poco" ( 181) • · However, both he and his 
wife imply his failure as he notes that Independencia needs 
practice with real bulls and his wife agrees• "Un se?for, 
por muy buena voluntad que ponga nunca llega a embestir 
como un choto"(l82), Don Filemon as a bull provides many 
opportunities for humor, based on plays on words and ridic-
ulous contrasts. Thus, Independencia is introduced as "mas 
bruta que su padre"(l81), even though Filem6n is not·"bruto" 
in any sense of the word. To heighten the absurdity of Fi-
lemon as bull, Cela refers to his frock coat and pocket 
watch, which suggest a stodgy, old-fashioned citizen. Fi-
lemon becomes more ridiculous when the reader meets the bull 
of Gorda's debut, It could be a twin of El Gallego•s antag-
onist ("colorao, corniveleto, con ocho ar1os.a las lomos"l82), 
but while El Gallego's bull was appealing to the reader, 
Gorda• s is not.. This bull ( "feo, grande y clestartalado como 
una mula"l82) not only indicates a grotesque corrida but 
also makes Filemon more of a caricature. Although the two 
are not directly compared, it is amusing that the only con-
crete specimen of a bull in the story is a poor old wreck, 
All the previous discussion of Filemon's failings as a bull 
indicates his inability to meet the standard. Therefore, we 
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feel that he is not even as talented as the poor example of 
a bull who defeats Gorda. 
Emphasis on names also contributes to the violent con-
trast which has such a large role in creating the mood of 
this apunte. Gerda's mother, Leonor Sanson, has a name which 
indic~tes masculine strength. There is no evidence, however, 
that it is suitable. On the other hand, "Filemon" evokes 
an image of pastoral calm and sentiment, which contrasts both 
with his role as bull, and with the names given his wife. 
The protagonist has an unusual name, and although we learn 
very little about her as a person, we are given a detailed 
account of how '.she acquired the name Independencia. This 
explanation merely emphasizes the lack of depth in the des-
cription of her.character. The extraneous reasons for bap-
tizing her Independencia become more important than the girl's 
status as an individual. The names of the characters in 
this sketch have mainly comic value as they stress the single 
dimension of the characters and contribute to the contrast 
of the·situation. 
The narrator's role adds to the contrast which dominates 
"Gorda II." Since the mood of the sketch hinges on contrasts, 
the narrator influences our reactions to the situation by 
the way in which he reveals his own character. He appears to 
consider himself superior to the people whom he describes, 
bu·t at the same time shows himself to be crude and ignorant, 
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comparable to the Trijueque family. The narrator, like the 
other characters, seems to accept the ridiculous role of 
Filemon as bull, as he duly records the man's progress in 
the art of charging. On occasion, however, he offers sar-
castic comments on the characters as well. He gives, for 
instance, an ironic judgment of Gorda's agent: "El Chiva 
era un filosofo muy fino"(l83). These ironic remarks are 
mixed with less perspicacious observations. For one thing, 
he comments on the obvious, noting that Leonor always calls 
her husband T.rijueque right after he has quoted her doing so. 
He also is addicted to long-winded explanations. For example, 
he describes the location of the plaza where Gorda has her 
debut as though he were giving detailed directions to a 
motorist. As a result, the narrator seems to share some of 
the characteristics of his characters despite his attitude 
of superiority. The reader therefore: does not join with 
the narrator completely in the latter's view of events, but 
derives added amusement from this narrator who unconsciously 
echoes some of the grotesque qualities of his characters. 
The narrator's vulgarity,which also sets him apart from 
the reader, matches that of Gorda as he comments on the £.Q-
rridas "Gorda II ••• le hizo un carte de mangas al ten-
dido, y entonces, coma si les hubieran· puesto a todos un pe-
tardo en recto, se armcS la de Dios"(l82). The narrator's 
image is as coarse as is the action of his subject. This 
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narrator, who is often on the same level .as his characters, 
helps to keep us .. from becoming involved in the sketch. Since 
the one-dimensional characters are caricatures with whom we 
cannot identify, the narrator shares this quality when he 
descends to the level of the Trijueques. Because of the 
stress on selected elements of the scene and the action, 
the reader sees the whole apunte as a joke with no basis in 
reality since he remains uninvolved with both characters and 
narrator. 
The lack of background in the apunte contributes to the 
creation of a comic mood. Nothing really happens in "Gorda 
II." We learn that the corrida was unfortunate, but do not 
see what happened, and therefore do not develop any feeling 
for the characters. In "Ei Gallego" humor resulted from the 
disappointment of the reader's expectations of a normal event; 
in "Gorda II" the reader has no opportunity to develop ex-
pectations because he meets only caricatures from the start. 
In ','.El Gallego" a complete and believable world exists; 
in "Gorda II" only fragments are presented and emphasized, a 
method which results in the creation of more violent con-
trasts than the use of similar devices does in "El Gallego." 
In both apuntes, for instance, Cela uses comparisons of men 
with animals. However, in "El Gallego" the matador is not 
equated with the bull as he is in "Gorda II" and hence, the 
effect of the comparison is not as strong. 
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In "El Gallego" and "Gorda II" Cela creates different 
moods while dealing with similar subjects humorously. In 
the third apunte, "Dona Concha," he treats another typical 
character of provincial Castilla. However, this apunte 
differs from the other two, b~cause the prot~gonist is a 
symbol rather than a human being or a caricature, and the 
humor which dominated the other sltetches ds .::absent. 
In "Doria Concha'.' Cela conveys the rigidity and isolation 
of small town life by the way in which he relates the pro-
tagonist to her surroundings. The reader learns, by means of 
the author's use of repetition, by negative descri'ption, and 
by the development of the setting from the realistic to the 
symbolic level, that dona Concha is a woman strangled in 
respectability, but unaware of the sterility of her life. 
Repetition of a pattern made up of three elements to des-
cribe dona Concha and all that surrounds her unifies the 
sketch and links her life with the world in which she lives. 
This grouping in threes applies to her personal character-
i•stics, to her relatives, and finally, to the expression of 
the abstract meaning of her life. First, Concha, one of 
three sisters, is presented--in terms of physical attributes, 
dress, and childlessness. She then is fitted in her immediate 
surroundingss she has neither cat, nor dog,· nor bird to call 
her own, but she does have three windows from which to view 
the outside world. Even in the details of her behavior the 
motif of threes recurs; she serves visitors chocolate, three 
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cookies, and a glass of wine, Similarly, the people and 
things which are connected with her, including her husband, 
her sister, and even the tree in her patio, are described by 
phrases consisting of three elements. 
This method of fitting Concha and all that surrounds her 
into a neat pattern suggests a rigid unchanging approach to 
life. Because the pattern is so obvious, the reader notes a 
sense of ritual which dominates the apunte. This ritual, in 
combination with the negative description, and Concha's lack 
of participation in the world, stresses her passivity, The 
development of the three levels of her life (natural, human, 
and spiritual) reinforces this impression. Cela uses the 
three windows of her house to explain this division. In 
parallel phrases he notes that from one window Concha watches 
over the•well, from another she sees children crying, and at 
the third, which loolcs out over the countryside, she says her 
rosary. Significantly, Concha is merely an observer of the 
life outside; she is above and outside the vitality of life, 
'·Negative descriptions further emphasize the protagonist •s 
inability to enjoy a full life. She is introduced positively 
as the wife of don Florian and the sister of dona Mencia 
and Engracia, However, the affirmative impression is erased 
in succeeding paragraphs, First, we learn of her physical 
frailty, ahd her preference for black clothing. Then the 
love which she cannot express is described by a negative images 
"entero coma una nube volandera"(26), The comparison of this 
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affection with a fleeting cloud.intensifies the negative 
effect, since a cloud appears solid but is in reality with-
out substance. Cela then pounds us with negatives, begin-
ning with the animals in the house which do not belong to 
Concha, and continuing with useless objects, like broken 
furniture and pictures of forgotten people. Once again the 
pattern of three elements dominates the description as Cela 
stresses the isolation of Concha by mentioning that all the 
things in the house belong to others. From the beginning of 
the apunte we are aware that the protagonist does not partic-
ipate in the life around her. 
Even an apparent change to the positive attributes of 
Concha is at once qualified with a negative traits "es una 
hembra rica y sarmentosa, florida si quisiera y, iay: sin ga-
nas ningunas de florecer"(24)._ Even in her spiritual life 
there is no vitality; she uses her rosary only to while away 
the slow dead hours of the day. Similarly she is described 
as knowing a great deal about the natural and human life about 
her, but she speaks only during the season of death, the 
annual slaughtering-time. Equally empty is the one human 
contact shown in the apunte. When Concha• s sister visits, 
the hostess does not eat any of her own refreshments, and 
we learn only what the two women do not discuss. Hence, we 
have no positive impression of a meaningful conversation. 
Furthermore, the subject which they -avoid is the third sis-
ter. The latter, an innkeeper in another village, and mother 
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of ten sons, is an example of the fertility and warmth of 
life rejected by Concha. This insistence on negative 
phrases to describe the protagonist, intensified by their 
contrast with positive possibilities, impresses the reader 
with the beata•s lack of vitality and the total mood of 
repressed life. 
Cela also uses the names of his characters to create a 
feeling of rigidity and isolation. Contrary to his frequent 
habit of giving characters long, complicated names, Cela re-:-. 
fers to the beata only as doffa Concha. (The invariable·use 
of the title contrasts with references to her sister as 
merely "senora".) The lack of a surname further isolates 
the protagonist from normal human relationships. It is 
difficult to escape the effect of Concha's name, as it is 
repeated thirty-two times in a three page apnnte. Although 
Cela uses his characters' names frequently in these sketches, 
dona Concha is mentioned by name more than twice as often as 
the protagonists of other sketches of comparable length. The 
repetition of the name contributes to the static, rigid 
quality of the sketch; Concha is bound within the confines of 
her respectable social and emotional condition. Also, the 
verbs governed by the name are usual.ly not verbs of action, 
and the reiteration of the name in the same form calls our 
' h' ' 1' 5 attention tot is static qua ity. 
The name of Concha's husband, don Florian, is also im-
portant because it forms part of the symbolism of the three 
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levels of her lif'e. Like his wife, he has no surna.me, a 
lack which makes the given name more important and the 
couple as a unit less so. "Florii!n" reminds us of Concha• ;s 
inability to bloom, and when considered with the other 
references to flowers in the apunte, takes on symbolic 
value. The flower appears in minor details concerning Con-
cha's spiritual and natural life. on one occasion we learn 
that her rosary is made of rose petals; on another that 
each of the chairs in front of her three windows is decor-
ated with painted roses. :~he rose, symbol of love and 
beauty,6 is lifeless in the world of Concha. Florian, it 
appears, links the human aspect of her life with the other 
two by his name, and the three planes of life are bound to-
gether by symbols which have no vitality. 
In addition to the symbol of the rose, which is inte-
grated into the ambience of Concha throughout the apunte, 
the last paragraphs of the sketch gradually introduce other 
symbolic :~lements. From the heat of the sun falling on::the 
patio of Concha's house, we move to its effect on natures 
"La chicharra canta desconsoladamente desde la higuera. 
canija, calenturienta y biblica"(26), This picture broadens 
to include all Castilla• "Los molinos de Criptana, igual 
que inmensos bueyes dormidos, esperan respirar en la no-
che" ( 26). The manner in which the author endows inanimate 
objects with animal life, and plant and animal life with 
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human sentiments, connects the two images. The windmills 
of La Mancha suggest the literary association rather than 
a geographic one, since there is no indication in the 
apunte .of the location of Concha's village. As a result, 
we tend to put her on the same plane as don Quijote, and 
consider her a symbol of Castilla. 
The closing li~es of the sketch further develop the 
symbolism: "Por el cielo cr.uza el arcangel San Gabriel en 
forma de ciguefia" ( 26) • Gabriel and the windmills are 
linked by their relationship to animals common to the re-
gion, storks and oxen. Furthermore, the flight of a bird 
suggests freedom, and Gabriel is, of course, the messenger 
of life in his role as angel of the Annunciation. Concha, 
in drawing away from her window in obedience to the bells 
calling her to prayer, rejects· life and true spiritual 
growth in favor of empty ritual. 
Even apart from the symbolic function of the surround-
ings, the setting of "Dona Concha" is more important in 
establishing the mood of the sketch than is the case in the 
other two apuntes •. The sketch opens with an impression of 
heat as the sun beats dotvn on Concha' s patio, and it ends 
with the same scene of stifling heat. However, instead of 
merely restating his opening remarks, Cela intensifies the 
impression of oppressiveness by describing the enervating 
effect of the heat on the plants and animals in the patio. 
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The physical suffocation reinforces the feeling of oppres-
sive sterility of Concha's life. The repetition of the 
image at the beginning and end of the apunte also creates 
the effect of a suspension of ttlme. The story is related 
entirely in the present tense, unlike the others, and this 
use of the present accentuates.the sameness of life. It 
also strengthens ·the force of the last lines "Mafiana sera 
otro dia"(26). Presumably, tomorrow will be the same as 
all the yesterdays. The absence of any reference to Con-
cha's past life further stresses concern for the present. 
This omission creates the impression that she is eternally 
the same. The future is absent as well, except for a series 
of contrary-to-fact conditions which merely point out the 
hermetic quality of her lifes "Sise quedase viuda, si 
don Florian ••• la dejase mas sola de lo que esta, dona 
Concha ••• hablaria"(25). The setting of the apunte 
emphasizes the lack of chronological progress, and is a 
factor in establishing the mood of lifelessness and rigidity 
which strikes the reader of the sketch. 
The narrator of "Dof'S.a Concha" also contributes to the 
presentation of the protagonist as the symbol of sterility. 
The narrator is an omni$cient observer, (which.is unusual 
in El Gallego y su cuadrilla) who, except for a pious 
formula in reference to don Florian, ("Dias lo conserve") 
which seems rather a ~uote from Concha than an opinion of 
the narrator, never comments on the characters. This 
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approach to the subject separates the protagonist from the 
normal reality of narrator and reader, and avoidance of 
the temporal element adds to the static quality of the apun-
te. The reader accepts the narrator's appraisal of the 
situation including its symbolic aspects, and therefore 
finds himself separated from the story of the beata. This 
separation increases the impression of a rigid world, closed 
to normal life. For the same reason, the only dialogue iil 
the sketch is a cliche ("rQue Dias me lo tenga en cuenta1" 
25) which, because of its triteness, adds no vitality to 
the passage. The narrator, like other aspects of the apun-
.t!t, strengthens the mood of isolation by removing the pro-
tagonist from the world of normal time. The emphasis on 
setting rather. than action, the importance given to negative 
aspects of Concha's life and to the creation of a strict 
pattern, and the inclusion of symbolic elements, give the 
reader an experience of an oppressive world, devoid of life 
or hope for change. 
These three sketches offer a general picture of some 
of the moods we encounter in the apuntes, ·.arid-~-the'.: way:.in 
which Cela uses similar technical devices to create quite 
different experiences for the reader. In "El Gallego" Cela 
creates a humorous situation with which the reader can 
identify. He first suggests a normal situation, and then 
gradually twists both characters and action to avoid ful-
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filling the expectations he has encouraged •. For this pur-
pose, he constructs the apunte carefully and relies on the 
reader's recognition of incongruities. "Gorda II" makes 
use of exaggeration for the creation of caricatures. In 
this case there is no discrepancy between our expectations 
and the outcome of the sketch. From the start, the reader 
is looking at a distorted world of caricatures. The third 
apunte, unlike the others, is serious in tone. The pro-
tagonist becomes a symbol of sterility because of the mood 
of rigidity and isolation from life which Cela creates. 
Repetition, an important device in· .. '!Dot'l'.a. Concha," 
emphasizes the monotony and lack of productivity of Con-
cha's life. The creation of a repetitive pattern in dis-
cussing all aspects of the beata•s life, plus the stress 
on her environment underlines the lack of vitality in her 
existence. Similarly, the exclusion of Concha.from normal 
chronology by the suspension of time and the introduction 
of symbolic elements furthers this impression. In both 
"El Gallego" and "Dot1a Concha" repetition is important; in 
both, for instance, we find that the end of the apunte 
echoes the opening lines. However, the effect is not the 
same in both cases. The scene of the hot patio.in "Dona 
Co·ncha" has not changed since the start of the story. If 
anything, the animals and plants mentioned in the later 
paragraph are more alive than the people.described in the 
opening selection. In "El Gallego" the repeated scene adds 
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to the contrast between the normal activity of a corrida 
and its distortion. Repetition occurs in "Gorda II" as 
well, to emphasize the one-sided presentation of the 
characters. 
Names also have different roles according to the mood 
of the apuntes. The extravagant names in"Gorda II" add 
humor and stress the characters• lack of substance, thereby 
contributing to the overall one-dimensional effect. The 
simpler names in "Dona Concha" have symbolic value, and 
suggest a contrast·between the protagonist's sterile life 
and more normal existence. on~- the other hand, names in 
"El Gallego" separate the pr.otagonist from the other 
characters and relate him to the author and the reader. 
The treatment of the setting in each of the apuntes 
also varies according to the effect desired. The descrip-· 
tion of the scene of El Gallego's bullfight provides a 
contrast between the normal event promised at the beginning 
of the story and the grotesque finale. Dofia Concha 1.s· ·sur-
roundings help to create an impression of monotony and op-
pressiveness. Emphasis on the setting stresses the static, 
unchanging quality of the apunte, and Concha's lack of 
involvement in life. In "Gorda II," on the .other hand, the· 
scene is unimportant to the story. Contrast is not needed 
because there is no development in the apunte. The narrator 
shows from the start that Gorda and her family are cari-
catures who do not change. The only use of the setting 
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of the apunte is to afford a glimpse of the narrator's 
lack of selectivity in his report of the situation. 
For similar reasons, the structure of "Gorda II" is 
an uncomplicated account of certain aspects of her life. 
In the other apuntes however, the structure aids in estab-
lishing the mood. The obvious pattern in "Dona Concha" 
again points up the futility and monotony of her life, and 
the structure of "El Gallego" aids in the disappointment 
of the reader's expectations and in creation of-sympathy 
for the ptotagonist. 
"El Gallego" is the only one of the group in which the 
reader's sympathy is enlisted for the characters. Cela 
gradually removes the reader from his initial position as 
spectator of the corrida, at the same time bringing him 
closer to the protagonist. He achieves this effect by 
separating the latter from the fictional situation and by 
suggesting that author and protagonist are identical. The 
narrator of "Dofia Concha;" by not intruding in the action, 
seems to isolate the protagonist further from the normal 
world of the reader. The ambiguous narrator of "Gorda II" 
also keeps the reader at a distance from his characters. 
However, he does so by revealing himself as a member of 
their distorted world. He thinks himself superior to his 
subjects, but his vulgarity of expression and shallowness of 
thought place him in the society of the Trijueque family. 
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These three apuntes offer examples of the way in whi=h 
/ . . . Cela makes use of narrative devices to create different 
experiences for the reader, Such devices as repetition, 
contrast, and onomastic invention occur in the three sketches. 
In each case they contribute to the formation of a coherent 
mood. However, their effect varies among the apuntes, 
depending on emphasis and.on the attitude of the narrator 
of each sketch. Since similar techniques create different 
moods, these devices must be studied in the context of the 
mood they create. A consideration of each of these tech-
niques will indicate the.way in which Cela ·builds the het-
erogeneously grotesque world of the apuntes carpetovet6-
nicos, 
CHAPTER II 
THE ROLE OF THE NARRATOR 
Narrative perspective is extremely important.in 
creating mood in the apuntes. It has a larger role here 
than in traditional short stories. Unlike the latte~which 
often depend on action or character development for their 
effect, the apuntes derive much of their meaning from the 
whole fictional world created by the narrator. The reader, 
in turn, must react to this world; he may identify with 
it, or view it as a distortion of "normal" reality. ·rn 
any case, he has to follow the lead of the specific nar-
rator who creates a version of reality and guides the 
reader's reaction to it. 
Cela's treatment of narrators in this collection of 
sketches shows considerable variety. "El Gallego," "Doll.a 
Concha, 0 and "Gorda II" illustrate this flexibility. "Do-
'.tia Concha" is narrated by an omniscient observer of the 
situation who very obviously selects and interprets the 
details of the protagonist's life. The narrator of l"Go:fda 
II," on the other hand, is not omniscient. He is outside 
and apparently above the events he describes, but at the 
same time he reveals a distorted vision of reality which 
places him in the grotesque world of his subject. ·"El Ga-
llego' s" narrator, unlike that of "Gorda IP,u recounts a 
believable event and is not himself part of a distorted 
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reality. He differs from the narrator of "Do!ia Concha" 
as well, since the relationship established between the 
protagonist of "El Gallego'' and the author keeps the narra-
tor from being separated from the events which he relates. 
The differences among these narrators cause us to 
react differently to each apunte. The narrator makes El 
Gallego seem sympathetic by his manipulation of the dis-
tance between characters, reader, and himself. The omnis-
cient reporter of "Dona Concha" helps to create the mood 
of sterility. Both these narrators operate within a 
reality with which the reader can, to some extent, :iden-
tify. There may be grotesque or symbolic elements in this 
world, but the relationships·are believable. The reverse 
effect occurs in "Gorda II•" In the latter apunte,, the 
narrator offers a distorted picture of the bullfighter, 
and also seems to be part of this distortion. He dis-
orients the reader by casting doubt on the reality involved. 
The reader feels that the apparently normal narrator who 
mocks his.ridiculous characters is as grotesque as those 
he is making.fun of. Hence, the frame of reference is dis-
torted. 
The importance of the narrator varies from sketch to 
sketch depending on the mood desired. Even when we com-
pare narrators who seem to be firmly anchored in normal 
reality, we find differences in emphasis which alter the 
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tone of the sketches. In "Baile en la plaza" the narra-
tor• s role is crucial s in "La romerta•• it is not. The 
latter, a long account of the· determination of a middle-
I ,.. : • 
class f~mily to enjoy a day in the country, is amusing in 
itself. The gently ironic comments of the narrator add 
to our appreciation of the situation, but are not abso:-
_t ~---,-;:'.i:\-
lute~y necessary to the effect of the apunte, since the 
, i!_" ~?•_;,.~ .. '. ., r 
humor is implicit in the situation. 
'i ,I •I • j 
On the other hand, in "Baile en la plaza" the narra-
tor is the only link bet:ween two seemingly disparate events, 
and serves as the unifying agent of the whole sketch. Cela 
aga~n uses a bullfight as the background for "Baile en la 
plaza." After a corrida in which the matador has been 
fatally gored, the people of the village attend a dance in 
the plaza, unaware of the tragedy. At first glance,the 
apunte merely sets up a contrast between death and life.1 
However, the narratoi;who is our only source of infor-
mation on the dying torero, Horchatero Chico, not only 
emphasizes the isolation in death of the bullfighter, but 
also ties together the world of the dancers and that of 
the bullfighter to create a sense of the death-in-life of 
·:·._·J::·.: 
the festive village. 
In.order to separate the matador.from the towns-
l)E!op;e, .the narrator abruptly interrupts his account of 
the fiesta to announce the fate of Horchatero. At the 
same time. he-makes it clear by use of a hypothetical 
phrase that the -event is outside the consciousness of 
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the people of the· villages "Si ••• se muriesen todos 
los que se divierten. pod.r!a o!rse sobre el extratio silen-
cio el lamentarse sin esperanza del pobre Horchatero Chico. 
que con una cornada en la barriga, adn·no se ha muert0~ 112 · · 
He stresses the villagers• lack of awareness again when he 
mentions the bells tolling the death of the matador. un-
heard by the dancers. Thanks . to the narrator• Horchatero 
is thus isolated in.death from the town. 
The narrator also separates the bullfighter from the 
reader by describing the .for.tner•s death in terms of a 
standard official obituary• "Horchatero Chico. nat:utal 
de Colmenar, soltero •. de veinticuatro atios de edad y de 
profesion matador de reses bravas (novillos y toros). aca-
ba de estirar la patas vamos, quiere decirse que acaba ·de 
entregar su alma a Di os" ( 64) • The -~reaking of the expected 
pattern by the inclusion of the slang expression draws 
our attention to the person of the narrator and away from 
the subject as an individual. It also forces us to notice 
that the narrator is merely reciting a formula rather than 
indicating an interest in the matadog; as a person. This 
indifference to the value of human life e:·dloes the. atti-
tude expressed in the introduction of the apunte. The 
narrator explains a superstition that soaking alparqatas in 
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blood makes them more durable. After noting that the 
dance is preceded by this ritual he offers a specific 
example of a torero_whose blood has been particularly 
efficacious. We feel that the man's death was of im-
portance not because his life had any value, but because 
~, ·~c, ':'.. : ;'.. . 
his blood was so useful. These details recounted by the 
narrator underline the inhuman attitude he takes toward 
the tragedy. !'his attitude fits in with the townspeople's 
lack of concern for the suffering .. of Horchatero and suggests 
the general lack of importance of the characters as hum&a. 
beings in this apunte. 
The narrator maintains the distance between Horcha-
tero and the reader by refusing.to treat the torero as an 
individual. and he achieves the same distancing effect 
from the other.characters by removing Horchatero•s death 
from their experience. Jven the torero•s name contributes 
to this isolation. Since he and Chepa del Escorial (the 
bullfighter of the introduction) are the only characters 
mentioned by name, and both are dead, the name separates 
Horchatero from the living villagers. However, the reader 
does not identify with the character as an individual be-
cause he is given only the bullfighter's professional nick-
name. In addition, "Horchatero Chico" suggests the man's 
insignificance as.a matador. In mentioning him byname, 
Cela seems to be singling out the protagonist as an in-
dividuals but in reality he merely sets him apart from the 
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town. Since the bullfighter never enters the story ex-
cept as an immobile,lifeless performer, ·ce1a subordinates 
the protagonist and his actions to the total mood of the 
sketch. 
The treatment of both the dance and the corrida as 
rituals further stresses the mood created by isolating Hor-
chatero Chico from the town and minimizing his value as an 
individual. Although the narrator has separated the torero 
from the town, we soon discover that the fiesta really is 
not so different from the death of the matador. The dance 
itself is as stylized as a corrida• and the participants 
as lifeless as Horchatero. From the start, the structure 
of.the sketch creates an impression of ritual. Not only 
is the scene of the dance the blood-stained plaza, but also 
the narrator relates it to the corrida by his introductory 
comments on the dancers• rush to soak their sandals in 
blood. Thus, our first view of the villagers is of partic-
ipants in a gory ritual. 
Throughout the apunte, the pattern of alternation be-
tween scraps of.conversation and descriptive commentary 
illustrates .. the. lack of spontaneity in the fiesta. The 
banal conversation of the dancers adds to this impression 
of stylized behaviors tt--lcSmo se llama usted? :--=Es 
usted.muy curioso ••• --No, jovenJ no es que sea curioso. 
--lEntonces? --Esque era para llamarle por su nombre"(62), 
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This exchange offers no sur'prise to the reader, and the 
familiarity and 'repetitiveness of the phrases slow the pace 
of the action. The anonymity of the speakers reinforces 
this impression of repetition. There is no indication 
that a single couple is carrying an a continued conversation 
throughout the sketch. We feel, rather, that we may be 
eavesdropping on many different couples, all of whom react 
to the social situation in exactly the same way. The dan-
cers at the fiesta do not exist as individuals any more 
than does the matador. Moreover, the dialogue is often 
used to illustrate one of the narrator's statements, and 
therefore seems even less spontaneous than if he had not 
intruded. The narrator in "Baile en la plaza" overshadows 
the dancers, just as he does Horchatero Chico in the obit-
uary. 
The narrative of the.apunte further stresees repeti-
tive action and lack of characterization of the towns-
people. We find the dancers grouped together in categories• 
"Los forasteros, que siempre son mis decididos, hablan a 
veces"(63). "Los mozos bailan con el pitillo en la boca y 
no hablan"(61)t. "Las mozas como a una seftal, se ponen a 
bailar unas con otras"(61). This approach to the dancers 
impresses us with the formalistic quality of the fiesta, 
denying it the vitality we would expect to find, and deny-
ing individuality to its participants., 
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Within the repetitive pattern of the apunte the narra-
tor makes comments which direct our attention to unpleasant 
aspects of a normally festive occasion. He notes, for 
instance, that a group of soldiers is singings "menos mal 
que todos son de la Infanter!aJ si fuesen de Armas distin-
tas, ya se habr!an roto la cara a tortas"(63). More di-
rectly he notes of the dancers; "si se fijasen un poco, 
notar!an que les duelen las pies"(62). These remarks com-
municate a negative view of the dance, and at the same time 
keep us aware of the narrator's presence. His intrusions 
remove us from the action and, like the insistence on the 
anonymity of the villagers, prevent us from becoming in-
volved in the events. The narrator's observations also 
link the fiesta with the fate of Horchatero Chico by indi-
cating a mood of general ~adness and decay. 
The use of the present tense in the sketch and the 
constant appeal to our senses in the descriptive passages 
convey a feeling of proximity to the action. This impres-
sion contrasts with the emotional distance the narrator 
maintains between the reader and the villagers who are part 
of the scenes he describes. The din of the band play£ng 
and the cries of vendors of food and lottery tickets in a 
crowded dusty plaza smelling of sweat and churros leave us 
feeling half-suffocated. Just as noise drowned out the 
moans and death knell of Horchatero, so too the ambience 
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overwhelms the shadowy people who,move within it. 
The repetition of images and suggestions that the 
dance is not very agreeable connect the worlds of the 
crowd and of the torero in- the descriptive passages. un-
pleasant details surround the fi~st mention of Horchatero 
Chico• a beggar exhibits his deformities, night is fall-
ing, and tb:Leves are working on unsuspecting cardplayers. 
The thieves seem even more sordid because the narrator 
places them on an animal level. He mentions them in the 
same sentence where he comments on a stray dog making off 
with.• stolen ·scraps. After this introduction, the narrator 
directly links the dying torero to the town as he comments 
with a hypothetical phrases "side repente, como de mila-
gro, se muriesen todos .••• "(63). The mention of death 
in reference to the fiesta just before the introduction of 
Horchatero Chico into the story draws the latter closer to 
the village. Use of images further stresses this relation-
ship. First we learn that night is comings "comienzan a. 
encenderse las t!midas bombillas de la plaza" (63). After 
mentioning the-torero, the narrator then continues as though 
there had been no interruption, "Las lucecillas rojas, y 
verdes, y amarillas,.y azules de los tenderetes tambiin 
comienzan a encenderse"(63). The repeated verbs and the 
word "tambi,n" link the two passages. Furthermore, a re-
peated use of the conjunction in the second passage creates 
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a sense of hesitancy that reflects the image of "timidas 
bombillas :•: The close relationship between i;he two selec-
tions emphasizes the interruption. However, at the same 
time the torero is part of the world of the plaza, as he is 
described as "vestido de luces y moribundo" (63). The "lights" 
of his suit parallel the twinkling lights of the stalls, 
and his imminent death parallels the approach of night, creat-
ing the-impression that, like the matador, the town is 
outwardly festive and inwardly dying •• 
The narrator's next reference to the bullfighter 
further strengthens the relationship between his death 
and the fiesta·, in this case by the use of sound 1 "Sobre 
el sordo rumor del baile, casi a compas del pasodoble de 
'Pan y taros•, las campanas de la parroquia doblan a muerte 
sin que nadie las oiga"(64). Again, the narrator notes 
the separation of the town from the death of the matador, 
but also connects the two by pointing out that the death 
knell is .almost in tempo with the dance. In other words, 
the life of the dancers is really very close to death, al-
though they are not aware of it. 
The final lines of the apunte summarize the lifeless 
quality of the fiesta through a comment of the narrator on 
one of the couples• "La pareja ••• tiene las manos en-
lazadas con dulzura, como las bucolicas parejas de las ta-
pices" (64). The movement and activity of the dance is 
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frozen in a stylized formal picture, and this anonymous 
couple has no more life than the dead Horchatero Chico. 
Furthermore, our last glimpse of the.,plaza is of a solitary 
bat flying aimlessly about, and the whole experience of 
the apunte is summarized as a mood of sol~tude and sadness. 
In "Baile en la plaza," the narrator presents the 
rigidity and lifelessness of provincial life by means of 
a contrast between death and an apparently joyous celebra-
tion. The narrator seems to isolate the bullfighter from 
the town, but in reality develops the similarities between 
the two disparate events, by relating scenes, images, and 
' characters from both of them to each other. Since the 
narrator is outside the action while at the same time inter-
posing himself between .. the_ reader and the story, he keeps 
the reader from becoming involved in the events of the 
sketch. We must accept the narrator's view of the situa-
tion, because his is the only perspective offereds but we 
do not relate to the narrator .as a personality as we often 
do -in other apuntes. The whole focus of ''Baile en la plaza" 
is on the mood of the dance,i not on the narrator. The 
latter is merely the vehicle for the creation of this mood. 
Therefore, any characterization of the narrator would dis-
tract us from the main point of the apunte. 
"Baile en la plaza" illustrates the effect on the 
reader of a narrator with whom the reader can agree. How-
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ever, other apuntes which employ narrator~ whose view of 
reality coincides with ours create somewhat different 
reactions. In "La romeria;• for instance, the reader sees· 
the action from the vantage point of an omniscient narra-
tor, as the latter provides glimpses of the characters' 
thoughts, comments on their behavior, and guides the read-
er's reaction to the humorous situation. At the same time, 
. 
the reader can relate directly to t~e sketch, because the 
story situation is not a distorted one. It is easy to join 
in the speaker's amusement at the family whose excursion 
into the country turns into a tiring jaunt full of irri-
tating little problems. The narrator pokes fun at the sub-
ject from the start, "La romeria era muy tradicionals la 
gente se hacia.lenguas de lo bien que se pasaba en la ro-
mer.t:a" ( 27) • He also sets the tone .. of superiority by re-· 
ferring to the maste>rJ~of the house as "el cabeza de familia." 
As we could predict, the poor man is not at all the head of 
the family. We join the narrator in feeling superior to 
this family whose lack of a sense of humor and concentra-
tion on appearances·;, and proper behavior ruin its holiday. 
We also feel that we know this narrator better than we did 
the reporter of "Baile en la plaza." His attitude is clear 
and consistent, he is making fun of the false values of 
the characters. The latter, in turn, indulge in ungracious 
o:r' 'boorish behavior which is totally familiar to any 
reader. 
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The same agreement between narrator and reader occurs 
in-another apunte dealing with a familiar subject, in this 
case a literary topic. "Claudito, el espantapijaros 
(novela)" is a spoof of the sentimental story, and the nar-
rator not only uses all'the aliches possible in action and 
characterization, but also steps back and comments on his 
own style., The action of the sketch is clearly ridic-
-ulousa the love of two.unattractive cousins is discour-
aged by ,he woman's father. The spurned lover then tries 
to attract birds who will comfort him, but they fly off, 
startied by his music. ,The structure of the sketch is 
equally amusing• the "novel" is divided into five chapters 
anc.f an introductory note which is longer than some of. the 
chapters. This note, which Offers the narrator's com-
ments on the title, sets the mood of the story• "una dulce 
historia de Navidad, concebida para ser comentada al amor 
de la lumbre"(l60). Obviously. the narrator is making fun 
of· the all too frequent sentimental story about Chri_stma:s. 
He makes his attitude more obvious in later descriptions 
by the use of "etc. 11 1 "Por el campo cubierto por el blan-
co.sµdario de la nieve, etc."(162). He reveals that he is 
aware of the lack of originality of the descriptions any 
reader can fill. in .the rest of it·. He also mocks his own 
style directly when he catches himself using pompous phrasess 
~Llegado que bubo a una pradera ••• vamos. queremos decira 
en cuanto lleg6 a una pradera~! (162). In "Claudito" as iri 
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"La romer!a" the reader allies himself with the narra-
tor in laughing at the literary or human experience des-
cribed in the respective apuntes. on the other hand, while 
we are dependent on the narrator of "Baile en la plaza" 
we cannot join him in reacting to the action because he 
never reveals a clear attitude of his own toward the eventsJ 
he exists only in his role of creator of the mood of the 
sketch. In both this apunte and "Dona Concha" the narrator 
creates the mood of the sketch by his selection of concrete 
details to record and by his logical arrangement of 1these 
elements. In the humorous sketches, the narrator, like 
the reader, views the events from without. The reader can 
iden~ify witb him because he bases his acaount of events 
on "normal.reality," and then makes fun of the situation 
or characters without becoming part of the distortion 
which he describes. There is no sense, in any of these 
exampies, of the narrator's participation in the world he 
. .-'. . r : 
creates, nor-of any unconscious distortion in his view of 
real~tY• 
In contrast with these narrators with whom the reader 
can. to some extent agree, are those (more common in. the 
apuntes) who resemble the narrator of "Gorda II." In 
general, the latter maintain an ambiguous po.si tion s they 
seem to be outside the events which they relate, but in 
the end offer a distorted vision of reality. In some 
cases, the narrator may suddenly take over the apunte, 
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thereby overshadowing the ,protagonist and entering the 
grotesque world he has been describing. On other occasions, 
the levels of reality of the narrator and protagonist are 
overlapped and juxtaposed to create a world which seems· 
to echo Valle-Inclan•s assessment of Spanish lifea "Los 
heroes clasicos ban ido a·pasearse en el callejon del 
Gato• • • • El sentido tragico de la vida espanola s6lo 
puede darse con una estetica sistem4ticamente deformada."3 
The reader "theno: is left wondering if there is any norm 
with which he can identify, as he experiences a world in 
wh~ch ·••normal" .reality is as grotesque as is the frankly 
dist.orted_reatlity. 
The apuntes grouped together under the tit.le "Doce 
fotograf!as al minut0 11 ·provide the most complex treatment 
of nar~ative perspective,in which several levels of reality 
are interrelated to create a grotesque overall vision of 
life. The setting, the protagonist, and his interlocutor 
(hereafter· ··referred to as the author) unify this series 
Of sketches. The author meets Sanson Gare.la, an itinerant 
photographer, in a small caf~ in the Guadarrama, and iis-
tens to Sans6n•s tales of people whom he has run across in 
his travels. The anecdotes are based on photographs which 
Sanson happens to pick out in his effort to help his writer 
friend to make a little money. The people selected by 
the photographer are usually grotesque characters, who 
i'., 
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have much in common with t:hose of "Gorda Ila" a flying 
barber, funeral ,parlor owners who changed their names, a 
midwife hanged by her son, and a girl who turned into a 
man. Although some of these characters are merely ex-cus-
tomers of the photographer, several have a more personal 
connection with him. Two are acquaintances and four are 
old girl friends. Therefore, Sanson:: is often a character 
-in his own stories,. and on one occasion his interlocutor 
also enters the narrative as a relative of one of·Sanson•s 
subjects. Hence, we find in this series a multiple per-
spective• Sans6n is the narrator and a character in his 
own anecdotes, and also a character in the author's narra-
tive. 
Since Sanson sets the tone of eleven of the apuntes 
because he chooses the subjects to be discussed, it is 
essential to consider how he reveals himself as a narrator. 
Like many of Cela's narrators, Sanson has a great interest 
in his own.style, a predilectipn for combining, elegant 
language with vulgar cliches, and a tendency toward erro-
neous allusions. Sometimes he comments directly on his 
own statements• "Algunos ••• cascan y se van para el 
otro mundo. otros, en cambio., se hacen peri tos agr!colas, 
se buscan su media naranja y erigen un hogar. Esto de eri-
gir un hogar est& muy bien lverdad, usted?"(238). We real-
ize that the phrase "erigen un hogar," not itsmeaning, 
inspires Sans6n•s self-congratulation because Sanson con-
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sistently shows-that he is not interested in what lies be-
hind the words he uses so proudly. Furthermore, the use 
of the slang expression in his previous sentence draws our 
attention to the manner of expression rather than to its 
content. 
In other cases, the expressions themselves reveal 
their author's concerns "el cuero cabelludo"(215), "el 
pozo de los amargos recuerdostl(232). our amusement at San-
son's high-flown language is heightened by his combining 
of adjectives which are equal grammatically but not in· 
meanings "el don Difuntitio ••• lleno de granos y de 
buenos principios"(226), "El Wenceslao era un artista muy 
autodidacta y muy corpulento"(241). Sansods literal inter-
pretation of cliches ( "Un servidor piensa que • • • hubiera 
llegado muy lejos, quien sabe si a Paris o adn mas a11§"226) 
also makes us aware of the photographer as narrator. Like 
his strings of proverbs and confused allusions (he refers 
to Guzman el Bueno as the victor at Thermopylae), the 
literal rendering of figurative expressions suggests San-
s6n•s unreliability of judgment. His preoccupation with 
literary expression centers our attention on the narrator 
and away from the world of his one-dimensional subjects·~--, 
Not only does Sanson intrude as narrator and as 
character in his stories, but also his attitude toward his 
characters eliminates any possibility of our emotional in-
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volvement in the action •. In general, he is quite offhand 
in his accounts of the deaths of his subjects, or. is easily 
consoled by a drink. Even the sketch which most upsets 
Sans6n, "Filito Parra, o el pozo de los amargos recuerdos," 
ends with his gasp for another drink. Although the narra-
tor is much affected by his memories of his friend ~ho 
changed sex, the absurdity of the situation and the exces-
sively Romantic language of the narrator make it impossible 
for us to share Sans6n•s excitement or even to understand 
it. He stresses this impossibility since he sums up the 
change in his girl friend by dwelling on her acquisition of 
a moustache. The most extreme example of Sanson• s elimina-
tion of his subjects as people occurs in "El catador de 
escabeche." As the title suggests, the individual dis-
appears completely J ohl.y gjis professi·on, .. remains. '.rhe apun-
te ':is dominated by the exaggerated emotion of Sanson when 
he ''finds himself unable to recall the inspector is name. 
The character is important. only because Sanson gets so up-
set when he remembers him. Again, the narrator diverts our 
attention from the action to himself, In addition, the 
emotional reaction of Sanson indicates the latter's dis~ 
torted point of view. He appears to be no more normal than 
the grotesque characters he discusses, and the differences 
we would expect to find between the normal world of Sanson 
and the author in the caf~ and the ridiculous chara:cters 
of Sanson's anecdotes do not exist. 
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The author establishes the photographer's strange out-
look on,L..life in the first apunte and stresses it through-
out the series. The first sketch is devoted to the life 
of Sans6n as told by the author. Hence, the photographer 
is placed on the same level as the subjects he himself 
discusses in subsequent sketches. Furthermore, the high 
point of Sanson's life was the loss of an eye. We are 
prepared from the start for a distorted vision of reality• 
the pictures taken by a one-eyed photographer. We cannot 
forget this deformity as the author directly refers to the 
missing eye-in four of the succeeding apuntess "Laven-
tanilla negra que le tapaba ei 030 que no tenta"(216), 
.. se rasco el agujero del ojo"(225), "en el ojo que s.!"(231), 
"se saccS un ojo de cristal del bolsillo" (248). Moreover, 
he calls our attention to Sans6n•s eyes indirectly in five 
other sketches, using such phrases as the followings "con 
la vista fija en el vac!o"(234), "Miro para el reloj"(243). 
"los ojos empezaron a despedirle llamaradas"(234). Thus, 
we cannot escape the impression of a distortion of reality 
in the reminiscences of Sanson Garc!a. 
The physical evidence of Sanson's vision of life is 
conspicuously lacking in the series •. although the apuntes 
are ostensibly based on photographs, we rarely get a des-
cription of the pictures by anyone except by the photo-
grapher. When the author does comment on the photos the 
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remarks serve to cast doubt on Sans6n•s reliability. The 
snapshot. of Filita Parra., "una seiforita gorda., peinada con 
flequillo"(233) belies Sans6n•s extravagant praise of his 
former girl friend and so does the author's view of Filito 
Parral "con bigote y con un reloj de pulsera"(233). The 
contrast thus created between Sans6n•s impressions and the 
very ordinary subjects of the photos make him seem more 
preposterous as a tragic figure. 
The author underlines the grotesque vision of the 
narrator of the anecdotes, and presents sans6n from another 
point of view, that of the "normal" world of the cafe where 
the two friends are chatting. The author reminds us of 
the setting as he describes Sans6n ordering drinks, stretch-
ing his legs., or making remarks about the cafe. He also 
connects Sans6n and the cafe less directly., by his gae of 
repetition~ For example, he uses the same color to des-
cr:ibe''fhe cafi and the photographers "La ventanilla negra 
que tapaba el ojo que no tenla se le tornaba color ala de 
mosca con reflejos de un verde funerario"(216). "El chico 
de la tasca--camisa mugrienta., pantalon de pana y mandil 
a rayas verdes y negras--"(217). We tend to associate the 
prot.agonist with this setting·., and also to connect the 
cafti. with the anecdote.a themselves• Just before Sans6n 
gets excited about his lost love, Filita, the author men-
tions a detail in the caf,a "una punta de puro ••• que 
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se de~esperaba deb~jo de la mesa de billar"(230). The 
application of a human emotion to the eigar butt makes 
Sanson's exaggerated expression of. _despair on the loss of 
Filita less credible. ;he author keeps us aware of Sansfm 
within the world of the cafe, tells us more of his character 
• -':· I 
and habits, and on occasion, makes fun of the phbbographer•s 
:. ;:, ·; 
_.•,,.-····-:, ·_; .. 
reactions. He may employ alliteration ("Reportajes San-
son que sab!a sufrir en silencio, se saco de la manga"233) 
·, .. 
or include the reader in his comments• "lEl lector se ima-
gina a Espronceda en las barricadas? Bueno, pues igual, 
. • .. · \ ,,; 
igu•~• estaba Sanson Garc!a en aquel trance"(231). This 
remark, like other references to "el cronista" emphasizes 
Sanson's position as a character;;:,in the author's narrative, 
and.therefore Sans6n•s distance from the world of the read-
er as well. 
However, the author of "Doce fotograf!as" is not a 
normal reporter of objective reality. As we study his 
reactions to Sanson and the latter's stories we realize 
that this author is just as grotesque as Sans6n. For one 
thing, he shares Sanson's interest in literary style, al-
though he does seem to find it a bit embarrassing. In one 
description he lapses into an'exaggerated comparisons "La 
rubrica de Filito Parra era cumplida y armoniosa como el 
canto de ••• Bueno, como el canto de un jilguero enamorado 
y el airoso enredarse de la hiedra cabe los viejos muros 
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de la catedra1"(233). Apart from its triteness, the com-
parison has little in common with a signature. By his use 
of the word "buenot,:" the author indicates a certain un-
willingness to launch into his excessive description, but 
does t!to anyway. 
At other times the author tends to digress, and appears 
slow to grasp obvious facts. When Sans6n interrupts him-
self in one of his stories to pick up a cigar butt and of-
fer to share it with his friend, the latter launches into 
a discussion of the medicinal properties of old cigar stubs. 
Similarly, the author is easily sidetracked into an ex-
change of exaggerated formulas when Sans6n requests a match. 
He is also given to dumb questions, such as why an obvious-
ly illegitimate child is called Descuido, and like Sans6n, 
•t;,,:: ·.= .. 
fastens on an irrelevant detail which he apparently con-
siders.the main point. He latches on to Filito•s moustache 
as'· the cause of the tragedy a "eso de que a la novia le 
salga bigote ••• Bueno, bigote en forma, bigote de t!o, es 
una mala pata" (234). The author thus adds to the humor 
of the situati'onJ he not only does not se~m to see how ridic-
ulous the whole affair is, but he seems to consider the 
most ludicrous detail related by Sanson as important. 
More commonly, the author reveals his attitude by 
g~~ting replies to Sanson, often merely repeating some-
thing which has just been saids "Que misteriosas son las 
secretas razones del coraz6n. --;Ah, yal iUf, un horror 
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de misteriosasl Hay razones del corazon que, no es que 
sean misteriosas, es que son misterios!simas" (235). "--lNo 
cree usted que es lastimoso? ---iYa lo creol iDe lo m&s 
lastimoso que hay1l~, (-235) • This behavior can indicate in-
attention or sarcasm as well as stupidity, of course, but 
the former alternative seems unlikely when we note that 
the author is very easily drawn into silly arguments with 
Sanson,r:-,and- also that he never catches the photographer• s 
errors. The author does not always react to the grotesque 
elements in Sanson's narratives as the reader does, and 
hence becomes part of the distorted vision of the series, 
The author-narrator maintains Sanson's connection with 
the .. normal .. reality of the cafe, gives us additional inform-··•··' . . . 
ation on Sanson's character, and, by means of the first 
sketch, puts the photographer on the same level as his sub-
jects. However, the author does not remain outside the 
grotesque world of the photographs. Sanson and his friend 
share certain characteristics as reporters, and are drawn 
closer together when the author. is directly linked with 
the fictional world of the anecdotes. In "Lola de Candido 
y Sebo, t!a de un servidor," the lady of the title is an 
old friend of Sanson's as well as the author's aunt. This 
apunte is the only one in which the author introduces the 
subject. This takeover of the usual role of Sanson relates 
the two men for us, but the author's reactions and opinions 
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pull him even closer, to the,~ photographer. The two of 
them agree on Lola's character and habits, and seem to have 
similar feelings about her. Therefore, the author has be-
come part of the distorted vision of Sanson, just as the 
latter entered the world of the subjects of his pictures. 
The participation of the author in the action of this 
series of apuntes stresses the unreality of Sanson's pic-
ture gallery, and also provides a commentary on the world 
described in the setting of the conversation. The author's 
frequent references to the scene in the cafe nQt only 
unify the sk•tches, but also provide a static setting which 
contrasts with the wild action of some of Sans6n•s stories. 
The setting is static because it is isolatedJ except for 
the bartender, no one comes or goes. It is also static 
bacause the chronology of the series is vague. We know 
that time passes, because of references to the change in 
weather, a meal to be eaten, or the like. However, it is 
not possible to reconstruct any accurate chronology, al-
though there is a feeling of progression from start to 
finish, achieved by mention of Sans6n•s glass eye. In the· 
last apunte of the series, Sanson takes a glass eye out 
of his pocket. The eye is bloodshot, and therefore, we 
assume that Sanson's other eye has reached the same con-
dition after he has drunk his way through his reminis-
cences. The reader is thus disoriented as far as normal 
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time is concerned, This disorientation offers one more 
aspect of the general distortion of the series, Within 
the setting of the cafe. Cela has overlapped the views of 
the two narrators in order to create an experience in 
which the apparently normal is as grotesque as the admit-
tedly distorted vision of a half blind artist, 
Although not developed to the same extent as Sanson 
Garc!a and his biographer. the narrator with a distorted 
outlook frequently appears elsewhere in El Gallego y su 
cuadrilla, Sometimes. he may be an ambiguous narrator who 
appears to be~ competent judge of the events or characters 
he describes. but then disorients the reader by indicating 
a grotesque east of thought, In other apuntes. he may 
state·his intentions and fail to carry them out. or he may 
take over a story from his protagonist. 
Usually. the ambiguous narrator maintains a superior 
tone in the sketch. making liberal use of sarcastic asides 
and clever remarks, In "<<Mirto. laurel. albahaca y rosa>>•" 
the report ef.a meeting of a literary society in whic~ 
nothing happens except a long meaningless comversation. 
we find a typical example of this _approach, The narrator 
eonnnents on the pompous poeta;.making them completely ridic-
ulous 1 "Un poeta • , • di:jo no se sabe qu~ del bizan-
tismo. Los dem,s poetas. aunque no sab!an bien si eso 
era un estilo o una enfermedad, se callaron respetuosa-
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mente" ( 97) • On the _other hand, the narrator, like San-
s6n • s. friend, often shares the c~mpulsion·to play with 
words that he mocks in the poets. He indulges in effusive 
language ("la defensa del lema de sus nacientes huestes"98), 
and simplistic generalizations solely to employ plays on 
wordsa "Entre los poetas bubo insistentes murmullos de 
aprobacion. Los poetas suelen ser siempre muy murmura-
dores" ( 97) • He even shares the poets• habit of inter-
preting cliches literally• "Celedonio Montesmalva no ca-
b!a ens! de gozo. Era nras bien pequef£o, eso es la verdad, 
pero aunque hubiera sido mucho mayor, tampoco hubiera ca-
bido"(99). The narrator is on a level with his characters 
while at the same time judging them. Cela injects another 
element into the narrative by situating the narrator as a 
reporter of hearsay. He vouches f.or the accuracy of a 
bombastic speech by the chairman of the tertulia by citing 
his sources "El parrafo anteriorestS copiado al pie de 
la.letra. Celedonio Montesmalva lo repitio ••• y la 
Meren, 1a·'criada, que es amiga de la Filo, .1a criada del 
cronista, lo pudo copiar incluso con bastante buena .. .. .. :• 
letra"(96). In the thircl-hand_.report, the narrator has 
chosen a dubious source for literary appreciation, but 
we are not sure whether the narrator finds this source 
absurd or not, and in view of his own narrative style which 
resembles that of the literary society, we are inclined 
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to doubt that he finds the situation as ridiculous as we 
do. This ambiguous narrator, who mocks his subject but at 
the same time shares some of the flaws he is making fun of, 
causes the reader to doubt whether his vision of reality 
is any less grotesque than that of the poets. This type 
of narrator, whose value judgments are no more reliable 
than those of his characters,is an important device which 
Cela uses to create the distorted Ciarpetovetonic world. 
A similar narrator in "Unos juegos florales" also 
makes us doubt his critical faculties, but in this ease 
he provides a commentary on society rather than on a spe-
cific character. In telling the success story of Pepito 
D'Altabuit, winner of floral games on one occasion, the 
narrator makes fun of the contest by describing a winner 
who comes across to us as an incompetent nonentity in his 
name, actions, and thoughts. once again, we have a nar-
rator whose opinion of the floral games coincides with 
ours, but who shows himself to be part of the society which 
C 
he is criticizing. on the one hand, he makes fun of the 
contest, noting that the title of the ode required wasn't 
very concrete, but on the other, his own statement on the 
subject is much too wordy. In addition, he offers perti-
nent parodies of various newspaper headlines, but indicates 
a strange order of values when he puts Pepito's artistic 
creation on a par with the practical details of its dispatch& 
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"cuando termin6 su oda, la metio en un sobre y la mando 
certificado"(lOS). Since he never gives his own opinion 
of Pepito's ode we have no reason to assume that he finds 
it as bad as we do. Unlike "<<Mirto, laurel, albahaca y 
rosa))" however, this apunte takes place in normal society. 
We learn of press reaction to the poetry and are given an 
account of the awarding of the prize. Since Pepito wins 
the contest, society seems to share the poet's opinion of 
his talent. The reader, though, does not, and the ambig-
uous nature of the narrator aids in disorienting us as we 
consider the strange standards of the world of the floral 
games. 
A more extreme distortion of reality occurs in "Senin.7 
el cantor de los musicos," an absurd success sto~y. Senen, 
a previously unpublished would-be poet, writes an ode on 
the death of a musician friend. The public receives the 
ode so favorably that he composes two more on similar sub-
jects which are equally popblar. Like the society of 
"Unos juegos florales," Senen•s public reacts extrava-
gantly to the bad poems• "Cundi6 el entusiasmo, gimieron 
las prensas, hubo manifestaciones con muertos y heridos, 
lo hicieron hijo adoptive de quince o veinte pueblos"(ll4). 
t.l•, • 
The narrator seems more normal than the audiences he offers 
no opinion on the quality of Senen•s poems, although he 
does quote the admiring judgment of others. However, by 
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citing the odes in full, he allows the reader to judge 
their caliber. for himself. All are prosy catalogs of un-
flattering, unrelated characteristics of the musicians, 
and all the subjects have two things in commons music and 
a pimple on the face. Despite his refusal to judge the 
poems, the narrator does comment on their subjects dis-
paragingly• "don Malibr,n, el muerto de turno"(ll4), "El 
pobre Sebastian no era, ciertamente, un Beethoven, pero, 
en fin, hab!a hecho lo que pod!a •••• Sebasti,n llevaba 
ya una temporaditacriando malvas"(ll2). Although the 
narrator pokes fun at the we wonder at his 
opinions on the subjects of the odes and his reticence on 
the poems themselves. 
The above emphasis is an example of a basic distortion 
in the narrator.•s attitude. At first glance, the 1:>egin-
ning of the apunte is straightforward. The narrator intro-
duces us to Senen, giving a short "official" biography~ 
and telling us that a poetry editor asked him to write an 
ode• However, he fails to explain why the editor would 
solicit a poem from this provincial bachelor who has no 
known profession. He also fails to clarify the editor's 
reasons for accepting the ode. These omissions make us 
assume that he sees nothing odd in the situation, and, 
like the emphasis on the musicians, suggests a distorted 
approach to normal reality. The end of the sketch pro-
vides another disconcerting view of the narrator. After 
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all Senen•s success he i's named "Diputado Provincial Dele-
gado de Espectlculos." Of course, this is an impressive 
title for a routine job, but for a bad poet out of work 
it seems a prett:,y good post. The narrator disagrees, im-
plying that it is too bad that he has been relegated to 
this position. Even though the narrator has remained out-
side the mad enthusiasm he has reported, he seems to share 
the public•s opinions considering the ridiculous reaction 
of .. society to Senen•s.second ode, the minor bureaucratic 
post does seem disappointing, but considering the poems, 
the reward is excessive. The narrator appears to assume 
that the reader will share his judgment. We however, find 
him more .absurd than his protagonist. 
Unlike the protagonist of "Unos juegos florales," 
Senen reacts more normally to the situation than either 
the narrator or the people who judge senen•s poetry. The 
poet, quite naturally, reacts to the success of his first 
effort by w~iting another ode just like it in order to make 
money. Later, iwhen society lionizes him, he is pleased, 
but celebrates much more soberly than his followers• "Se. 
deja una barbita dannunziana, se compro una estilografica 
y una chalina nueva ••• "(114). This inversion of expected 
events disorients the reader. The ambiguous narrator has 
created not a story of the ridiculous pretentions of a 
would-be poet, but a vision of an absurd world in which 
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the grotesque poet seems comparatively normal. The nar-
rator, in his-ambiguous position as both ironic in some 
of his judgments and grotesque in his selection of details· 
and-points deserving ·emphasis, aids in the creation of 
this distorted society. 
-In -other apuntes the ambiguous narrator gives way to 
the.frankly grotesque reporter, who fails to illustrate 
the intention he has stated. In "Deogracias Caiman de 
Ayala, fagotista virtuosott the narrator states his premise 
at the start• "Deogracias Cainmn de Ayala y Velasco era, 
segun pod!a comprender el mas proximo a tonto, un hombre 
de'buena casa venido a menos o llegado al puro asco por-el 
inesperado camino del fagot" ( 119, • We naturally assume 
from this that we will learn how the bassoon was the ruin 
of Deogracias, ·and that the protagonist is the example to 
prove the narrator's point. 
It is true that the narrator presents Deogracias as 
an object lesson rather than as an individual, but at the 
same time he twists his view of the musician. There is no 
dialogue in the apunte, so the character cannot reveal 
anything for himself. Furthermore, the narrator sets him-
self up as an authority by twice remarking that he was 
personally acquainted with Deogracias. The narrator in-
forms us about his protagonist by means of generalized 
comparisons. He begins by considering several possible 
roads to ruin and then mentioning the one chosen by Deo-
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gracias, and follows the same procedure with reasons for 
expulsion from school and possible vocations. This method 
suggests an orderly approach to the life of the musician. 
However, in each case the narrator includes one element 
which does not fit into a logical sequence. In the first 
instance; he mentions three roads to ruins ·"Hay a quien 
le viene la ruina por sus malos pasos o por tener un padre 
calavera, o por nacer con cara de primo~r( 118) • . In the 
second case the three reasons are wine, women, and hiding 
. ·~ J,. 
money inside a dead cat, and in the third case some people 
are born to be geographers and others to be nosecpickers. 
Not only do we find bizarre elements combined with more 
normal ones, but in each case the:· most exotic possibility 
is immediately followed by Deogracias• reason for going 
astray a his instrument. As a result, Deogracias seems 
quite dull and colorless. 
We never get a positive view of the protagonist. The 
above examples create a negative impression, si~ce the 
narrator stresses all the possibilities not used by the 
musician. Moreover, despite his claims of friendship with 
Deogracias, the narrator tells us only external facts of 
the man's life. We learn only that he was expelled from 
school in Tuy, lived with a charitable woman, and made a 
living playing for funerals until he was run over by a truck. 
There is no comment on his musical talent, which seems odd 
given the original subject of the apunte. Music seems to 
be not a part of Deogracias• character, but merely an ob-
session stated by the narrator and unsupported by evidence. 
It is imposed by the narrator to prove his point; it 
does not develop out of what we know of the protagonist. 
Similarly, other details which would usually merit ex-
planation, like the loss of an eye, are ignored by the 
narrator. As a result of this treatment of the protagonist, 
we have an impression of distortion in the narrator's 
vision, as our logical questions remain unanswered. 
The description of Deogracias in relation to his patron 
strengthens the distortionr.of his character. The patron, 
Maruxa, la Romula, receives comparatively detailed treat-
ment. We learn of her antecedents and her early life, 
while the report of Deogracias• ancestors is more vague. 
The· inversion of the standard procedure of devoting more 
' attention to the ma.in character is more striking.because 
Maruxa appears not as an individual-but as a mythical 
character. Not only hernname, but also her early life 
(raised by a ~itch and suckled by a ·wolf) impresses us with 
her importance., However, the narrator reveals a s~range 
point of view in his discussion of Maruxa. No sooner does 
he establish his myth than he parodies it by indulging in 
speculation on the age of the witch and her ability to 
nurse a child compared to the ability of a wolf to do so. 
At the end of the sketch Maruxa overshadows the musician 
completely in importance. She outlives him, and her reac-
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tion to his death becomes more important than the event 
itself. The narrator compares the dead Deogracias rather 
casually to a sheet of paste. However, he carefully re-
cords the most banal actions of Maruxaa "Le dio Maruxa 
••• piadosa sepultura, con retratito de esmalte y cruz 
floreada de laton"Csl2l). The narrator then belittles her 
grie~ by offering a detail which suggests ignorances 
"• •• que el nombre de Deogracias Caiman de Ayala figu-
rara con letras de oro en el m.trmol lo m&s de Carrara posi-
ble que se encontrara en el pa!s"(l21). The narrator em-
phasizes Maruxa at the expense of Deogracias, but after 
building her up, he concludes that she is just a simple 
woman with no taste. 
Throughout the apunte the narrator relegates his pr&~ 
tagonist to a subordinate position, by means of his digres-
sions and of the stress placed on Maruxa. Furthermore, 
Deogracias is not the expected example of the musician 
brought to ruin by his bassoon. The facts of his life do 
riot prove the moral. His life with Maruxa in the village 
is simple but riot at all unpleasant• his accidental death 
is caused by the truck which hit him, not by his instrument, 
and the only other misfortune mentioned, the loss of an eye, 
is never explained. Deogracias as a grotesque character 
is described by a narrator who has created a distorted 
lesson for the reader by insisting on a false premise. He 
not only distorts reality, but also distorts his own pro-
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fessed approach to it. 
Another type of narrative distortion appears in other 
apuntes, such as "Don Belisardo Manzaneque, profesor de 
solfeo." Like Deogracias, Belisardo as a character fails 
to fulfill our expectations. He is not subordinated to 
other characters, but rather to an event, his own funeral, 
and to the narrator's reaction to the affair. The external 
details of the music master's death, from the length of 
the obituary to reactions and remarks of Belisardo's 
friends, seem to interest the narrator unduly. However, 
his treatment of them reveals a strange set of values. He 
judges'the obituary on length alone, quotes a nonsensical 
funeral hymn composed by Belisardo's students, and con-
siders,the comments .of Belisardo's friends to be of interest. 
The problem is that these comments indicate concern for 
the man's death but no emotional involvement in the sad 
event, because they are couched in coarse or banal terms• 
"rconchol lDon Belisardo ••• la ha pringadoS" (116). 
After.this in1:roduction, we lose interest in the death of 
the protagonist', because of the offhand .and rather bizarre · 
attitude of his friends as reported by the narrator. 
The details which the narrator recounts, his unneces-
sary explanations of obvious statements, and his undue 
concern with his own literary style betray his own twisted 
outlook on life and his lack of interest in Belisardo as 
a person. For example, the narrator quotes in full a sign 
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designed by the musician to advertise his classes, but 
the sign merely repeats what the narrator has just ex-
plained. Similarly, he supports a claim that Belisardo 
was orderly and methodical with a quote 1 "(<<Sin orden--
sol!a decir--esta todo revuelto»)"(ll7). In another case, 
he discusses his own choice of phrases "Y esto de fatal 
desenlace, en literatura, ya se sabe lo que significa1 
palmarla y quedarse tieso como un palo de escoba"(ll6). 
Here we find not only an apparent concern for himself at 
the expense of his protagonist, but also a lowering of the 
value of Belisardo as a human being. Neither expression 
has any affective value, but the slang term in which the 
teacher is compared to a thing seems more dehumanizing to 
the reader than does the euphemism. 
The narrator further defines his attitude by his 
repetition of and emphasis on certain qualities of Beli-
sardo. He uses alliteration, for instance, to draw our 
attention to a cliche ("espartana estrechez"), stress an 
inartistic fact like the amount of the musician's pension 
("diecisiete duros con descuento"), or ridicule Belisardo•s 
aristocratic pretentions ("Don Belisardo dec!a ••• que 
el pertenecia a una especie superiors la de los mam!feros 
vertebra.dos, viviparos, b!pedos ••• "117). Belisardo is 
a ridiculous figure who seems quite unimportant because 
the narrator subordinates the teacher's life to his own 
style. Likewise, the narrator seems to have difficulty 
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in concentrating on his subject, and therefcre tpe reader 
cannot get involved with Belisardo. The apunte opens and 
closes with the same phrases "Su entierro ••• consti-
tuyo una sentida manifestacion de duelo"(ll8). At the end, 
the narrator reminds us that he thinks he has already used 
the phrase, and thereby draws our interest back to himself 
and away from the protagonist. 
Belisardo becomes a grotesque character.because of 
the contrasts which the narrator sets up between Belisardo's 
illustrious ancestors and his present position as a poor 
music master existing on a meager pension. This apunte 
underlines the importance of the narrator in setting the 
mood of a sketch. The same contrast could have aroused 
compassion in the reader for a pathetic figure. However, 
the narrator instead makes fun of the musician, and more 
important, removes Belisardo·as an individual from his own 
story. In addition, by his concentration on external 
details of Belisardo's death, and on his own style, the 
narrator constantly stresses his attitude by keeping it 
·,· 
always in front of the reader. 
Belisardo's narrator, like Sanson Garcia and the 
biographers of other artists, combines an attitude of 
superiority toward his subjects with evidence that he shares 
some of the faults of his characters. At the same:time, 
he sometimes tends to take over an apunte by drawing atten-
tion to himself or otherwise keeping us from becoming 
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involved with his subjects. He often effects this distance 
by the creation of a caricature based on an event, an ob-
ject, or an idea. Belisardo's funeral, Deogracias• bassoon, 
and the flowerpots which obsess the hero of ~El tiempo de 
las macetas" are examples of this technique. By giving 
disproportionate attention to a single thing, the narrator 
disorients the reader. The narrator's treatment of his 
subjects helps to create a grotesque world for the reader, 
but the latter is disoriented because even the apparently 
normal becomes part of the distortion. 
The.variety of narrators in El Gallego y su cuadriila 
further contributes to the reader's disorientation, since 
~he latter is forced to readjust his appraisal of.reality 
in each sketch. He cannot take the narrative point of 
' view for granted. The narrator whose perspective is based 
on normal reality establishes our reaction to the events 
which_he recounts, or corroborates our assessment of a 
situation. We,view "La romeria" and "Baile en la plaza" 
from_ the va11~age point of the narrator, but.in the former 
apunte he merely strengthens the effect of the story. In 
"Baile'" en ·1a plazai• the narrator•s· seeming indifference 
toward the-·vaiue of life echoes the attitude of the town 
in the·· story~· and therefore intensifies the mood of hope-
. t~ < ,\. 
iessness · .t>f1 .the sketch. 
Narrators whose values are as distorted as those of 
•;...:.,1 i "o'\ .•. ,;.,'.·· 
their subjects have a more obvious influence ort1the reader~s 
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experience in the apuntes. Cela occasionally uses nar-
rator~ who fail to comply with their own stated intentions 
( or intrude so- strongly into their story that they replace 
the protagonist as the dominant character. As a result, 
the reader does not become involved with the protagonist 
as he expected to, but with the narrator.''s attitude toward 
his subject and his means of expressing this attitude. 
The distinction between the narrators with distorted views 
of the world and the more realistic one of, for instance, 
"Claudito el espantapajaros" lies not in the absurdity,of 
the events related, but in the way in which the expectations 
of the reader are met. "Claudito" is an apunte with a 
ridiculous plot, much sillier than the action of "Don Beli-
sardoj" ~ut yet we can identify with the narrator of the 
former sketch. This relationship is possible because the 
narrator convinces us from the start, by means of all the 
references to chapters.and the introductory remarks, that 
he considers the events a work of fiction. Thus, the sketch 
is absurd only within its own limits.- On the other. hand, 
' 
the more grotesque narrators seem to put themselves forward 
as reporters of everyday reality, but then gradually dis-
iilusion us, .. :destroying in the process any norms with 
which we could identify, and suggesting that the entire• 
world,of the apuntes is grotesque, even the seemingly normal. 
This approach builds up the mood of an apunte by linking 
everyday reality with a more flamboyant and grotesque 
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vision. For instance, a manifestly unreliabie observer, 
Sans6n Garc!a, communicates with a presumably normal inter-
' locutor who proves himself equally grotesque. This dis-
tortion hits the reader harder because of the narrator's 
concern with the static setting of the conversations the 
caf,. The shabby, ordinary world gives us a reality which 
contrasts with that of Sanson and his strange friends. ,By 
providing us with a "normal" point of reference, the author 
distances us from the world of the anecdotes. However, ·as 
we become better acquainted with the author and realize 
that he fits i-nto the world of Sanson we are also distanced 
from him. 
"Doce fotograf!as" sums up the way in which the narra-
tor contributes to the mood of a sketch, or in this case, 
a series of sketches. At first, we join the narrator in 
looking down on the characters he presents in the first 
apuntes then we begin to realize that he too is part of the 
distorted world which he mocks, and we begin to wonder if 
the entire reali~y of the apuntes is grotesque. This reac-
tion occurs with narrator.s like those in "Senen, el canter 
de los miisicos," or "Deogracias Caliman de Ayala." on the 
other hand, the narrators whose vision of the world coin-• 
cides more closely with ours cause us to join with them in 
making fun of the foibles or stupidity of their characters, 
.~ 1: :. . 
thereby preventing us from becoming involved with these 
grotesque people. The variety of narrators in turn adds to 
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our total impression of the entire volume of apuntes. 
The change of-narrators creates an overall sense of un-




Because of the brevity of the apuntes,Cela creates 
the mood of each with maximum concision. Therefore, he 
makes extensive use of external· references to convey sue-· 
cinctly the vision of his narrators;to the reader. These 
references, which include allusions of various types (proper 
or geographical names, literary or historical allusions, 
and parodies) help establish the mood of the sketches be-
cause ;they often stress the narrator's point of view and. 
relegate the characters and their actions to a secondary 
position. The functions of these allusions depend on the 
mood desired in a particular apunte. Sometimes, they rein-
force a previously stated opinion of the narrator; on other 
occasions they inject a sarcastic• note into the sketch. 
However, these'·references all tend to draw the reader's 
attention to the connotations which the allusions suggest 
and to the narrator, and away from the fate of the characters 
as people. Emphasis on external references varies in ll 
Gallego y su cuadrilla much as the narrator varies, if the 
narrator's view of reality coincides with that of the reader, 
the allusions are more plausible and the names less extrava-
gant. In the apuntes which rely heavily on these references, 
whether they take the form of names, numbers, or literary 
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allusions, the reader becomes distractedJ his concentration 
on the connotations of the allusions lessens his involve-
ment with the world of the characters. 
Cela makes liberal use of onomastic allusions to estab-
lish mood in the apuntes. In "Gorda II" for instance, odd 
names call attention to single character traits and aid in 
the creation of caricatures. In "Deogracias Caitnan de Ayala'' 
names set up a contrast which adds to the grotesque effect of 
the sketch. Sara suirez Solis, in her study of ce1a•s 
lexicon, traces chronologically the ·evolution of names in 
his works. She considers El Gallego a crucial work in this 
respect because it points the way to Cela•s treatment of 
names in his later volumes.1 While she defines the names in 
the apuntes as;carpetovetonicos ("cacofonicos, inusitados 
y grotescos • :':• • con un fuerte sabor eel t!bero" 2) , su,rez 
Sol!s '.limits her discussion to a classification of names 
according to the types of people bearing them. She does 
n~t :• ~onsider the effect on the total mood in specific 
sketches of the'onomastic devices,,which she itemizes as 
follows• "aliteraciones, cacofon!as, contrastes rustico-
nobiliarios, similicadencias, trabalenguas, connotaciones 
significativas~ ••• "3 However, since Cela often uses names 
to'create the total experience of a sketch, we must consider 
their role in the context of each apunte. 
Cela uses the same methods of inventing names through-
9.4 
out El Gallego y su cuadri·lla (use of unexpected combina-
tions of sounds ;oi, meanings, repetition, and use of names 
with connotations external to the apunte). In some cases the 
name contributes an essential element to the mood of the 
sketch, while in others it merely emphasizes an aspect which 
has already be~n established. Usually, frequent repetition 
of a name impresses.it on the reader. The character of 
"Serafin Palomo Garc!a, colillero y tenor,·!! is summed up 
in his name. Serafin suggests an angelic chorus as well as 
his musical aspirations, Palomo indicates his gentle, in-
effectual nature, and Garcia his unpretentious antecedent·s. 
Repetition of the name forces us to keep these qualities 
constantly in mind. Similarly, the surname of "Fermfn de la 
Olla, poetii y aldeano" reminds us of his role as villager 
even though the events of the apunte stress his poetic 
' 
ambitions. In "Zoilo.Santiso, escritor tremend:Lsta.," the 
protagonist's name suggests a playful connection with Cela. 
Zoilo is a tremendista novelist, the same age as Cela. 
Since Santiso is a town in La Coru!ta, it strengthens the 
link with Cela.· In these examples the names underline 
important aspects of the characters. They also restrict our 
view of the characters by concentrating heavily on a few 
selected qualities. 
Cela creates less obvious relationships between charac-
ters and their names by his use of foreign words,---usually 
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French, English,- or Catalan. Sometimes the foreign word 
contradicts a fact stated by the narrators the name Feli-
citas Ximenez y Smith de la Liebre does not support the 
contention that she is of a noble anglo-hispanic family. 
In addition "Liebre'' makes her aristocratic heritage seem 
even more unlikely. On other occasions the name reinforces 
the narrator's 'attitude toward his subject and encourages us 
to share i_t. Esperanza Mutiiz y Calabuig, in "Ona se?forita 
modelo," is very genteel and quite unattractive. It is 
hardly surprising then that Calabuig, a town in the province 
of Gerona, is the subject of a popular sayings 
tothom en fuig" (Everyone flees from Calabuig). 
"De Calabuig 
This phrase 
certainly echoes the attitude of young men toward Esperanza. 
It is impossible to ignore the significance of the surname, 
since Cela almost always employs the full name in referring 
to Esperanza •. Similarly, .the father of Claudito•s sweet-
heart in "Claudito el espantapajaros" is christened Abundio 
Hogdson. The sudden introduction of. the foreign name, and 
an ugly one a.t that., adds to the absurdity of the "novel·," 
and the name itself suggests an unattractive animal. Since 
Hogdson is cast as the villain of the story, his name cor-
roborates the narrator's assessment of him. 
The name of the hero of "Unos juegos florales," Pepito 
D'Altabuit, minimizes the importance of the poet as a per-
son. He exists only in his capacity as the winner of a 
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contest. It is difficult to take seriously an adult re-
' ferred to be a diminutive, and by a surname which reinforces 
the. impression of superficiality (since buit means hollow 
or empty in Catalan). Pepito's colorless personality is 
constant in the sketch and fits the mood of the apunte. 
Pepito is of interest only as the winner of the floral 
games., not as an individual. The sketch is an ironic com-
mentary on the contest rather than on the bad poet who 
carries off first prize. Hence, Pepito's insignificance as 
a person, which:his name emphasizes, further lowers the 
value of the contest. The society which follows the floral 
games is as empty of enduring value as is the poet. Cela's 
use of meaningful foreign words in naming characters also 
draws our attention to these unusual words. The names, by 
their uniqueness, attract our attention and therefore have 
a ~~eater impact on us than would the Castilian equivalents • 
• ··,.·,·1•·f. 
Despite our concern with connotative names in the 
apuntes, we cannot overlook the importance of repetitive 
ones which emphasize a lack of meaning instead of adding 
significance. This technique usually makes fun of charac-
ters• undue interest in their family tree. Thus, we meet 
don Belisardo Manzaneque y Manzaneque, vizconde viudo de 
Casa Manzaneque, who is also given a prestigious ancestor. 
This glorious heritage contrasts, however, with Belisardo's 
position as a poor music teacher mourned by a mediocre 
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assortment of acquaintances. The three generations of the 
Marti fami1y illustrate Cela's repetition of words or sounds 
to stress the emptiness of the characters• pretentions. 
The pompous men are more foolish because they bear the same 
harness don Matias Marti, Matias Marti; and Matiitas Marti, 
The slight variations. merely'· .point up the ridiculous char-
acter of the men, help us,\ to keep in mind the fact that family 
position is of extreme importance to them, and suggest by the 
progressive loss of dignity in the names that the family is 
going down hill. The obsession with family honor overshadows 
all other aspects of the men; they do not exist apart from 
their respective positions in the three generations. 
The above examples still reveal a relat~onship between 
the name and the character of its bearer, whether this link 
be due to repetition or to the connotations of the name, 
In some cases, the lack of logical connection between various 
•· 
parts of a name adds to the absurd climate of an apunte. 
The twisted persJ?ective of the narrator in "Deogracias Cai-
man de Ayala y Velasco" occurs again in·the name of the 
protagonist. First, we note that the surnames are possibly 
' illustriousJ however, Deogracias• parents are of humble and 
vague origin (his mother was a wet.nurse and~his father a 
waiter,) Next, the·unexpected and unexplained pairing of 
Deogracias and Caiman is so incongruous that it adds to 
the grotesque view of the apunte. Similarly, dona Sonsoles 
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de Patria y Patriarca de la Guinea Meridional, a minor 
character in "El "'fin de las apuestas de don Adolfi to," 
illustrates the use of an involved yet meaningless name 
to harmonize with grotesque qualities which she possesses. 
The grandiloquent name has no connection with normal real-
ity, and do~a Sonsoles is also more peculiar than we would 
expect. The long name prepares us for an unattractive 
stupid woman with pretentions _.of nobility, but. Sonsoles 
h~s an unusual talents "la rara habilidad de trincar ga-
tes, • • • para despues tirarlos de cabeza al pozo negro-~ "4 
fh~.grotesque element in the name complements the twisted . . ; 
mind of the pharacter. In all of these cases, the names 
are amusing, as were those of Baltasar Ruibarbo, the inven-
tor, and don Hibrido. However, the latter were funny be-
cause they were,related to what we knew of the characters 
and their activities.· "Deogracias" and "do'?ia Sonsoles" are 
funny because they have no logical connection with the 
events recounted. 
In "Doce fotografias al minuto" we find an added dimen-
sion in Cela's onomastic inventions. He still employs names 
with amusing or ironic connotations, but also considers 
their intrinsic importance, as determiners of.character. In 
his book of memoirs, La cucaffa, Cela offers a catalogue of 
possible hames·.~he could have received, and indicates the 
influence they would have exercised on his life• "Yo pienso 
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que si me llego a llamar Evelio Celano hubiera encontrado 
editor para mis libros. Evelio Cela es nombre de cabo de 
trompetas. Si me llama Mayola Cela o Iluminada Cela, o 
Sisinio Cela, tam~ien me hubiera costado mi trabajillo. 
Mayolo Cela es nombre de marica, Iluminada Cela es nombre 
de tonto, y Sisinio Cela es nombre de aprendiz de fonta-
nero."5: Sanson Garc!a reflects this concern of Cela in his 
"Doce fotograf!as." The entire point of one of.Sanson's 
inecdot·es, "El cat ad or de escabeche," for instance, lies in 
Sanson's inability to recall the man's names "Tiene cara 
de Estanislao, pero, claro, eso nose puede asegurar"(230). 
His concern continues as he considers and rejects possible 
names and eventually gives up. The author tries to comfort 
the photographer by commenting that the inspector can be 
renamed. The reaction is violent 1 "--(No: iJamas: iEso 
de ninguna manera: iEso es tentar el destino I" ( 230) • The 
implication is, of course, that changing the name in some 
way changes the person bearing it. Since the discussion of 
\ 
the inspector ·r.eminds Sanson of the case of his sweetheart 
who changed sex, the reader associates the two matters, even 
though there is no logical connection between Filita Parra 
and the catador 2.!t escabeche. The stress on names in these 
two sketches contributes to the impression of distortion 
created by the mechanical change of sex and Sans6n•s des-
pair. Sans6n betrays a similar interest in the correct 
lQO 
name in other apuntes as well. For instance, he comments 
on the n.ame of an old sweetheart 1 "La Tiburcia del Oro a 
pesar de_su nombre de sefiorita torera, era una chica de 
principios ••• "(219). Sans6n indicates by his attitude 
toward his subjects that their names are significant., The 
reader realizes that this view of the characters is more 
\ 
dehumanizing than comparisons with animals or things, rather 
than contrasting people with tangible objects, Sanson is 
comparing.them to words. 
Some of the characters in this series are named after 
animals or things, a device which tends to lower their value 
in-:-ithe reader• s eye, as well as to provide a contrast with 
Sans6n•s desciptions of them. The swashbuckling painter, don 
.. :. ·;· 
Wenceslao, carries the surname Bata, and an admiring cri~ic 
of his art is don·sulpicio Liendre. The humble objects cm-- ' . . 
trast with Sanson's admiration for the subjects, and add to 
the effect of the narrator's distortion of reality. Fur-
thermore, this type of name helps to place the author wfth-
' in the world of the photographer. Sanson's old flame; the 
author's aunt, is called Lola Candido y Sebo. Once more a 
person is implicitly compared with an insignificant thing. 
This object seems more important since Cela sets up a con-
trast between the poetic "c4ndido" and the prosaic "sebo," 
especially amusing as the former word could reasonably. 
modify the latter. The choice of a name for Lola thus in-
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eludes the author in the distorted world of Sanson by 
establishing a relationship between him and Sanson's char-
acter. 
Sanson's attitude, like that of other characters in 
the apuntes, illustrates the way in which Cela dehumanizes 
his characters by giving their names disproportionate value. 
He achieves this effect also by naming people after things, 
and by :repeating names, thereby fitting characters into a 
series and lowering their importance as individuals. He 
also uses names to comment sarcastically on the people 
bearing them, by employing incongruous allusions without 
explanation. Sans6n•s eye was gouged out by a man with the 
inappropriate nickname Ar!stides Briand II, but neither San-
son nor the author notes this incongruity. As a result of 
the emphasis on names, the reader concentrates on the labels 
and their connotations rather than on the individuais who 
possess them. 
The empha~is in El Gallego y su cuadriila on externa~ 
factors at the expense of human values occurs most conspic-
~ously in apuntes in which characters themselves decide ~to 
change their names and give their reasons for so doing. Ce-
ledonio de la Sangre, for example, drops his surname in 
favor of the more poetic one, Montesmalva. For him, a poet 
is created automatically by the assumption of a mellifluous 
name. The condescending narrator of "El cuento de la buena 
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pipa" also points out a relationship between a name and 
a job as he explains an odd names_ "Nabetse Ledif, que 
sonaba coma si fuera arabe, aunque no era masque Esteban 
Fidel puesto al reves, como correspond!a al oficio"(204). 
Once again, Sanson Garc!a in his last sketilh, "Lincoln, 
Darwin &•Wilson Garc!a Company Limited,".most clearly 
stresses reliance on a change of name. Nothing much hap-
pens in the apuntea three brothers go to Cuba, change their 
names from Simeon, Donato, and Castulo Garc!a to Lincoln, 
;.{. . 
Darwin, and Wilson Garc!a, and set up a mortuary. ·Again, 
the narrator reflects on names as determiners of destiny• 
"Eso de Simeon, Donatoy Castulo son nombres de pobre, nom-
bres de hijo de familia con unas tierritas de secano. n • • 
(248). Sanson implies that giving the men a new name will 
automatically improve their chances for success. The names 
chosen are ludicrous, especially in combination with the 
~rdinary surname, Garc!a. While Lincoln,_ Darwin, and Wils~n 
have little in common except their fame, their Spanish name-
C 
sakes have a subtle, although~not completely logical rela-
tionship with them, Simeon-Lincoln exc~ls in embalming, 
and Lincoln's assassination is one of the notable events of 
his lifes Donato-Darwin is an expert acrobat and his pred-
ecessor is described as the one "que_descubri6 lo del mo-
no"(248)s Castulo-Wilson is a sharkhunter and seer, and 
Wilson was a dreamer. However, these hints' lead nowhere. 
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All the discussion of the brothers• names ends in an off-
hand confession of ignorance of their fate. As a result, 
the characters have no life for the reader apart from the 
n~mes which they have appropriated. Therefore, the names, 
because of the undue emphasis given them, become more im-
portant than the characters who possess them. 
By his choice of names and his repetition of them, 
Cela directs the reader's attention to particular aspects of 
his characters. This distorted emphasis dehumanizes the 
characters and often completely subordinates the individuals 
to the twisted perspective of a narrator. 
tes carry the name of the protagonist as the title, the 
lowering of the value of the person may also disappoint the 
reader's expectations. 
The two versions of a sketch entitled ''Carrera ciclista 
para neofitos" which were written nine years apart, will 
clarify the way in which Cela uses names to create mood. 
Both versions present a parody of a bicycle race in a small 
town. All the proper elements for such an occasion are 
present, but each one becomes ridiculous. We are given the 
reasons for the race, an announcement of it, a list of 
prizes, a beauty queen, and an enthusiastic group of partic-
ipants. However, the reasons are illogical, the announce-
ment is exaggerated, the prizes are incongruous since the 
first prize is money, the second is sausages, and the third 
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is an art object, the beauty queen is a pre-war,relic, 
and the contestants are decked out in their underwear, The 
treatment of these elements common to both apuntes differs, 
and the use of proper names is one of the devices Cela uses 
to increase the distortion of the perspective in the second 
edition, In the first "Carrera ciclista" the organizer of 
the race is calied only dob'a Ramona, and her interlocutor, 
the clerk, is don Ildefonso. Furthermore, the only infor- .. 
mation given about them is that the latter is not very 
bright, and that the former is the owner of a cafe whose 
name has changed in three generations from El Triste Venado 
to La Perla de las Antillas to La Mercantil, As Suarez 
Soi!s notes, these changes in name offer a commentary on the 
town• s progress toward mediocrity s " ,· • • el nombre ha 
.evolucionado desde una primitiva denominaci6n poetica, ro-
mantica, a otra del todo topica., para llegar a.\;la actual, de 
vulgaridad y prosa!smo aplastantes,"6 
In the later, much longer, version of the apunte, the 
names of both 0 cha.racters and cafe are expanded and explained. 
The clerk becomes don Ildefonso Collejas Pasarln, alias Mar-
garito, and the innkeeper is now doffa Ramona Riffon, alias 
Chiva. In addition, several of her ancestors are mentioned 
by name, 'The new names have in common a connection with 
either plant or animal life, and hence this second version 
reinforces the dehumanization of the people of the town. 
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The introduction of Ramona's relatives into the apunte 
stresses the distorted vision of the narrator of the sketch. 
Not only are they irrelevant to the Btory, but they are 
removed by death from the world of the apunte. Repeated 
use of the formula q.e.p.d. with their names keeps this 
alienation in the reader's mind. In the same way, the elab-
oration on the names of the cafe contributes no important 
new information. We learn only that "La Perla de las An-
tillas" referred to Cuba and had to be changed after the war, 
ahd that "El Triste Venado" caused gossip because of the 
character of Ramona's grandmother. It is interesting that 
the additional information complicates the original appraisal 
of.the names of the cafe; the poetic and topical names are 
made as inane-·as the modern one. All these superfluous 
o~omastic details help to disorient the reader as they put 
the narrator on the same twisted level as his subjects. 
Names in the second version of "Carrera ciclista" are exag-
gerated just as other details are expanded and distorted. 
As .. a :result th~ characters become more grotesque and the 
absurd elements.in the apunte are intensified, 
The use of names in El Gallego y su cuadrilla illus-
trates once again the heterogeneous nature of the collection. 
Although in general, names aid in distancing us from the 
characters, the effect is not always the same, Usually, 
names in "La descansada vida campestre," the first section 
of the volume, are not as extravagant as the ones we have 
noted in other parts of the book. Rather than odd or long 
names, we find relatively short, inconspicuous names like 
Jesus Martin, Adolfo Dios, Luis Gonzjlez, dona Concha, 
Blas Herrero, and don Camilo. In spite of their simplicity, 
these names sometimes add meaning to the sketches, Thu$, 
"dona Concha'' has symbolic value, and "don Camilo" relates 
Ceia to the.protagonist of "El Gallego." Furthermore, the 
inf~eguent use of names in this section of the work is 
significant. The anonymous characters of "Baile en la pla-
za" and "Boda en el caf e" lose all individuality, . partly 
t~6ah~e of the lack of a name, The protagonists of "Boda en 
;r~ c~f~'.," .la novia and el novio., are typical actors in a 
t¥~~cal village event. Even though they have bizarre physi-
... ':·.:•· ' 
cal'l .. illt:.~r~butes which could set them apart from the other 
characters., lack of a name removes them from the world of 
caricature which exists in apuntes like "Gorda II." This 
generalized approach to names of characters removes their 
owners from consideration as unique human beings interacting 
with others, and turns them into types. 
When names •· are stressed in "La descansada vida campes-
tre" they usually encourage us to agree with.the narrator's 
appraisal of events. For example, the members of a touring 
va·udeville show in "Una funcion de variet.es" are called 
don Tirolir~o, Gargon Marcel, las Hermanas Sisters (of Bal-
let Hollywood)., and Ramoncini. The conglomeration of 
amusing foreign names gives the impression of a group of 
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inferior artists trying to dazzle a small town crowd. The 
narrator's sarcastic comments on the troupe_support tbis 
effect. The incongruous and meanin~less names of the char-
acters obviously reinforce the narrator's attitude and en-
courage the reader to agree with the narrator's view of the 
performers and their show • 
. Even when Cela does emphasize names in "la descansada 
vida campestre," they do not have the same effect as in 
other sections of the book. Throughout the apuntes Cela 
employs lists when presenting members of a family. :tn "Una 
jira," a sketch from the first section, the list does not de-
humanize ·the characters as it does in many stories of later 
sections. Three sisters, Esperanza, Olguita, and Marisol, 
are enumerated with their unflattering nicknames, 1.a Tuerta, 
la-- Planta, and la Tonta. Al though these nicknames indicate 
distortion, they refer to a specific event in the life of 
each girl. On the other hand, in "Puesta de largo," an apun-
~,found in another part of the book, the sisters have similar 
names 1 "Puri_, Luisi , y Petri Perez y sus encantadoras veci-
ni tas Cloti, Loli y Pepi L6pez"(l41). The given names plus 
the common surnames remove the girls from consideration as 
individuals, and the similar endings make the girls seem 
interchangeable. This lack of individualization becomes 
more obvious in another sketch from the same group, "Quizis 
pasado manana." In both cases the narrator is commenting on 
the social pretel'l3:ion of bourgeois families, and the names 
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contribute to this effect. In ''Qui zas pasado manana" the 
three sisters (Mim!, Fifi, and Lili Montgolfier) seem inter-
changeable because the similar names are listed twice in 
different order. In this sketch, there is no contrast be-
tween chic given names and prosaic surnames. Instead, both 
the French names and the inf lated pretens.ions indicated by 
the surname reflect the snobbish attitude of the .family. 
These_girls seem less unique than the obviously grotesque 
women in "Una jira" because of their names, which make the 
reader think of them as indistinguishable. 
From the foregoing discussion it is ev(dent that names 
play an important role in El Gallego y su cuadrilla. They 
often focus our attention on a particular physical trait or 
foible of a character, thereby creating a caricature, Since 
tll~ reader sees only the more rigid, unchanging attributes 
of these characters, he is distanced from them, and cannot 
become involved in their situation. This dehumanizing effect 
is· more evident in cases when names sustain a distorted 
perspective or ,create a twisted value system in which a name 
completely overshadows its owner. At times, the events and 
characters become subordinate to the mood of a sketch and 
the attitude the reader takes toward the fictional world. 
The reader expects the personality of a character to be more 
important than his names therefore, when the person described 
no existence independent of his name, the reader sees 
that the world of Sanson Garc!a and other narrators of the 
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apuntes is a grotesque parody of "normal" or expected real-
ity. 
To a lesser extent geographic~l names also condition 
our reaction to the action and characters of the apuntes. 
Cela either ignores geography completely or indulges in 
minutely detailed descriptions. The sketches in "La descan-
sada vida campestre" illustrate the first treatment of 
geography. The locale of these sketches is "el pueblo," 
presumably Cebreros, but the lack of precision in many of the 
apuntes like "Dona Concha," 1'Boda en el cafe," and "El Gallego 
y su cuadrilla" encourages the reader to consider the scene 
and events as typical of any village in Castilla la Vi_eja. 
In the other sections of El Gallego, geographic refer-
ences; to existing but obscure spotsr usually make the 
reader aware of the insignificance of the person discussed, 
poke fun at his accomplishments, or reinforce our impression 
of an unreliable view of reality. We may have a simple com-
ment on the pretensions of a Galician performer who bills 
herself as "La ~oz de fuego del Camaguey," or we may have a 
more significant reference to locations. In "Serafin Palomo 
Garcia;' places are mentioned to indicate the protagonist's 
position in the world and to stress his isolation from 
normal society. Although he fancies himself a great singer, 
Seraf!n tries to earn a living collecting cigarette butts. 
He is a nonentity from the starts "Hijo de Sinesio y Feli-
citas, natural de Moraleja-, Ayuntamiento de Torrejoncillo 
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del Rey, provincia de Cuenca"(l22). His home town is so 
small that it must be identified.by the ayuntamiento. Even 
the latter is so insignificant that it has to be further 
qualified by mention of the province. Thus, the geographi-
cal details, like the names of his parents, indicate that 
Seraf!n is no one from nowhere. Mention of street names in 
the same sketch locate the story in Madrid, but the streets 
refer only to Serafin's daily itinerary, far from the cen-
ter of the city9 and hence reinforce the impression of his 
t·solation from the real human world of the capital. 
In "Claudito, el espantapajaros" geography adds to the 
absu~dity of the story. In an aside, the narrator notes 
that the setting is "neworleansiana" rather than Spanish. 
The unexpected and unwieldly adjective, combined with the 
description ~f unlikely weather (a heavy snowstorm) prepares 
us for the grotesque "novel." 
Sanson Garcfa deals extensively with geography, which 
is reasonable since he is recounting his travels. However, 
these allusions indicate the photographer's lack of critical 
discrimination and make fun of his subjects. Sanson's 
father, don Hibrido, becomes more ridiculous as we read the 
precise indications of the location of his inn• "• •• en 
Cabezarados, en tierra manchega, al pie de la Sierra Gorda, 
no lejos de las lagunas Carrizosa y Perdiguera"(212). With 
a business in such an isolated spot, do~ Hfbrido was 
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obviously not .much of a success. Likewise, the poet Difun-
tino Rodr!guez seems less talented when we learn that he 
won the floral games in Villaverde·de Volpareja, province 
of Palencia for his ode on electric current. The reader 
suspects that standards of poetry in the wilds of Leon were 
probably not very high and that the subject of the poem 
was also unfamiliar there at that time. However, Sanson 
offers no adverse comment • On,,e. the contrary, he genuinelY-
admi res Difunti~o, so the geographic details in this case 
suggest the narrator's mistaken judgment. 
Mention of places also permits Sanson to indulge his 
tehdency towaEd exaggerated language, thereby creating a 
distorted view of the world. He refers rather effusively 
for instance, to a small town in Andalucia1 "Valverde del 
Camino, en territorio de Hue·1va y a la sombra de las lamas. 
de Segundaralejo"(216). He continues with an exaggerated 
description of an ordinary Castilian town, "San Martin de 
Valdeiglesias, un pueblo grande y rico que?,crece en las tie-
' rras que Mad-rid mete, coma una curia, entre las provincias de 
Avila y Toledo"(217). Since Sanson is reminiscing about a 
shrewish friend, the contrast between his remarks on her 
character and these "poetic'' descriptions adds to the humor-
ous tone of the sketch, while contributing to Sanson's 
~evelation of his own personality. The reader's attention 
centers not on the girl, but on the contrast created by 
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Sans6n. 
On the whole, geographical references have a similar 
function to that of proper names in the apuntes, although 
they are much less in evidence. Place names are used to 
indicate the insignif.±cance of people, as Cela lavishes 
care on the location of obscure hamlets. By situating his 
characters in these backwaters Cela frequently emphasizes 
their lack of importance, although the character or narra-r ..... , ._ .. 
tor may be unaware of his insignificance. The contrast be-
tween what the narrator or character thinks of a situation 
and what the reader concludes tends.to remove the reader 
from involvement in the events. It also shakes the reader's 
faith in the narrator's opinion. Like proper names, place 
names stress the isolation and/or the dehumanization of the 
subjects. The people and actions of ~he apuntes in which 
·.,:. 
names are important become subordinate to the total mood of 
the sketch. 
Other external references which are impo~tant for the 
creation of an effect on the reader in El Gallego y su 
cuadrilla include historical and literary allusions of various 
kinds. These fall into two broad categories& allusions by 
characters or narrators in the body of the apunte, and 
literary parodies by Cela. The first group, which includes 
false quotations and exaggerated comparisons, is normally 
used to betray the ignorance of a character and to play down 
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his value as an individual, as well as to beighten the 
humor of a situation. Cela's characters quote from such 
disparate sources as Solomon, Philip the Handsome, Graci4n, 
and Schopenhauer. The anonymous speaker who cites Schopen-
hauer illustrates the effect of these quotes1- "«:Cuando un 
tio anda todo.el dia con detallitos para arriba y para aba-
··.1. 
jo ese tio es tonto>.>. Schopenhauer era un sabio muy impor-
tante, un sabio de tomo y lomo. iCaray con Schopenhauer, las 
cosas que se le ocurrian:"(138). The speaker's care in 
~ttributing the conunonplace statement to a famous man is 
amusing, since it implies that he thinks it an original 
observation~· Furthermore, the language of the speaker's 
appraisal of Schopenhauer clearly 'i:ndicates that the man is 
incapable of reading and understanding the philosopher. 
However, the speaker is not the protagonist of the apunte 
and hence his allusion draws us away from the original subject 
of the sketch for no logical reason.· 
lti a similar vein to these spurious quotes are the exag-
gerated or CC>nlpletely ridiculous comparisons made by char-
acters in some of the apuntes. Don Hibrido illustrates both 
his ignorance and his lack of a sense of humor in his com-
plaints about the need for strong men in the modern wo~ld. or 
as.he calls them "hombres de caracter autarquico."7 He. then 
declares, "iPara hombres autarquicos, el Cardenal Cisneros 
y' Agustina ~e Aragon:" ( 212). Not only are his examples 
separated by three centuries, but the second one hardly 
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qualifies as a man. This odd allusion, plus Hibrido•s 
repetition of "autarquico" makes him seem ludicrous and 
prepares the reader for what followsa after all ·his bold 
talk, Hibr:i:do .1:s dominated by his wife, who hit him over 
the head with an iron. In this case, reader and narrator 
join in appreciation of the farcical situation, created:in 
part by the use of an external reference. 
Naturally, we find more extensive use of literary 
allusions in the apuntes which deal with would-be artists. 
In "Matias Marti, tres generaciones," allusions afford 
ironic commentary on the ideals of the characters. Mati-
!tas tries to justify his refusal to work for a living by 
asserting the respectability of poets. He cites Zorrilla 
·and Lope de Vega for this purpose. However, his mother 
later tries to cheer her despondent husband by suggesting 
~hat their son might turn out to be another Zorrilla or Cam-
p6amor~ ·unwittingly, by her substitution of Campoamor for 
Lope, the poet's mother has downgraded her son's talents. An 
implied comparison resulting from an allusion in the same 
sketch further lowers the value of Matiitas the poet. He 
a~serts t~at ~e wants tp be a lyric poet like Dante. His 
father remarks that Dante probably did something else as 
weii and then launches into praise of a neighbor who com-
bines poetry with a job with RENFE. The choice of occupa-
tion' with the implied reference to Dante is ridiculous be-
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cause of the anachronism and of the contrast between the 
humdrum job and the poetic muse. Furthermore, the allusion 
sums up the father's interest in maney and·the son's equal-
ly ridiculous concern for the external characteristics of 
a poet. The allusion is useful in this case to summarize 
briefly the distorted values of the characters without re-
sorting to lengthy commentary. 
Allusions on occasion also include their author in the 
grotesque world of a sketch. Sanson Garc!a compares Juan de 
Austria and Charlemagne with Mercurio Mostasens y Carabuey 
de Calatrava. The comparison is absurd since Mercurio is 
only a small time con man. It is more ridiculous because 
of the inversion of the expected orders we would expect Mer-
curio to be compared with the more illustrious men, but this 
is not the case. In addition, the author does not comment:~ 
on the inappropriate reference. He just confesses ignorance 
of history. Hence, the author seems incapable of recog-
nizing the distorted view of Sanson and thereby reveals his 
own unreliabflity. 
Occasionally, Cela mentions well-known political figures 
like.Mendi~abal, Amadeo, and_Primo de Rivera, to give a 
rough indication of chronology. ·However, these allusions 
do not necessarily serve that purpose. Garc!a Prieto comes 
up several times, but his career was too long to provide a 
useful temporal reference. Therefore, the allusion does not 
fulfill the function we expected. It provides an illusion 
) 
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of a concrete fac~. which on closer inspection becomes 
twisted, and therefore contributes to the general climate 
of absurdity. Ceia repeats certain other allusions to add 
another dimension to the sketches. The most striking 
example is that of the inventor Isaac Peral, who appears in 
La colmena, El Gallego, La familia del h~roe, Tobogan de 
hambrientos, and San Camilo, 1936. Peral, a successful 
inventor who was scorned by his country, seems to sum up 
the absurdities of Spanish life. As a result of its repeti-
tion in Cela's works, the allusion takes on·the quality of 
any repeated expression; the reader thinks of all previous 
connotations and applies them each time that the allusion 
occurs. These allusions all refer to prewar Spain, and 
usually indicate the inability of characters to adjust to 
present-day reality. 
Cela varies his approach to literary parody. He may, 
as in "Claudito el espantapajaros," use an objective nar-
rator to create a complete parody of a literary form. More 
frequently, however, he makes fun of specific literary forms 
and affectations as employed by both. characters and ambigu-
ous -narrators. 
Characters themselves, especially in the section en-
titled "Las bellas artes," which deals with would-be artists, 
reveal their own stupidity and lack of imagination through 
their use of phrases which have lost all meaning. For 
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instance, the account of the meeting of a literary group, 
"~Mirto, laurel, albahaca y rosa,,.,>'' is full of cliches used 
literally by the poets. A bombastic reference to "la madre 
poesia" elicits a standard responses "iMadre no hay mas 
que una1"(97). Not content with merely giving the cliche, 
Cela then reproduces a discussion of just how many mothers 
one does have. An equally inane argument on whether magis-
trates wear laurel wreaths or wigs ends with an allusion 
to Albion. The cliche is immediately completed by the pre-
dictable query• "JEn la per:ftda?"(98). By taking the 
expression literally, one of the poets unwittingly emphasizes 
its emptiness• ")Hombre, perfida no sel iHace unos a'ffos, 
si, pero ahora las cosas estan cambiando muchol"(98). Since 
the characters in this apunte appear only as members of a 
group, and 'never as individuals, the ridiculous conversation 
is our only contact with them. Therefore they exist for us 
only as vehicles for meaningless words, and have no life as 
individuals. They seem even less substantial because of the 
way in which':they express themselves. The cliches, which 
have acquired more importance -than those who utter them, 
have lost all the .meaning they ever had through mindless 
repetition. 
The use of wornout phrases or concepts by characters is 
normally unconscious, their use by the narrator is more 
frequently ironic. The narrators in "Las bellas artes" 
often comment on the ideas and form of their subjects• 
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poetry. The narrator notes, for instance, that Fidel Cacin 
employs mythological ~llusions because they are in vogue, 
and also makes fun of typical "poetic" topics, "de la Pa-
tria, del amor, del descubrimiento de America ode las vir-
tudes del ahorro"(85). A similar list appears in "Unos 
juegos florales," as does a more obvious criticism of the 
theme chosen for the contests "Como salta a la vista, no 
era eso que pudieramos llamar un tema demasiado concreto, 
pero, claro es, ahi precisamente estribaba el merito de los 
poetas"(lOS}. The quote suggests the ambiguous nature of 
the narrator. He makes fun of the topic, but his language 
is as pretentious as that of the people he criticizes. The 
most striking example of parody of literary criticism occurs 
in "Zoilo Santiso, escritor tremendista." As we would ex-
pect, Cela makes fun of everything connected with tremen-
dismo, the novelist, his critics, and the narrator. The 
critics are ridiculous because they are presented as clich~s 
("padres de familia," "lectores de esos que llevan lentes 
de pinza"102) and because their criticism is tr_ite1 "no son 
aptas," "Zoilo Santiso, escritor asqueroso y tremendista"(lOl). 
Zoilo himself is a dumb innocent fellow who is sympathetic 
when compared with his critics and· with the patronizing narra-
tor, but otherwise neither talented nor bright. The narrator 
does not escape the general distortion despite his condes-
cending attitude toward Zoilo, which is evident in his 
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repeated observations that Zoilo is rather stupid. How-
ever, the narrator begins the sketch with a vague and over-
used phrases "Zoilo Santiso era un escritor la ma·r de tre-
mendista" (101). This expression is especially amusing in 
view of the definition he later gives of tremendismoa "rama 
en la que por decir las cosas como son, ya se cumple"(l02). 
Since the narrator's definition coincides with that of Zoilo 
we are not~.il'.lclined to be impressed with the farmer• s 
perspicacity.- His remarks on style and literary.talent 
make the narrator seem as grotesque as Zoilo. As a result, 
the entire world of the apunte is distorted. Since the 
character who is the butt of the humor Of the sketch winds 
up seeming as normal as his critics, the reader finds him-
self adrift in a grotesque world. 
Another aspect of parody, the use of official or 
journalistic style, adds a mechanical, and therefore dehu-
manizing, dimension to some of the apuntes. Most often, 
Cela gives a typical official biography of characters ·such 
,, 
as Serafin Palomo Garcia, Senen del Polo, and Purificacion 
Sancha y Guasp. These follow the pattern of the obituary of 
Horchatero Chico in "Baile en la plaza." Plays on words 
further emphasize the emptiness of this official language. 
A wounded don Wenceslao inquires of the doctors "--J.Es de 
prognostico reservado? --si galan, de reservado con so-
fa"(241). This use and misuse of journalese suggests the 
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insignificance of the characters described. They seem-to 
exist only as they fit into a bureaucratic scheme; since 
the narrator sees these people as ciphers, the reader can-
not identify with them as human beings. Hence, parody may· 
contribute to the creation of the grotesque world confront-
ing the reader. 
The mechanical element suggested by the stereotyped 
descriptions is further strengthened by the way in which 
numbers are employed in the apuntes. The would-be artists 
of the sketches in "Las bellas artes" reveal a peculiar 
view of their art in their belief that quantity equals 
quality. Fermin de la Olla, for instance, takes up poetry 
only when he finds it difficult to complete collections of 
football cards and bones, but he carries the notion of 
accumulation over into his writing of sonnets, "• •• pues 
bubo semanas, sin:contar los domingos, en que llego a hacer 
sesenta, treinta con una rima y treinta con otra"(Bl). San-
son Garc!a•s friend, Difuntino, writes an ode whose major 
virtue seems ,·to be its length 1 '"Tenia trescientos sesenta 
y seis versos, uno por cada dia del ano si el ano es bisies-
to''(227). The difference between these two examples lies in 
the attitude of the narrator toward the poets. Fermin•s 
narrator is mocking the poetic ambitions of the villager 
with his sarcastic references to quantity, but Sanson is 
quite impressed by Difuntino•s talent. Hence, the photog-
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rapher betrays a materialistic view of literary creativity. 
Sanson again shows his ignorance when he reduces works of 
art to a quantitative level in his appraisal of the painter 
Wenceslao Batas "Loque mejor le salia era las Giraldas, 
las Alhambras, los.Generalifes y las balaustradas"(242). 
The multiplication of unique works of art plus their com-
bination with a non-specific object suggests that Sanson 
sees no difference between the monuments and a balustrade. 
Since the author does not dispute Sanson's view of art, we 
include him in the grotesque world of Sanson. 
On another occasion numbers lower the value of the 
literary aspirations of a character, because they2,link works 
of art with prosaic objects. Fidel Cacin writes plays by 
~he dozen, and thinks in terms of photographs, by the dozen 
in his quest.for recognit!on. Since he is a storekeeper,.his 
emphasis on the commercial term indicates that he thinks of 
his plays as he does of his hose and other merchandise. 
Therefore the reader also equates his two roles. 
The mechanical element is carried further in "El cuento 
de la buena pipa," as the formal structure of the apunte is 
stressed at the expense of the content. The narrator leads 
us from character to character relating anecdotes, but the 
conclusion reduces the importance of the meaning of the 
sketch as the narrator is interrupted by one of his listeners. 
The latter.wonders how long the story will go on. The reply 
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calls our attention to the structure of the apunte as the 
dominant factors "El inventor de estas invencionesa 
--Hasta que ustedes quieran"(217). The sudden switch which 
puts the characters on a fictional level from the point of 
view of the narrator and his hearers causes the mechanical 
form of the work to take overJ the narrator, in turn, is 
further removed from the odd collection of people who later 
become the infraheroes of Tobogan de hambrientos. 
The introduction of the mechanical element in the 
apuntes contributes to the dehumanization of character while 
formally unifying the sketch. Hence, it is related to the · 
general use of names and allusions. Repetition of connota-
tive names permits a concentration of maximum: effect in.:few 
words, since repetition enables Cela to emphasize one aspect 
of a character or event, thus producing a quick caricature. 
Geogra,phical allusions serve the same purpose, since they 
rarely carry descriptive force. Except for some of the 
apuntes in "La descansada vida campestre" in which the 
u 
reader identifies with the narrator, the sketches rarely take 
place in a specifically defined setting.,. 
In the apuntes which rely heavily on external refer-
ences, whether these be names, numbers, or literary allusions, 
such references usually aid in the dehumanization of the 
characters described. For one thing, the stress given to a 
name, a cliche, or an object creates an immediate distortion 
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of expected yalues, as the reference becomes more important 
than the person. Thus, the flowerpots in "El tiempo de las 
macetas" take on more importance than the protagonist. As 
a result, the reader also devotes more attention to the 
allusion, and the individual becomes less human. We en-
counter a more extreme effect when names and allusions do 
not lower characters to the status of objects, but reduce 
them to empty shadows dominated by words. Again, this is 
a reversal of our expectation that a name may help to 
characterize a fictional person; in these cases nothing 
exists behind that name. 
The use of external references also helps establish a 
reilationship between the reader and the narrator. In some 
cases, references reinforce the narrator's sarcastic or 
humorous view of the characters, a view with which the 
reader can agree. However, in other apuntes~ such as 
"Carrera ciclista" or "Doce f otograf!asJ' the use of names 
i,-: ... , ,: ' .,·. • • . . 
and allusions helps to create a gulf between the reader and 
narrator as ;,ell as between the reader and the characters, 
by''empiiasizing the distorted perspective of the narrators • . _,., 
The 'iatter disorient the reader, alienating him from the 
mechanically coherent, but illogical, society of the apuntes, 
in which he vainly seeks recognizable norms in a grotesque 
world. At the same time, Cela's use of external references 
adds to the over-all climate of an absurd world. The 
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varying stress placed ~n allusions creates differing degrees 
of distortion in individual sketches and aids in keeping 
the reader from establishing a firm attitude toward this 
world. 
CHAPTER IV 
REPETITION AND CONTRAST 
Cela used techniques of repetition and contrast in 
his treatment of names and allusions, but these devices 
have a wider importance in the creation of the total grotesque 
world of the apuntes as well. Contrast is the basis of the 
effect of many of the sketches in El Gallego y su cuadrilla, 
as Cela himself indicates in his prologue to the work: •. As 
he explains how the apunte carpetovet6nico fits into Spanish 
literary tradition, Cela stresses the importance of violent 
contrast in that traditions "la li teratura espanola • • • i 
ignora el equilibria y pendula, violentamente, de la m!stica 
a la escatolog{a, del transito que diviniza--San Juan, fray 
Luis, ·santa Teresa--al bajo mundo, al mas bajo y concrete 
de todos los mundos, del pus y la carrona y, rematandolo, la. 
calavera monda y lironda de todos l~s silencios~~l He 
situates the apunte at one of these extremes• "Pero, me 
basta con dejar constancia de queen uno de. esos pendulares 
extremos--ni'mas ni menos importante, desde el punto de 
vista de su·autenticidad--habita el apunte carpetovetonicos 
como un pajarraco sarnoso, acosado y fieramente iberico"(9). 
Cela thus prepares the reader for a work in which strong 
contrasts will play an important role. Since he often uses 
repetition to set up contrasts between the normal world 
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which the reader expects1 and the grotesque reality of the 
characters and narrators of the apuntes, we must consider 
the two techniques together if we are to understand the 
way in which they contribute to the establishment of the 
mood of the sketches. 
In general, Cela uses repetition and contrast as uni-
fying techniques which create relationships between normally 
• J 
disparate elements. The joiajng of elements which have 
no logical connection with each other either stresses the 
monotony or pointlessness of the life described, or it 
destroys the reality which the reader expects. The apuntes 
related by a narrator whose view of reality approaches that 
of the reader· usually have the former effect. The narrators 
of "Dona Concha," "La romeria," and "Vocacion de repartidor," 
for instance, do not have the distorted vision of reality 
which results in the caricatures of other sketches. The 
contrast in these apuntes between our expectations and the 
actual events presented is less violent than is the case in 
"Gorda II'' or "Carrera ciclista para neofi tos." Repetition 
in the latter group of apuntes draws our attention to 
grotesque relationships; while in the former case repetition 
conveys a feeling of monotony or of rigid, unch~nging 
routine. 
Cela employs many forms of repetition in the sketches• 
sounds, words or_ phrases, images, and concepts. Alliteration, 
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the simplest _form of repetition, usually emphasizes the 
obvious or the unimportant. thereby making fun of trite· 
language or ideas and distorting the expected order of 
values. "Fermin de la Olla, poeta y aldeano," for instance, 
is quoted as he sees himself a "con el alma atormentada, .por 
la busqueda de la belleza"(82). The alliteration calls 
attention to the unoriginal expression, and hence to Fer-
min•s lack of poetic imagination. Similarly, the pension 
.of the protagonist in "Don Belisardo Manzaneque, profesor de 
solfeo" takes on unexpected importance because of its 
alliterative forms "diecisiete duros con descuent.0'!.,(117). 
I 
His economic problems seem more important than his artistic 
activities. The emphasis on prosaic detail also makes us 
WQnder about the narrator. The latter's digression from 
the main point of the story to complain about Belisardo•s 
meager pension, like his concern for the mechanical details 
of the man•s· funeral, suggests a lack of discrimination on 
the part of the narrators the music master as an individual 
is lost amid,all the extraneous material. A similar 
intrusion of the narrator into the story of "Sebastian 
Panadero, marcas y patentes•~'makes the protagonist seem 
more ridiculous, and also links narrator and inventor. The 
former divides Sebastian's life into three periodsa "La 
primera ode la indigencia, la segunda ode la indigestion, 
y la tercera ode la indignaci6n"(169). Sebastifn seems 
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more ludicrous because the three words which sum up his 
life have nothing in common except sound. In addition, 
this apparent relation created by alliteration draws our 
attention to the logical step-by~step treatment of the man's 
life by the narrator. This approach to Sebastian echoes 
the inventor's apparently logical but totally false reason-
ing in the story. The alliteration and repetitive structure 
intensify the inventor's mechanical view of his creative 
abilities, and therefore increase the distortion of the 
apunte. 
Alliteration more directly maintains the reader's 
distance from the characters when it sustains an ironic 
outlook. In "La romer!a" the family's eventual realization 
that the outing was a dismal failure could elicit our 
sympathy, but the use of a rhyming phrase effectively elim-
inates this ·possibility, and sustains the established mood 
of the apunte'a "La familia, en el fondo mas hondo de su 
conciencia, se daba cuenta de queen la romeria no lo hab!a 
pasado demasiado bien" (38). The rhyme calls our attention 
to the narrator and away from emotional involvement with the 
characters. In this case, as in the others, alliteration 
and rhyme are a means of dehumanizing the characters, or at 
least of keeping the reader at a distance from them. 
The repetition of words or phrases, which often involves 
alliteration or rhyme as well, links otherwise unrelated 
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elements of a sketch, suggests inattention or stupidity 
of a character or the narrator, or offers ironic comment 
en a situation. The repeated use of the word "veleidades," 
for ir&ance, sums up Ferm!n de la Olla's careers .. Ferm1n 
• • • tuvo de .. mozo ciertas veleidades coleccionistas" ( 81) • 
After he turns from collections to sonnets and fails to 
break into print, Ferm!n turns to Communism. Repetition of 
the word to describe the poet• s switch to politics .( "estas 
veleidades politicas"82) ,' unifies Ferm!n•s ridiculously 
heterogeneous career and also stresses his lack of serious 
purpose in all his endeavors. Sometimes the relationship 
I 
established by repetition is grotesque, as is the case of 
"Dona Felicitas Ximenez y Smith de la Liebre, partera en 
Leganiel." The account of the mother hanged by her son 
opens with a generalizations "Los ninos de p~imera comu-
ni6n suelen ser muy lucidos"(23B). We assume that the photo-
graph shows an innocent little boy in white robes. The 
same word later describes the mother's funeral, for which 
the same ·boy,. is responsible 1 " • • •ala dona Felicitas 
le hicieron unos funerales muy lucidos •• ,"(239). The 
repetition of lucidos in a similar quasi-religious context 
adds to the macabre quality of the apunte by relating the 
innocent child of the picture with the murder. ·The repeti-
tion also emphasizes the efforts of Sanson to show off his 
literary style. This is particularly evident because the 
photographer alternates in this apunte between literary 
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language ("la madre del doncel," "el Jacobite no fue habi-
do") and the more colloquial strings of proverbs and com-
parisons with animals. The reader, as a result, cannot 
identify with the grotesque Jacobito nor his mother, nor 
can he identify with Sanson. 
Repeated phrases also downgrade characters by revealing 
the boredom or inattention of the narrator, or by offering 
ironic support for his judgments. Belisardo, the music 
~aster, loses whatever importance he may have had when the 
narra~or ends the apunte with a repetition of his opening 
remarks, leaving the reader with an impression of the nar-
rator's inability to concentrate on his subject. Similarly, 
the meeting of "Una velada li terariomusical" seems duller: 
because of the repetition of the word despues, especially 
since the narrator becomes progressively more bored with 
the.affair and ends the sketch with a tired comments "Des-
pues se recitaron otras poesias. Pero esto ya ser.!a muy lar---
go de contar"(lll). In these cases the narrator's repeti-
tion of words or phrases involves us with his boredom rather 
than with the actions of the characters. Hence, we lose 
interest in the declared subject of the apunte (Belisardo 
or the tertulia)~ In the latter case, ironically, we develop 
a mild sympathy for a stupid, socially awkward novelist, 
Zoilo Santiso, because, like us, he has•trouble warming up to 
the group holding the meeting. 
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Sometimes repetitive expressions include a derogatory 
play on words• "El verano pasa--como pasa todo--y las seno-
ritas de Perez Montgolfier que tambi,n estan empezando a 
pasar ••• "(176). The narrator thus dismisses the gi·rls of 
"Quizas pasado manana" by comparing them with the dying sum-
mer, and by intruding into the narrative with the play on 
words. In this sketch Cela employs repetition extensively 
to create a mood of monotony and lack of vitality. The 
apunte deal~ with the unsuccessful efforts of a mother and 
~er daughters ostensibly to escape the heat of Madrid, but 
actually to keep up with the Joneses (or Gutierrez and Lopez) 
by going to San Sebastian. The narrator repeatedly compares 
fhe girls with. animals, especially the rather unappealing 
pescadillas, and also makes other comparisons with objects 
and animals which further dehumanize his characters. He 
interrupts his story with reflections on the month of July, 
each of which open~ with the same refrains "Julio, el mes de 
julio'' (172). These intrusions are further interrelated by 
repetition.of the word desconsiderada and by comparisons of 
the month with animals• "una. lenta cigarra de plomo"(l72), 
"una gruesa oruga muerta de calor"(l74). Thus, the narra-
tor places the month and the girls on the same level, since 
he compares both with animals. However, the abstraction, 
July, takes on more· vitality through its active cai:quest of 
the city than do the characters who are bound within the 
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confines, of conventional behavior. Both the characters 
and later the setting are in turn, subordinated to the nar-
rator. His reflections on time, as exemplified by the 
phrase of the title, take over from the lifeless girls~ or 
even the summer days. 
Cela often uses the repetition of a narrator's remarks 
to confirm the latter's judgment, "El senor don Fidel Cacin 
y Cacin, alias Matute, habia salido algo tonto, porque era 
hijo de primos. --Despues dicen que los hijos de primos sa-
limos tontos: --solia decir don Fidel, preso de la indigna-
cion--. lLo que salimos es listos, y bien listost"(84). As.-
a result of Fidel's reiteration of the narrator's statement, 
the poet seems·to confirm the narrator's opinion of his 
mental powers. This apunte, "El tiempo de las macetas," 
relies heavily on repetition for its effect. Just as the 
narrator's remarks on July unified "Quizas pasado manana," 
the image of the macetas unifies this sketch. Fidel, a 
frustrated poet, longs to carry off the prize ("la flor na-
tural") in a: contest, but his interest is not in the flower 
as a symbol of excellence, but in the material evidence of 
fames "la gloria de buen tono, la gloria ••• con foto-
grafia garantizada en los peri6dicos ilustrados"(85). 
Fidel transforms this view of fame into an obsession with a 
photograph of himself,"rodeado de macetas y de autori-
dades" ( 86) • Thus, the symbolic flower has become a flower 
).3,3 
pot at an official function. This preoccupation with 
flowerpots leads the protagonist to seek a position as a 
provincial deputy, solely because deputies are frequently 
photographed with potted plants. Repetiton of the word 
redondear further stresses the motif of the macetas. Fidel 
can.round off neither his sonnets nor his dreams, but the 
word also suggests the shape of the pots which obsess him. 
The material object overshadows not only the symbolic 
flower but also the character himself. The repetition of 
macetas makes the protagonist a grotesque imitation of an 
aspiring poet, since the ideal of poetic excellence has 
given way to concern fo~ a potted plant. By equating pro~ 
sale objects ~nd ideals the narrator has twisted and down-
graded•Fidel's aspirations. Since the ideal is twisted, 
the reader becomes involved in the evolution of the flower 
and loses sight of the protagonist as a human being1 the 
! 
repeated motif in this case distances the reader from the 
poet. 
A more complicated but similar juxtaposition of tri~e 
images with prosaic objects conditions our reaction to San-
s6n Garcia's Romantic despair over Filita·Parra•s metamor-
phosis. First, Sanson expresses his anguishdn such trite 
terms that we have difficulty taking him seriouslya "Esque 
eso me trae muy atroces memorias, amigo mio, muy amargos y 
dolorosos recuerdos •••• le mostrare los misterios de mi 
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corazon, los,negros misterios de mi atribulado coraz6n 11 (231). 
The addition of the adjective to the last phrase gives the 
impression·that Sanson is less emotionally involved in the 
situation than the words suggests rather, he seems carried 
away by his own rhetoric in his concern for polishing his 
"poetic" phrases. Furthermore, Sanson c!=>.ntinues to repeat 
these expressions in various combinations and introduces yet 
another one1 "el pozo de los amargos recuer.dos"(232). 
Despite his-exaggerated language Sanson seems to be an actor 
observing his own performance, since he forgets his sorrow 
' very easily and allows the prosaic world of the cafe to 
in~rude. He cannot be considered to be immersed in his 
anguish as he inquires of the author• 11--lA usted le es 
igual seguir con vino blanco? Esque para dos anises no creo 
que llegue"(232). He follows this interruption with a return 
to his grief as he excuses himself for sighing• "son los 
ayes que se escapan dei pozo del recuerdo" ( 23 2) • We think 
of a real well in this context, and the combination of mate-
rial and emot'ional images makes the repetitive exaggerated 
language of Sanson even more inappropriate. for the expression 
of true sentiment. This combination indicates that his 
poetic world is as prosaic as that of the cafe. It also 
suits admirably the ridiculous account of Filita/Filito which 
it introduces, since the reader cannot separate Sanson's 
professed anguish from his exaggerated expression of it. In 
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the case of Sanson, characters and their emotions are sub-
ordinated to their meaningless words. 
The presentation of characters as members of a group 
or of a series is a common repetitive device in the apuntes. 
In "Baile en la plaza," for instance, people are considered 
only in categories, not as individuals (los mozos, las mozas, 
los forasteros). Likewise, the classification of the critics 
of Zoilo Santiso ( 11 los padres de familia," "los muchachitos 
que no habian leido a Zoilo Santiso," "lectores de esos que 
13.!evan·ientes de pinza"102) makes them seem less human 
than the novelist. A similar procedure in "«-tirto, laurel, 
albahaca y rosa»" emphasizes the inane conversation at the 
expense of the .characters. The reader ·,cannot identify with 
speakers mentioned only as members of a general category. 
In addition, the narrator's use of these categories suggests 
his own la.ck of discrimination J he oversimplifies charac-
ters by treating them as if they had only one characteristic, 
and denies them individuality. As these characters become 
,, 
illustrative examples rather than individuals,the use of 
categories adds· to the focus on the narrator, and rele-
gates the characters to the background. 
The presentation of characters as members of a series 
often suggests, by dint of repetition, that the grotesque is 
normal rather than an isolated case. The most obvious 
example of this effect is in the three generations of the 
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Matias Marti family, who appear more ridiculous because 
there are several of them. We also encounter the series of 
bad poems written by Senen del PoloJ and even Blas Herrero, 
a village idiot, patiently waits his turn at the official 
position of village icliot. Classification of people or 
events in the apuntes lowers their individual value and 
contributes to the creation of a distorted world, rather 
than a normal world with a few grotesque elements. 
Repetition creates an added dimension in some sketches 
by integrating the narrator into the fictional scene he 
\ 
has invented. In "Unos juegos florales," for instance, a 
repeated phrase links the narrator with his subject. Pepito 
D'Altabuit inve;nts the expression "con ahinco y teson" and 
the narrator appropriates it to describe Pepito's poetic 
efforts. Hence the narrator's critica1 judgment seems to be 
on the same level as the bad poetry of Pepito. As we would 
expect, this use of repetition is particularly important in 
"Dace f otogralias al minuto," since it usua-lly stresses the 
. ' 
relationship between Sanson and the author at the expense of 
the former•s subjects. For example, after describing the 
funeral of do°ii'a Felicitas, Sans6n discusses her son in 
exaggerated terms• "Estos pollos tarambanas son muy dados 
a irse a Francia, a encenagarse en el vicio y zambullirse en 
el·bullicio. d.Me oyo usted?"(239). The rhyme of vicic,a.nd 
bullicio plus Sanson:~ s concern that the author not miss his 
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elegant phrase makes the death of Felicitas seem less im-
portant (especially since the mixed metaphor is amusing). 
However, Sans6n then repeats the phrase to make sure that 
his listener hears it, and draws the author into a dis-
cussion of whether he was listening. By joining Sanson 
in the discussion of the latter's style, the author seems to 
accept the photographer's priori~iesJ the death of Felicitas 
and the guilt of her son become secondary to Sanson's nar-
rative style. Therefore, the author enters the distorted 
world of Sanson. 
The two versions of "Carrera ciclista para neofitos" 
clearly illustrate the use of repetition to intensify the 
distortion of the narrator's perspective. In both versions 
the word ne6fito ·reappears and carries no meaning. We 
learn that the town is overrun with neophytes but are never 
given a definition or an explanation of the term. On the 
contrary, mere repetition of the narrator's observation 
implies a supp9rting opinion by other characters. However, 
the reader ca~ot perceive any logical connection in the non 
sequitur offered to confirm the narrator's judgments 
"--JCuantos rieofitos hay en este pueblol --decian los foras-.. , 
teros--. IComo se ve en seguida que tiene una economia sa-
na, basada en la agricultura yen la peque'lia industria:"(127). 
The illogical .conversation concludes with the sudden in-
trusion of realitya "--S!, senoraJ neofitos hay muchos. 
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Loque no hay son bicicletas''(128). There is a similar 
reiteration of the word autarchic for the same purpose, 
-but the second version of the apunte intensifies the irra-
tionality of the introduction to the race. Rather than the 
alternation of narrative and dialogue between identifiable 
speakers which we find in the first edition, a livelier 
narrator and anonymous interlocutors repeat each other and 
expand the !lQ!l seguiturs. The opening paragraphs of the two 
apuntes clear,ly indicate the differences in effects "En 
aquel pueblo hab!a muchos neofi tos. GJolines con aquel pueblo, 
que mano de neofi tc:is criaba Q El pueblo no era ninguna al-
dea, [no vaya usted a creerse que era un asco de pueblo, un 
pueblo ruin y desgraciado. No, noJ el pueblo no era ninguna 
aldeaJ ciertamente sino mas bien casi una ciudad; pero de 
todas maneras [formaifil, hab!a muches neofi tos, casi [puede que 
inclusg) demasiados neofi tos. 112 The second version offers no 
more information than the first one; instead it reveals a 
more dramatic, grotesque narrator who shares the distorted 
perspective of_ the characters with whom he deals. The orig-
inal narrator, like the reader, was observing the affair from 
the outside; the new narrator has entered the world of Val-
verde del Arroyo partly because of the repetition of phrases 
and the exclamatory style of the opening paragraph. This in-
troduction to the race does not communicate meaningful in-
formation to the reader; it creates a mood of irrationality 
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which colors·our reaction to the rest of the apunte, as we 
wonder how the topics introduced in the beginning of the 
sketch will fit in with the race, and are eventually dis-
appointed when they are not explained. 
Repetition of sounds, words, phrases, or ideas in the 
apuntes th'IDS often distorts normal values, by inflating the 
unimportant or the obvious, dehumanizing characters, and 
presenting meaningless phrases as though they had communi-
cative value. Repetition also ties together otherwise 
unrelated elements and defines the narrator's attitude 
toward his material. At times he is outside the story 
offering ironic commentary on events; at others he is in-
cluded within the grotesque world which he describes, even 
though he may mock it or seem to find it uninteresting. The 
main effect which these uses of repetition have in common is 
the twisting of the reader's expectations. Although repeti-
tion suggests a logical progression,this effect is absent 
in many of these apuntes. 
In the use of repetition in the apuntes there is at 
least an implied contrast between what is said and what 
actually nappens, or what the reader believes will happen. 
However, certain techniques create more obvious and violent 
contrasts which sharpen the caricatures of .people, society, 
or language. These devices include the twisting of cliches, 
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often with a contradictory result, and the juxtaposition 
of figurative and literal expressions, of elegant and vul-
gar la~g.uage, of animate and inanimate objects, or of 
emotions and material things. 
Cela changes cliches for several reasons& to add to 
the humor of a situation and sustain the narrator's attitude 
toward his subject, to ridicule a character and eliminate 
the possibility of sympathy for him, or to emphasize the 
unreliability of the narrator. In "La romer!a" we find a 
descript;ion of rosguillass "blanca como la nieve vieja, 
sabrosa como el buen pan del hambre y dura como el pedernal '' 
(37). The adjective "vieja" negates the normal meaninSI' of 
the phrase "snow white" and also implicitly contradicts the 
second element of the comparison, since old pastry is not 
likely to be tasty. However, the third phrase is unfavorable 
and complements·the original idea of staleness. By combining 
three cliches and changing the first one, Cela gives us both 
a humorous co~entary on trite expressions and a confirma-
tion of the narrator's thesis that the picnic is not as 
pleasant as ·it is supposed to be. On the other hand, an 
expanded cliche in "Serafin Palomo Garcia, colillero y 
tenor" summarizes the protagonist's conjugal life. His 
wife, angry at her husband's failure to provide, berates 
hims " ••• o traes a casa los garbanzos de cada dia y 
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la gallineja·de los domingos y fiestas de guardar • • • 0 
te largas ••• "(123). The ridiculous expansion of the 
standard phrase adds a slapstick quaiity to the conversa-
tion and makes the relationship of the two people farcical 
rather than pathetic. Hence the character does not inspire 
sympathy in the reader. The µnexpected use of a pious 
formula in "Deogracias Cai·m,n de Ayala" achieves the same 
effect by emphasizing the perspective of the narrator. The 
iatter•s attitude overshadows the character as. the narrator 
describes the early life of Deogracias• patrons "su padre 
quit6 de este valle de l&grimas a su mujer, recien parida, 
clavandole un hierro de la cocina en el coraz6n" (120) it The 
perversion of the normal use of "this vale of tears" and 
its combination with the violent action sustain the impres-
sion of a grotesque narrator which pervades the apunte. In 
. ' each case, the twisting of a common expression dehumanizes 
the characters-while giving more importance to the use of 
words. 
The contrast between vulgar and elegant concepts or 
phrases often provides an ironic comment on characters and 
their pretentions. Ferm!n de la Olla, in his dual role as 
poet and villager, suggests such a·contrast. A friendly 
critic defines the poet's double life as he counsels Ferm!n 
to write more slowly• "fCalcule usted que las musas son· 
m4s bien delgaditas, y ese ordeno intensive no hay musa 
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que lo resistal"(82). Not only is the muse given material 
qualiti~s but the imp~ied comparison with a cow unwittingly 
puts Ferm!n•s poetry on a rustic level, which is of coursef 
exactly where the reader knows it belongs. Similarly, the 
author uses an odd but suitable expression to describe ~san-~. 
sons,;: "Sanson Garc!a dio suelta a la espita de la cari-
dad" (225). Since Sanson is a hard drinker, this phrase 
keeps us aware of his weakness, which seems to permeate his 
entire character. The narrator of the life of Zoilo santiso 
follows a E;Jimilar procedure in his explanation of styles 
"Est() de los estilos es como tener granos ••• "(103). The 
basis of the comparison is that.both "estilos" and "granos" 
are beyond.the control of their possessors. The combination 
of incompatible elements also reflects the earthy character 
of the novelist and the absurdity of the literary "values" 
presented by Zoilo • s crttics and the narrator. Al though 
' 
Zoilo is a parody of our idea of a serious writer, the apunte 
is not merely an ironic commentary on literary critics. The 
entire society of Zoilo, his critics (who include the nar-
rator), and.tremendismo is grotesque. 
Contrast in mode of expression may be sustained through~ . ·: .. ; . : . :' .-_ --~• .. 
out a conversation to emphasize differences between charac- -,, 
ters and the foolishness which they share. Celedonio Montes-
malva and his father illustrate this humorous contrast in 
language. The former is addicted to trite poetic phrases 
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("Es un n~mbre lleno de bellas sugerencias, de fragancias 
sin l!mi te:.:· •• "93; "Si no tengo mas de veintiocho prima-
veras" 94), while his father-tends to· more earthy languages 
"Pero, oye tu, pedazo de mastuerzo ruin ••• lila indese-
able"(92). There is a similar contrast between the activ-
ities of the poet.and those of his fathers "Yo, a tu edad, 
estaba ya harto de poner irrigaciones a las mulas •• ,"(94). 
The two men reveal themselves mostly through conversation 
since there is little narrative in the apunte1 therefore 
the two·ex~remes of·language suggest an equal difference in 
character. The father and son do not understand each other, 
because neither listens to the other, and neither makes an 
effort to change his language to encourage comprehension. 
The reader cannot sympathize with either- of them because 
they exist only as mouthpieces for stereotyped thoughts. 
Once again, t~e use of contrast dehumani-zes chara~ters by 
treating only a sLngle exaggerated aspect of them., and as 
a result the reader is distanced from these grotesque people;; 
In these examples, contrast of vulgar and more elegant 
language has usually referred more or less directly to a 
particular individual. However, we find the same sort of 
contrast applied to an entire group in "Carrera ciclista," 
as the narrator describes the attire of the racers• •~Los 
demas optaron por el calzon de futbol o por el albo calzon-
cillo prendido por delante con cuatro puntadas"(128). The 
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poetic word for white is amusing in the unpoetic context. 
Also, since this account of the racers• costumes is the 
first visual image of the contestants, it immediately places 
them in the distorted world of doffa Ramona. Further, it 
prepares the reader for subsequent dehumanization of the 
cy-?lists. After all the talk about the vague "neophytes," 
Cela describes a seemingly normal crowd, using only the 
word .a.!122 to suggest the grotesque aspects of the racers 
which he develops later. This contrast betwee·n prosaic 
and poetiq phrases aids in the establishment of the mood-of 
this apunte. 
Incongruous lists play an important part in many apun-
tes. Cela usually employs lists to describe characters_ 
and turn them into caricatures. By treating disparate 
elements as though they were equal, Cela reminds us of the 
cartcatures he is using as characters, and at times, of the 
·, 
distorted vision of the narrator as well. Sometimes two 
levels are linked grammatically as though they were compa~-
rable. For instance, Difuntifto Rodr!guez is described ,a·s 
follows 1 ·"lleno de granos y de buenos principios" ( 226). 
A similar surprise occurs in the description of Genoveva 
Munoz• "ten.!a el genio algo pronto, grandes las fuerzas y 
yernia la sesera"(215). Later, her job is made amusing by 
a progression from "little .. to "too much," but the thr~e 
elements so related are not quantitatively comparable• 
"Como el sueldo era escaso, mucho el trabajo y demasiado 
lo que su seifori to entend!a por chica -para todo" ( 216). 
Here also the amusing expression reminds us of the literari-
ly self-conscious Sans6n Garcia and interposes him between 
his audience and Genoveva. The unexpected element in each 
case throws the reader off balance and suggests the dis-
torted frame of reference. Obviously, a narrator who finds 
a correlation between pimples and high principles does not 
have a conventional view of reality. Moreover,_ these un-
us:ual,,comparisons place the primary stress on the narrator and 
reiegate the subject to the background. 
Enumeration of unlikely details may not only introduce 
a character but also provide the climax (or rather, let-
down) of an apunte. In "Boda en el cafe"· an air of expectancy 
builds up as the reader sees that the normal routine of the 
cafe has been broken by preparations for the wedding re-, 
ception. The entrance of bride and groom dispels this exci~~-
ment because of the details given about the couple, and the 
resulting contrast between the two. "Primera entra la novia--
cuarenta anos, treinta arrobas, innumeros granos y mantilla 
espaliola--e inmediatamente se cuela ~l novio--edad indefinida, 
veinticinco onzas, bigote a lo John Gilbert, smoking y-s!n-· 
tomas de avitaminosis--"(50). The contrast in weight between 
bride and groom gives an immediate impression of circus 
freaks, and the other attributes add to the grotesque effect. 
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Except for the remarks on their attire, the couple is not 
described in conventional terms. The description produces 
an unexpected effect, one normal element for each person 
appears amid the more unflattering, bizarre ones, and our 
disorientation continues as we consider the two lists. 
Since each begins with a discussion of the same traits we 
expect the two accounts to continue to be symmetrical. Hence, 
the addition of another attribute to the second list dis-
turbs this symmetry, and accentuates the incongruity of the 
whole description. The entrance of the bride and groom thus 
disappoints the reader's expectations which were fostered by 
the account of the untoward cleanliness and bustle in the 
cafe. The wedd_ing is only an obligatory celebration after 
all, not a truly joyous occasion. 
"Boda en el cafe" also illustrates Cela's use of a con-
trast between people and things to distort the normal per-
spective. By.endowing humble objects with life, Cela makes 
the characters ,_in the apunte seem lifeless• "el triste trapo 
gris ••• s~ alimenta como un p_oeta lirico, de descuidos" (48). 
Not only is the rag given a human emotion, but the object is 
compared with a human being, thus inverting the normal levels 
of importance. This contrast between the vitality of in-
animate things and the lifelessness of the groups of people 
is even more marked in a situation in which people are active. 
In their nervousness the waiting guests begin to knock 
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spoons against their glasses. However, in the description 
the implements have an independent life• "Algunas cuchari-
llas discorcies entonan el <<no me mates con tomate, ma tame 
con bacalao»J son las cucharillas heterodoxas, las cucha-
rillas de los eternos descon~entos"(50). The lively spoons 
have more vitality than the wedding guests holding them. 
Similarly, the revolving door propels the couple into the 
cafe, thus depriving them of power of decision. The accumula-
tion of these lively objects stresses the static quality of 
the human situation, and an event which should be filled with 
emotion and movement has somehow gone awry. 
The combination of incongruous elements and the per~, 
sonification of objects is used to create a grotesque set-
~~ng as well as to stress the lifelessness of the human 
(!haracters in "Una velada literariomusical." The apuntes 
rarely contain detailed descriptions of settings, but in 
this case, the narrator uses description to make fun of 
bourgeois taste. The lists of the furniture and the pictures 
in the.house seem quite ordinary, until a cat appears as 
the last item in the enumeration of the furniture. Since 
the narrator fails to make any distinction between the animal 
and the objects, this sudden mention of an animate thing 
distorts the entire list. Similarly, the works of art 'in·the 
room include three typical pictures and one which does ,not 
fits "En la pared habia un calendario y tres cuadross uno 
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de lata brillante gue representaba la Sagrada Cena, otro 
del difunto papa de la se?forita Esmeraldina Garc!a • • • 
y otro de Nietzsche mirando muy incomodado para el respe-
table"{109). Obviously the latter is out of place in the 
setting even without the~narrator•s added comments on the 
expression•in the portrait. The narrator then offers 
Nietzsche's probable opinion of the gathering of poets 
("aguello era una reunion de gaznapiros"109). Since this 
view coincides with that of the reader, the portrait seems 
more alive and sensible than the characters in the apunte, 
and the normal perspective is thus distorted. 
The comparison of people with inanimate objects does 
not always result in the same degree of contrast between 
normal relationships and distorted ones. In "La romer!a" 
the tired cranky family is first compared with a deflated 
wet accordion and then with a compact pineapple; but the 
narrator empl·oys these comparisons as descriptive images to 
convey the feelings of the family, and does not insist on 
. <• 
an equation of the two levels. on the other hand, in "Senen, 
el cantor de los musicos" the narrator seems oblivious to 
the inconQruity of equating emotion with material objects 
as he comments on the ambitions of ,.Senen a· "tras el cora-
zon de don Alfonso· Marra de Ligorio estaba la caja de<< Acor-
de y armon!~"(ll3). The juxtaposition of heart and cash 
register suggests that the two are equal and provides an 
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indirect commentary on the editor's literary judgment. 
In its most extreme form this technique replaces people 
with objects to create a ridiculous exaggeration intended 
to reveal the absurdity of a character's "logical" thought. 
Sebastian Panadero•s most brilliant invention involves 
the use of physical principles to create a weapon capable 
of converting the enemy into a useful product. As the 
inventor reasons, "lPor que emplear la mort!fera bomba 
atomica y no mi util petardo transmutador ionico-protonico, 
que tiene la 1 ventaja de poder convertir a un general japo-
nes en salchichon de Vich, por ejemplo, o en bolsos de 
plexiglas, o en cortes de trajes de entretiempo, o en lo 
que se quiera?~(171). Thus, Sebastian's invention turns 
individuals.into objects, and the absurd situation becomes 
more ~rotesque when we consider the relatively precise list 
of products which the inventor finds useful. Sebastian 
reverses the normal concept of human dignity by his sug-
gestion that killing· people is good so long as they are 
changed into marketable products, even worthless ones. 
There is no human perspective in the inventor's view. In 
the other cases in which people and objects are compared, 
the objects are placed on the same level as the human be-
ingsJ in this case they supersede people· in value. 
Comparisons of people with animals have a similar 
dehumanizing effect, which separates the characters from the 
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reader's level of reality. Sometimes, a comparison is 
merely a humorous comment on character. The crabby, self-
ish grandmother in IILa romer!a" refuses to share her bottle 
of water with the thirsty family, and we learn that the 
bottle ls tabua "igual que una vaca sagrada" (33}. We 
na,turally make the implied comparison. between the woman and 
a cow ~nd are amused. A more complex use of comparison with 
animals occurs when the author describes Sanson's reaction 
to a suggestion of the authors "parec!a como si le hubieran 
puesto un par de banderillas de_ fuego en el lomo, o como si 
le.hubieran pegado un par de feroces punterazos en el tra-
sero" ( 230) • Not only is Sanson likened to a bull, but the 
comparison with the bull seems more dignified than the refer-
ence to a kick. A kick to a human being seems more ignomin-
ious than the banderillas applied to a bull, and therefore 
the contrast between man and animal is twisted. "Carrera 
ciclista" also ridicules the characters through the use of 
! 
animal comparisons• "Setecientos y pico de neofitos, peda-
leando como leones y echando los bofes por la boca, detras 
del salchichon y de los cinco duros"(l29}. The comparison 
has no basis_ in realitys the number of contestants actually 
indicates a distortion of reality. We know nothing of the 
size, strength, or valor of the cyclists-to suggest a com~ 
parison with lions. Furthermore, the image of li~·ns on 
bicycles is ludicrous, as is the picture of men panting.after 
a sausage. The definitive edition of this apunte accentuates 
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this grotesque view of reality by the addition of a digres-
sion in which the neophytes are compared unfavorably with 
animals. In the introductory remarks on possible uses for 
surplus neophytes, the narrator has a happy ideas "iAnda 
que si fuesen perdices: iEscabeche para todo el pa.!s po-
drta hacerse:" While this is a hypothetical situation, the 
narrator,makes it concrete by the mention of an individuals 
11lse acuerda usted de Paquito • • • aquel que era neofito? 
iPues ya love usted, produciendo divisasJ iMenudo esca-
beche sacamos del Paquito• treinta y cinco latas grandes y, 
ademas de primera calidad: ,.3 From the start of the a:eunte, 
the neophytes are equivalent to animals, and by implication 
they are not as valuable as the partridges,which have a 
practical function. Thus the cyclists, who formed an un-
explaine~ group in the original version, are more grotesque 
iii'' the second edition because of the violent contrast be-
tween the men ,and animals and between a logical relation-
ship with which the reader might identify. and the one 
presented by the narrator. Comparisons with animals, like 
comparisons with objects, vary in intensity of effect. They 
may merely make fun of a character or an event or indicate 
their lack of vitality. T1hey may, in other cases, invert 
the system of values to which the reader·is accustomed and 
create a totally distorted world in which pickled partridge~ 
are more important than people. 
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In addition to these specific contrasts, some sketches 
also include more _general ones between ~hat we have been 
led to expect and the actuality we are given. The narra-
tor frequently offers evidence to support his opinions which 
proves the opposite of what he or a character has stated. 
Matias Marti is an inventor of new words which will contri-
bute to the precision, richness, and concision of the 
language. However, his explanation of this ideal is too 
verbose to support any claim to concision. Similarly, Cele-
donio Montesmalva considers himself too young to work, and 
the narrator contributes to the impression of youth by 
referring to him as a child. It turns out, of course, that 
Celedonio is a grown man, so the narrator's ironic reference 
reinforces the grotesque aspect of the father-son cenversa-
tion. 
Intensification of the grotesque by the creation of 
absurd relationships is more clearly evident in "Carrera 
ciclista." In,the original version, the narrator charac-
terizes the clerk, don Ildefonso, as stupid. In the later 
edition, he explains this judgments "se habia quedado memo 
de la meningitis1 dicen que antes, cuando tenia dos o tres 
""' i 4 anos, no era as •" The narrator makes the clerk's misfor-
tune seem ridiculous by his inclusion of the afterthought 
that he was brighter as a baby than as an adult. The ex-
pected time sequence is twisted, and the narrator, by attrib-
uting the observation to someone else, dwells on the obvious. 
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If Ildefonso•s handicap was caused by a disease we assume 
that he was normal before he was stricken •. Therefore, the 
narrator's clarification is unnecessary. However, the 
explanation adds to the total effect of the story. The· 
narrator offers unneeded explanations but neglects the 
necessary .one in the second version of the apunte. We keep 
expecting all the arguments about ·neophytes and the autar-
chic nature of the village economy to lead somehow into the 
bicycle race, but they never do. The race takes place in an 
illogical world, described by a narrator as grotesque as 
his characters, and this world is conveyed to the reader 
by the contrast between what is stated and what is expected. 
Ftequently, the conclusion of an apunte leaves the. 
reader with a final impression of unexpected distortion. 
Sometimes, the sketches end sud9enly with an inconsequential 
comment by either a ch~racter or the narrator, or merely 
trail off inconclusively. The repetitive comment at the 
end of "Don Belisardo Manzaneque, profesor de solfeo~ for 
instance, gives the impression that the narrator has tired 
of pis subject. Sanson Garcia also regularly indicates a 
lack of emotional involvement with his characters by his 
behavior at the conclusion of his anecdo·tes. He is easily 
distracted from his subject by the thought of a drink or a 
meal. Most of his reminiscences end with a return to the 
world of the shabby cafe. The use of suspension points_to 
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finish an apunte is very common, and suggests that the 
reader is to supply the conclusion. Sometimes, the reader 
can identify sufficiently with the events to provide a 
conclusion ("El Gallego y su cuadrilla"), or at least gain 
an impression ·of monotony and disillusion although there is 
no resolution of the situation ("Boda en el cafe"). In 
other apuntes the narrator trails off so abruptly or so:il-
logically that we are left up in the air (ttzoilo Santiso," 
"Senen del,Polo11 ). All of these inconclusive endings con-
trast with the reader's expectation that the situation pre-
sented at the start of the apunte will be resolved. For 
example, in "Carrera ciclista" the reader expects that the 
high point of the account of a race will be its finish, but 
in both versions the narrator tires before getting around 
to the outcome. A,guardia closes the first version,as, 
seemingly indifferent to the excitement, he remarks, "--iQue 
barbaridadl ·;Parecen filibusteros: .. (130). The narrator 
intensifies the contrast of excitement and indifference in 
t, . 
the second version by the addition of a callous observations 
"Algunos, los mas flaquitos, echaron sangre por la boca. 
Otros, no."5 Not only does no one care about the outcome 
of the race but the suffering of the contestants leaves every-
one unmoved·as well. The reader, as a result, is left with 
the feeling that the whole race has been futile and that 
the world of Valverde del Arroyo is grotesque and inhuman. 
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In addition to disappointing the reader•s expectations, 
the conclusion frequently focuses our attention on the 
narrator, rather than on the characters. Even in the oc-
casional sketch which creates an appealing human character, 
like "VocacicSn de repartidor," the narrator keeps us from 
identifying with the protagonist. He encloses the story of 
Robertito, the little boy who is dying to be a milkman, with-
in the frame of his own ruminations on the nature of voca-
tions, thereby establishing a contrast between ~he human 
situation and abstract generalizations. Just as we are won 
over by the wistful lad as he explains how he loves to 
deliver milk, the boy becomes an example to support the nar-
rator•s ideas,.and the apunte ends as it began,with the 
thoughts of the narrators "Por aquel misteric,so planeta, a-
quel septimo cielo de las vocaciones que nose explican ••• " 
(150_). As a result of this repetition the reader is abrupt-
ly distanced from Robertito, when he expected to draw closer 
to him. The narrator's intrusion, which is particularly 
obvious in the inconclusive endings of many of the sketches, 
focue=s our attention on him, thereby distancing us from 
his subjects. This perspective creates a frame of absurdity 
for two reasons. First, our expectation that the story will 
somehow be resolved is disappointed. More important, the 
narrator leaves us with a strong impression of his own 
participation in a grotesque world. 
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Contrast, whether in the form of juxtaposition of un-
related elements or in combination with repetition, is the 
primary means used to create the grotesque carpetovetonic 
world. Repetition and contrast affect the reader's atti-
tude toward the characters and action of the apuntes, and 
toward the narrators of the sketches. R~petition may dis-
tort.normal reality by inflating the unimportant or the 
obvious, and by implying that repetition of a statement 
somehow strengthens its validity. Li~ewise, contrastive 
devices may contribute to the creation of a grotesque world • 
. Contrast often results in the dehumanization of the char-
acters of the apuntes. Either the usual order of values 
may be inverted as unlikely comparisons make animals, ob-
jects, or concepts seem more important than people,. or 
characters may become caricatures because of the narrator's 
concentration on a single aspect of their personality. 
These contrasts, plus the equally frequent device of estab-
lishing a cont_rast between events and characters and liter-
ary or social convention, help to keep the reader separated 
from these people or events. Thus, the reader does not 
;tdentify with the characters of "Boda en el .caf~" or any 
of the sketches included in "Las bellas artes" partly be-
cause the grotesque characters cannot quite fit into the 
distorted conventional situation. 
Repetition and contrast also contribute to the dis-
orientation of the reader in his relation with the narra-
tors of the apuntes. The narrator may be a detached ironic 
observer of the events he relates, or he may be a part of 
the world which he describes. The reader is at a distance 
from the narrator when the latter makes use of repetition 
r 
and contrast to reveal unconsciously his own distorted out-
look. The reader becomes more interested in the narrators.t 
expressive talents than in the situations. As we wait for 
the absurd name. unexpected comparison. or play on words, we 
are more aware of the lack of human feeling within the 
society of the apuntes. Since the narrator varies in his 
attitude from one sketch to another, at times this society 
seems to include the narrator. Hence. his handling of 
language adds to the mood created for the reader, we are not 
sure if we are really outside the world of the apuntes, or 
if it takes in all human existence. 
CHAPTER V 
INTENSIFIED DISTORTION, HISTORIAS DE 
' \ 
ESPANA I. LOS CIEGOS. LOS TONTOS. 
The techniques used to create mood in El Gallego y su 
cuadrilla reappear in the collection of apuntes entitled 
Historias de Espan'a I. Los ciegos. Los tontos., which was 
published in 1957. In El Gallego, Cela describes the latter 
work as the high point of carpetovetonisma "Su culminacion 
o lozania, en mi obra, quizas este en las Historias de Es-
pana--ese callejon sin salida--. 111 In this work, Cela carries 
the distortion of reality found in El Gallego to an extreme. 
In the latter volume the mood of individual sketches varies 
from humorous ironic commentary on the foibles of modern 
Spanish life to a more or less complete disruption of nor-
mal reality. Frequently, Cela defines a normal situation 
and then twists the events into a parody, or the characters 
into caricatures. For thisr purpose, he often employs ironic 
narrators who observe the action and comment on it, or 
ambiguous ones who seem as grotesque as the characters they 
are mocking. In the disparity created between the norm~ex-
pected by the reader and the outcome of the apunte lies 
much of the effect of the sketches. 
In Hisborias de Espana normal reality is destroyed, al!ld 
the apuntes in the collection are unified by a rigid but 
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absurd order. Unlike El Gallego, in which a distorted 
world was created mainly through contrasts between the 
normal and the grotesque, in Historias de Espaft'a repetitive 
unexpected comparisons and images form the basis of the 
distortion. Hence, the latter work illustrates a progres-
sion in Cela's treatment of the apunte, as the dehumaniza:.. 
tion and distancing of the earlier sketches are intensified. 
The progression is even clearer when we compare the first 
and second editions of Los tontos. The minor additions to 
the latter intensify the grotesque qualities of the narra-
tor of the series. The stylistic devices in Los tontos are 
not used to recreate a scene or develop an action or a 
character. Instead, they plunge the reader into an absurd 
world in which structure and language become all-important 
and also unify the series of apuntes. Unlike El Gallego, 
Los tontos forms a unified whole. We cannot read only one 
sketch in the latter work arid understand the impact of the 
entire series,,.because the overall pattern and repetitive 
images have a cumulative effect on us. In the earlier 
volume, part·of the total impression lay in the variety of 
moods from one sketch to another rather than in the build-
.. -
ing up of a single effect. 
The manner in which Cela creates a fictional world 
divorced from normal reality in Los tontos becomes clearer 
when we consider the work in comparison with "El tonto del 
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pueblo," an .apunte in El Gallego which also deals with an 
idiot. As the title suggests, the protagonist of "El ton-
to del pueblo" is a type. Although Blas Herrero does not 
exist for us apart from his role as village idiot, the 
apunte provides a commentary on village life rather than an 
analysis of a grotesque individual. Blas is a vehicle for 
the indictment of the sterile life of the village, because 
the idiot seems more human than the people who cast him in 
the role. Cela achieves this effect by incorporating 
repetition and contrast into the vision of an ironic narra-
tor and that of the idiot himself. 
The narrator situates himself outside the apunte and 
presents Blas as a type from the start: "El tonto de aquel 
. 2 pueblo se llamaba Blas." He then places Blas in a series, 
noting that the town already had another man in the role 
of village idiot. The narrator's description of Blas 
further stresses the latter's lack of individuality. The 
idiot's physical deformities become positive attributes 
because his repulsive appearance satisfies the stereotype 
of an idiots "el Blas era un tonto en su papel, un tonto 
como Dios manda y noun tonto cualguiera de esos que hace 
falta un medico para saber gue son tontos" (45). Blas thus 
fits a pre~onceived mold, and is an expression of the rigid 
structure of the life of the village. The narrator is not 
making fun of the idiot so much as he is pointing out the 
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faults of the villagers. 
On the other hand, Blas exists in space and time. 
First, he is part of the life of a specific village. Then, 
the narrator stresses the passage of time. Blas• story is 
one of waiting• for the death of Perejilondo, the older 
idiot, for the next blow, for Sunday, for the people to 
vacate the caf~ so that he can gather their cigarette butts, 
and for his memory of Perejilondo to £ade. Furthermore, 
thfs waiting is rewarded in the en:d. Blas achieves his 
goal of becoming the tont'o titular of the town, and the 
undisputed master of the the local cigarette butts,-"era 
·una sensacion extraffa la de agacharse a coger una colilla 
y no te~er dudas de que .esa colilla era, precisamente, de 
uno" ( 46) • Al though it is true that Blas• goal in life is 
not a usual nor a particularly attractive one to the reader, 
and it is also true that the emphasis on the passage of time 
creates an unfavorable impression of monotony and of end-
less repetition, the pointless life of the idiot does har-
monize with the equally stagnant life of the-village.as a 
whole. As in many of the apuntes, Blas, the explicitly 
distorted character, does not seem so far away from the nor-
mal people around him because all satisfy a stereotype. 
The distortion in this apunte occurs when the narrator 
uses the protagonist to dehumanize the rest of the towns-
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people. The people of the village do not appear as indiv-
idual .. -characters in the sketch. They are a faceless group 
which exists only through the narrator's negative comments 
on its behavior. The narrator explains how the towns-
people beat Blas and ignore the death of Perejilondo. He 
then more sarcastically describes them in an understate-
ments "los vecinos del pueblo no eran lo que se suele decir 
unos sensitivos"(46). However Blas, presumably because of 
his mental deficiencies, wholeheartedly accepts the villagers• 
view of life. He cites their proverbs and cliches, all of 
which reflect an aversion to any kind of change. Cela thus 
uses his protagonist to emphasize the sterile life of the 
"normal" people who consider themselves superior to the 
idiots. The apunte is based on a concrete realityr the 
reader can easily visualize the village even though he does 
not agree with.its standards. 
Although a part of village life, Blas is separated from 
the villagers 'by his inability to communicate with them. 
The narrator stresses Blas• isolation by comparing the idiot 
to animals. He waits his turn like a good dog and reacts 
like an animai to the incomprehensible blows which form so 
much a part of his life• "sonreia siempre, con una sonrisa 
suplicante de buey enfermo"(46). However Blas, like the 
uncomprehending animals of the comparisons, is also less 
cruel than "normal" people. He seems to communicate only 
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with the old idiot, and is also the only one who mourns 
the death of Perejilondo after repressing his first reac-
tion of joys "Despues se dio cuenta·de que eso habia es-
tado mal hecho y se llego hasta el cementario, a llorar 
un poco ya hacer penitencia sabre los restos de Perejilondo, 
el hombre sabre cuyos restos, ni nadie habia hecho peni-
tencia, ni nadie habia llorado, ni nadie habia de llorar"(47). 
The repetition in this passage emphasizes the isolation of 
the village idiot and the cruelty of the indifferent vil-
lagersJ only the grotesque, subhuman character, Blas, reveals 
any kindness. 
The shift of the perspective which occurs in "El tonto 
del pueblo" from the·narrator to Blas also contributes to our 
appreciation of village life. The grotesque type seems more 
human than the people who surround him because we_gain some 
understanding of his point of view, and to a certain extent 
find ourselves identifying with the distorted human being 
rather than with the "normal" ones. Blas himself reveals 
his idea of·success ("disponer coma amo de todas las _co-
lillas"47). He also offers a view of death as seen only 
through externals• "metido en la petaca de tabla, con los 
pies deiante y los curas detras"(45). Finally, Blas• prize 
possession, a tin can>is described through his own eyes• 
"era una lata hermosa, honda, de reluciente color amarillo 
con una concha pintada y unas·palabras en ingles"(46). 
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This description keeps the reader awre of Blas• limita-
tions, since a tin can is not usually seen as lovely. It 
also suggests Blas• dreary existence, since it indicates 
how little is needed to make the idiot happy. However, 
although we see some things through the eyes of Blas, we do 
not really enter his mind; we are merely more aware of his 
limited capabilities and he continues to be a type rather 
than an individual. He seems human in contrast only with 
the rest of his world. The reader accepts the implications 
of the narrator that the subhuman Blas is superior to the 
supposedly normal society because we learn the positive 
attributes of Blas and only negative aspects of the vague 
villagers. Hence, the perspective of the apunte and the 
contrast established between the idiot and the others creates 
for the reader a world in which the grotesque seems better 
than the normal. 
In contrast with this effect, there is no equation of 
the normal with the grotesque in Los tontos because the 
normal world does not exist in this series of nine apuntes. 
The nine idiots of the sketches.are placed in a vacuum, out-
side a concrete setting, outside normal chronological time, 
and isolated from each other. However, they are bound to-
gether by the narrator of the sketches. By establishing a 
pattern of repetitive elements and contrasts, the narrator 
creates a unified whole which relies on recurring images fgr_ 
its effect. 
In the first apunte of the collection, "Cuenta de los 
tontos," Cela sets up the rigid but absurd order which 
governs the series. The introductory sketch presents the 
idiots who will be treated individually in subsequent apun-
tes, and also conditions our attitude toward them and toward 
the narrator of the entire series. 
"Cuenta de los tontos" opens with specific information 
about one characters "El sol era tan fuerte, tan violento, 
tan cruel, que al Antoniano se le cocieron los sesos como 
chicharrones, d·mtro- de la cabeza I brrr, brrr, brrr. 113 This 
information does not lead into any further characterization 
of Antoniano. Instead, the strength of the sun is stressed, 
and the subject of the idiot takes second place to the con-
trast between the heat of the sun and the cry of the water 
vendor, Antoniano•s mother. Not only does the narrator seem 
indifferent to Antoniano, but even the latter's mother is 
oblivious to his fate as she hawks her water. Antoniano•s 
misfortune recurs as a refrain in the sketch, but there is 
no progression of any kind. At the end we know what we were 
told at the starts "El sol era tan fuerte que al Antoniano 
se le cocieron los sesos dentro de la sesera, coma chicha-
rrones"(261). This refrain, like other repetitive expres-
sions in the apunte, suggests a formal unity amid the jumble 
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of characters, activities and conversation, and comments 
of the narrator. Since "Cuenta de los tontos, .. like the 
other sketches, consists of only one.paragraph, thereis a 
feeling that the narrator's thoughts are confused and that 
we are in a world inhabited solely by lunatics. 
Throughout "Cuenta de los tontos" we look in vain for a 
norm with which to identify. The "normal" relatives of the 
idiots are as monstrous as the idiots, usually because they 
are the cause of the latter's misfortune. Thus, Paquito's 
grandfather makes an alcoholic of him as a child, Pepito's 
mother hides him in a trunk for years because he is a bastard, 
Luisito•s father passes his syphilis on to his son, and Fede-
rico's mother dashes his head against a wall in an effort to 
cure him. Even the mother of Antoniano, who merely seems 
heartless in the first edition of the work because the nar-
rator fails to give any details on her, becomes monstrous. 
The narrator adds a phrase in the later edition which he 
never explains,, but which colors our impression of the 
womans "tenia varices en el alma y un hijo tonto."(257). 
The repulsive image causes us to react unfavorably toward 
the character, although we have-no logical reason to do so. 
The grammatical relation between the son and the absurd 
image further adds to the distortion. ·of the situation. Even 
the character whom we would most expect to be normal is a 
madman. Don Mercurio, a usurer, keeps an account book 
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tabulating the deaths of idiots, and is presumably the nar-
rator's source of information. Obviously, his hobby is a 
bit strange, and also he seems to live in the world of the 
idiots; he is related by marriage to twin tontos who appear 
on his list. The lack of normal people in the sketches 
creates a world of monsters, since the idiots no longer seem 
to be isolated cases of distortion. Unlike "El tonto del 
put'!!!blo, '' . Los tontos does not portray a real world which 
only becomes grotesque because of the contrast between the 
idiots and t.he normal people. 
The narrator creates a semblance of order in the world 
of the tontos of "Cuenta de los tontos" by his insistence on 
fitting them into categories. This classification also 
dehumanizes the characters by giving them the role of exam-
ples. The narrator classifies his subjects by behavior 
("tontos revientatinajas," "tontos capacanes," "tontos mira-
lunas"), and by geographical distribution ("tontos de se-
cano y tontos de huerta"257). He then characterizes the 
tontos of each group by their names• "Los tontos de secano 
se suelen llamar con nombres godos, heroicos, epicos, arries-
gados. Los de regadio son tontos mas simples ••• "(258). 
Here again we find an.echo of the concern of Sanson Garcia 
and other characters of El Gallego with the classification 
of people according to the names they bear, with the impli-
cation that the name determines the status of a person. 
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However, in·Los tontos we find more insistence on the 
categories than we do in the earlier work. The narrator• s 
apparently orderly approach to his subject continues as he 
delves into the typical activities of each category of 
idiot. These activities all involve the hunting or trap-
ping of animals, but there is one exception who does not 
huntJ Antoniano f"tonto de regad!o") weeds chives. Hence 
we fe: 1 that the careful classification is as illogical as'_ 
is the behavior of the tontos. Even the broader categories 
a~e not complete, since the twin idiots ("tontos de buena 
posici6n") are neither "tontos de secano" nor "tontos de 
huerta." The narrator's scientific approach to his subject 
is distorted from the start. Worse, the narrator is appar-
-·. ' 
ently unaware of the discrepancies in his classifications. 
In a subsequent elaboration of the activities of the 
groups of idiots,normal values are inverted because of the 
narrator's fascination with repetitionJ the characters are 
of less interest than their prey. First we are given a 
generalizations "Los tontos de huerta trincan el conejo a 
lazos, adiestran el reclamo de la perdiz, pescan el pez con 
el esparavel, escardan el primoroso cebollino"(258). Then 
each activity is assigned to a specific characters "Paquito 
trinca el resistente y cachondo conejo a lazoJ Pepito adies-
tra el pintado y esclavo teclamo de la_perdiz; Luisito pesca 
el at6nito pez con el esparavelJ Antoniano escarda el 
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primoroso cehollino"(258). The animals and plants are 
more important than the men, because they are not only 
mentioned twice, but are given added attributes. Further-
more, some of the adjectives suggest semi-human qualities 
which become more pronounced the ·-,.last time they are 
mentioned. The rabbit and partridge become "el lujurioso 
conejo • • • traidor y desesperado reclamo de la perdiz" 
(261). The reader loses sight of the idiots and reacts to 
the language used in describing the animals because only 
the latter seem to be capable of emotion. 
The narrator achieves a similar effect in his dis-
cussion of the "tontos de secano." In this case, repetition 
of sounds rather than of animals themselves overshadows the 
human characters& "los tontos de secano cazan o no cazan 
1~ liebre con el lebrel1 Federico caza o no caza la liebre 
con el lebrelJ Ubaldo cazo o no cazo el lebrato con el le-
brelJ Conrado cazara o no cazara cuando llegue a mozo, el 
lebron con el lebrel" ( 258) • The men are lost among the 
alliterative elements. Also, the conjugation of the verb 
adds another dimension to the narrative. It creates the 
impression of an infantile outlook, especially in combination 
with a frequent use of short sentences.4 Moreover, the 
idiots have no independent existences they are merely part 
of an exercise in conju9ating a verb. The· passage illus-
trates the way in which Cela intensifies in this book the 
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irrational aspects which we met in El Gallego. This mean-
ingless,repetition serves a similar purpose as the repeti-
tion of "autarchic" and "neophyte" in "Carrera ciclista 
para neofitos. 11 However, in Los tontos the dis·tortion is 
more complete:, since the normal reality of Valverde del 
Arroyo does not exist even implicitly in the world of Mer-
curio• s iidimts .• ; 
The impression of a child's lesson which is evident in 
the repetition of the verb cazar occurs throughout "Cuenta de 
los tontos." The narrator frequently sets up a dialogue 
with an anonymous interlocutor which follows a question-
answer form. Early in the sketch these dialoro;1es emphasize 
the material aspect of a previous phrase1 "lComo era el 
sol? Fuerte como el hierro de forja, violento, cruel"{257). 
The insistence on the power of the sun minimizes the import-
ance of Antoniano. At the end of the apunte the downgrading 
of the characters is more pronounced; words rather than an 
object are of prime importance, as the narrator comments on 
the way in which his questions are answered• "lComo trinca 
el Guijo el lujurioso conejo? A lazo. Bien. El Mamon 
instruye, soplando en una hoja de encina, al traidor y deses-
perado reclamo del perdiz. ci.Como instruye el Mamon ei ·- aie-
voso reclamo de la perdiz? Soplando en una hoja de encina. 
Muy bien"{261). The lesson continues, and each time the 
expression of approbation is stronger. Just as the idiots 
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were overwhelmed by the repetition of cazar, they are also 
dominated by this exercise in comprehension. The narrator 
carries the form used in the conversations between Sanson 
Garc!a and the author in "Doce fotografias" ·to an extreme. 
Instead of lowering the value of his subjects·by a return 
to the trivial details of everyday life as Sanson does, this 
narrator subordinates the characters to an exchange of words 
which has no.basis in rea1ity. The narrator and his.style 
take over from the subjects of the sketches. For this 
reason, the narrator's interlocutor remains anonymous and 
uncharacterized. 
Besides his use of the childish repetition of lessons, 
the narrator employs proverbs or snatches of rhymes to 
further the impression of an infantile perspective and to 
disorient the reader. The introduction of don Mercurio and 
his record book contrasts with the following series of phrases 
characterized·as the usurer's hymn by the narrators "iAn-
gelitos al cielo, pelillos a. 'la mar, canitas al aire, a tomar 
por retambufa y usted que lo vea, laran, laranl"(259). These 
phrases contrast with the usual idea of a usurer, as a man 
who bases his activities on precise figures, and also indi-
cates that Mercurio is not a normal observer. The song takes 
on a quality of an incantation as well, since the narrator 
sets up an implied cause and effect relationship between the 
song and the deaths of the idiots• "Cuando don Mercurio 
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cantaba su himno, ya se sab!as tonto muerto, tonto aho-
gado, tonto desfenestrado, tonto lapidado ••• "(259). 
Once again, combinations of words take on more vitality than 
people and events, as Mercurio•s song seems to have inde-
pendent power. Furthermore, this treatment o~ the usurer 
stresses t~e grotesque perspective of the series; Mercurio 
is presumably the narrator's source of information on the 
idiots, but the moneylender has a distorted view of reality. 
Like Sanson, only more markedly so, Mercurio has a warped 
vision of the world. 
The narrator's obsession with the classification of his 
subjects and with forms of expression is combined with his 
occasional brutal comment on these subjects, and with brief.: 
asides w~ich make him seem as unbalanced as the idiots. 
For instance, he offers a comment on the child hidden in a 
trunk by his mothers "iLo que no sea capaz de hacer una 
madre por _su hijo:"(260). The reader reacts with horror to 
this situation; the narrator is sarcastic. The perversion 
of the normally laudatory cliche makes the entire scene more 
grotesque because of the narrator's flippant (rather than 
horrified) attitude toward it. Further, he ends "Cuenta de 
los tontos" with a heartless observation which demonstrates 
the lack of humanity of both subjects and narrators "Ya 
tenemos nueve tontos, menos da una piedrza"(261). In other 
words, the idiots are important only because the narrator 
has collected Elnough of them to write about, and the final 
cliche summarizes their lack of value and prepares us for 
the cruelty we find in the remaining· apuntes. 
These intrusions by the narrator become more frequent 
in the later edition of the work, thus suggesting Cela's 
interest in emphasizing the distorted vision of the narra-
tor, There are two aspects to this distortion. Either 
the narrator indicates his lack of emotional concern with 
the idiots, or he reveals that he shares their abnormal 
' 
qualities. 'For example, he comments on the twin tontos• 
inabi.ii,ty to follow a children's games "iTambien es las-
tima:''(260). This is a rather cold dismissal of a pathetic 
situation. Later, he notes one of the tonto· fascination 
with lis~ening to girls utinate, a description which ends 
in the first version as follows, "La que mas recia mea es 
la Aguedita.',' To this he adds in the second editions 
"1C0Ko, que cono, parece un motor:"(261). He seems in this 
passage to put himself on the same grotesque level as his 
characters. A similar example occurs as the narrator ex-
pands a simple statement ("Silbar es algo que consuela mu-
cho"), to include a repulsive explanations • • • a los 
desesperados ya los que languidecen de amor ode cagalera" 
(263), The bizarre combination of ideas stresses ~he nar-
rator's distance from the reader's notion of reality, 
The narrator's vision seems illogical because of the 
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way he skips from topic to topic, and this impression is 
reinforced by shifts in time as well •. In general, Cela 
uses the present tense for his generalizations on classes 
of idiots and when fitting a particular example into the 
category. He uses the past tense when relating specific 
events in the life of each tonto. This division of time 
; 
is not totally consistent, however, since past and present 
are mixed at the end of "Cuenta de los tontos." Federlco ,. 
for example, is described in the past tense until the nar-
rator recalls an earlier phrase• " ••• no consigue atra-
par la liebre con el lebrel"(260). This switch causes us to 
focus our attention on the repeated expression, and suggests 
that the idiots are not functioning in normal time. This 
isolation is strengthened by a ·similar change in tense 
which is not related to a.previous description• "Cabeza-
buque se agazapaba tras el quiosco de la musica para oir 
mear a las ninas •• • • Cabezabuque, cuando oye mear a las 
ninas, se rie por lo bajo, Ji, ji, ji"(261). The treatment 
of chronology adds to the reader's disorientation, as it 
did in the case of Sanson and his friend. However, in Los 
tontos the chronology depends exclusively on the verb tenses 
employed• in "Doce fotografias" Sanson and the author es-
tablish the passage of time through references to specific 
actions in the "normal" world, ("i°Le es a usted igual que 
sigamos otro dia?"218 
vuelta? 11 237). 
"--En fin, c{.quiere que demos una 
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"Cuenta de los tontos" is the most important of the 
sketches in Los tontos, since it sets the mood for the suc-
ceeding apuntes~which take up the account of the nine idiots. 
As Alonso Zamora Vicente notes, the first sketch includes 
the entire world of the idiots which will follow. 5 The 
behavior, classification, history, conversation, and death 
of the idiots which are enumerated in "Cuenta" reappear in 
appropriate places in the other apuntes. This breaking up 
and rearrangement of elements links the various characters 
and replaces action with a pattern of common elements. The 
static aspect of the rigid framework of the apuntes ·seems, 
however, .to belie Zamora Vicente• s assertion of developme~t 
. in the series 1· "Se va desarrollando lo que se insinuaba •• 
Moreover, the last sketc'.h of the series "El Antoniano, alias 
Mateo" ends where the "Cuenta" began, reinforcing the 
impression of a closed world with no possibility for change 
and of a narrator who sees nothing strange in this view of 
reality. 
Certain elements are common to the descriptions of all 
the idiots, although the order of the appearance of these 
factor~ may vary. All the sketches are developed in a 
single paragraph, include repeated use of the subject's 
name, place him within a group which is then described, 
reiterate statements from "Cuenta de los tontos," and con-
tain descriptions of the drool of the idiots and an account 
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of the death of each courihed in identical termss "Cuando 
el se~or juez mando levantar el cadaver de Paquito Malpica, 
••• el alguacil pudo ver ••• "(263). T.he repetitious 
language emphasizes a connection among the idiots. However, 
despite the parallel phrases, the narrator always manages 
to break ~he pattern he has established. Thus, eight of the 
idiots meet a violent death (falling, stoning, stabbing, 
hanging, drowning, roasting), but one does not quite fit with 
the groups Conradito is consumed by lice. The conclusion 
of the story of the twin "tontos de buena posicion" illus-
trates a more obvious break in the narrative pattern. The 
officials fail to notice the slobber of these two idiots. 
This asymmetry··: in the structure of the sketches reinforces 
our distrust of a narrator who sets up a rigid order and then 
violates it. This distrust becomes stronger because of a 
phrase added to the second edition:of the apuntes1'. "el al-
guacil (cuando el senor juez, etc.) estaba tan azarado que ni 
~e percato siquiera--hay que prestar mas atencion, muchacho: 
--de c6mo babeaban"(266). The phrase introduced by dashes 
not only breaks the usual pattern of the description of the 
death of the idiots, but also stresses the narrator's lack 
of concern for the event. He reacts only to the mechanical 
omission of part of the routine, and not.to the horrible 
death of human beings. In this way, in the later edition 
Cela emphasizes the indifference he merely suggested in the 
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first_ version_ by his use of "etc. i, • 
Typical of the absurd outlook of the narrator is his 
preoccupation with the drool of his subjects. He takes an 
insignificant (and abnormal) physical characteristic and 
blows it up to such a degree that the reader is more inter-
ested in the expression of the connection between the drool 
and the deaths than he is in the characters who die. The 
descriptions of the drool all contain three elements, one 
of which is a color; and in all cases the drool is linked to 
the type of idiot 1 "Los tontos miralunas babean gris ,-perla 
--a quizas pardo fraile--agrio y duro,'(263), "Los tontos 
que van por libre babean cristalino, pegajosillo y bien 
hilado;(265), "Los tontos papatundas babean glauco, soso y 
fr!o"(266), "Los tontos apanacolillas babean marron, auiargo 
y tibio"(268), "Los tontos cagaleches babean purpura, opaco 
y fiero"(269), "Los tontos revientatinajas babean blancuzco. 
pausado y espumoso"(270), "Los tontos capacanes babean negro, 
seco y en corto" ( 272) • In most cases the slobber is com_;_· 
pared to that of some animal, but the tidy order is broken by 
one exceptions a comparison with poets and ballerinas. More-
over, the comparison puts the latter on the same level as the 
dogs, lambs. and snails of the comparisons in other apuntes. 
Mention of the drool in connection with the death of the 
idiots further stresses its importance. Some aspect of the 
death of each tonto is described in the same terms as his 
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drool. For instance, the earth on the face of Federico 
after he fell from a bell tower is, ''de color pardo fraile 
--o quizas gris perla--, agria y dura"(264). Similarly, 
the lice who flee the body of Conradito are "marron, amar--
ga y tibia"(268). Since this repetition of adjectives does 
not really have descriptive value, it emphasizes the pattern 
of the sketches rather than offering a logical description 
of the object. Moreover, we find the customary exception 
to the rule, which adds to the effect of irrationality. 
When the narrator notes that the officials fail to notice 
the drool of the dead twins, he states a relation which does 
not really exist; since the slobber itself is never mentioned 
in the other cases, his remark is absurd. He seems to have 
forgotten to note that the characteristics have been trans-
ferred to other things. Once again, repetition emphasizes 
the importance of expression over character or action. The 
reader is not involved in a world of human beings; he is 
only involved in the absurd world created by the use of 
repetitive images. 
The world of the idiots becomes more unreal because of 
the way the narrator juxtaposes the tontos and inanimate 
objects. In "Pepito Chueca, alias Mamon" the protagonist 
and the trunk in which he was hidden are both described in 
terms of color. Although Sara Suarez Solis dismisses the 
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description of the trunk as an example of "simples acumu-
laciones descriptivas,'~1 its presence in: .conjunction with 
the description of the tonto sets up a contrast which makes 
Pepito more repellent. The trunk is pretty• " ••• baul 
de lata de colores (rojo, anaranjado, amarillo, verde, azul, 
indigo y violeta), un baul hondo y cumplido que daba gozo 
verlo." Pepito, on the other hand, is repulsive• " • • • 
cria lombrices en la tripa y granos de pus en el cogote y 
se adorna el costillar con amargas mataduras color morado, 
color salmon y de color de rosa tt ( 266) • Apart from this 
contrast, the repetition of color in both passages puts the 
bruises of Pepito on the same level of decoration as the 
colors of the trunk, and the reader does not.think of sym-
pathizing" with the idiot i"n his suffering. Since the 
parenthetical enumeration of the colors of the trunk does not 
appear in the/first edition of the series, Cela intensifies 
t~e original contrast by adding the colors to the second 
version, and further dehumanizes his character. A similar 
situation in "El tonto del pueblo" creates a more sympathetic 
reaction in the reader, because it dwells on the effect of 
the blows on Blass "se lamia el golpe de turno, sangrante 
con una sangrecita aguada, de feble color de rosa, mientras 
sonreia"(46); In this passage Blas reacts voluntarily to 
the beating; Pepito, on the other hand, is· acted upon and 
seems to have no more vitality than the trunk. 
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The idiots of Los tontos are devoid of human emotion, 
and lower forms of life take on feelings we usually asso-
ciate solely with human beings. Therefore, we sense that 
there is an inversion of normal values in these apuntess 
"Las moscas se amaban hartas y felices, en los dos palmos 
de _lengua que enseffaba Lalo, colgado de los pies de Lolo" 
( 266 ).. The bodies seem to exist only for the convenience 
of the flies; the narrator shows no shock at the situation 
nor pity for the dead idiots. 
Even the incidents common to all the sketches, the 
deaths of the idiots, contribute to the static effect of 
these apuntes, since the deaths lack vitality. As in the 
case of the dead twins, a lifeless object often replaces 
the ago~y of a person. The account of Antoniano • s ( "ton-
to capacanes") death is preceded by the description of the 
end of one off his victimss "el can de la tahona, animalito 
que puso un mirar ignorante y suplicarite para morir"(273). 
The idiot's accident follows the same formula as the othersJ 
therefore the dog has more life and importance than-does 
Antoniano, who is only part of a pattern of expression. 
Furthermore,. the narrator's comment on the dog's death 
('JDaba risa verlo"273), like his other opinions, impresses 
us with its indifferent cruelty toward all life. Cela in-
sists on this indifference in the second edition of Los 
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tontos by stressing the narrator's strange order of values. 
In "Paquito Malpica, alias Guijo" the idiot drowns. In 
the original version the narrator concentrates in his ac-
count on the pool of water rather than on Paquito, but in 
the later edition he digresses at greater length with a 
tirade on the local girls who bathe in that pool. ·His 
lascivious comments on the girls detract even more from the 
unfortunate Paquito. Even when the narrator finally gets 
areund to the death of the idiot, he merely announces that 
Paquito's body is removed from the pool. The man's death 
is apparently of no interest wbatever; only the corpse is 
of any importance, because it is part-of a series of similar 
cadavers. 
Thes~ examples also suggest the "subjetivizacion del 
estilo" which Paul Ilie considers a characteristic of His-
torias de Espana I. 8 Although the idiots are viewed from 
outside, the.narrator describes his characters as they might 
" describe themselves. However, Ilie cites a passage from 
one of the apuntes in Los tontos, "Conrado Galiana, Conra-
dito," in which he sees the suggestion of a primitive men-
tality in the repetitive structure, syntax, and content. 
"Conradito nutre el gao compafrero con el calor del sobaco. 
Conradito es tonto apafiacolillas. Conradito conforta al 
cancano leal con el temple--que aun algo queda--de su panza 
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a saltos. Conradito sonrie coma las liebres cuando apa~a 
colillas" (268). However., this primitive effect is an 
illusion; the symmetry and variety of language, as well as 
the direct comments of the narrator interpose the latter 
between C.onradito and the reader. This technique both in-
cludes the narrator in the world of his subjects and sub-
ordinates Conradito, merely a refuge for lice, to the narra-
tor's concern for literary expression. This emphasis on 
the narrative style also contributes to the static quality 
of the entire work. 
The mixture of tenses which we find in "Cuenta de los 
tontos" accentuates the lack of action in the whole series 
by eliminating the normal progression of time. Conradito, 
for instance, is described in the present and past tenses, 
ending with the description of his death in the past tense. 
In "Federico Palomeque, alias Caramillano," not only is the 
idiot's death reported in the past tense, but it is placed 
implicitly in ·a distant pasts "Hace ya muchos anos, un 
mozo se columpiaba en el badajo de la campana gorda~ salio 
par el aire coma un cigonino y se mato"(264). We are not 
sure from this account whether Federico's fall is a repeti~ 
tion of a previous accident to someone else, or if Federico 
fell from the tower a long time ago. Because of this un-
certainty, we have little feeling for the tragedy; we are 
too busy trying to figure out the time sequence. 
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The rigidity of structure and lack of action which 
pervades the entire series of Los tontos is maintained by 
the use of repetition. As Juan Alborg notes, these apuntes 
are not stories but a static world inhabited by silhouettes. 9 
The reappearance of elements from "Cuenta de los tontos" in 
subsequent sketches conveys an impression of sameness, 
especially since the last sketch ·,comes full circle back to 
the beginning of the series, the account of Antoniano. Not 
only do we find repetition of the phrases from the first 
apunte, but also an intensification of the detachment of the 
question and answer technique of the first sketch• "Decidme 
niii'o, lc6mo era el sol? ••• Decidme nifi'o, expresandoos 
con una nueva imagen [c6mo era el sol?"(272-); "Decidme 
nino, expresandoos con una imagen aun nueva todav!a, l,como 
era el sol?"(273). Moreover, the "new images" elicited by 
the narrator are identical to the ones cited in "Cuenta." 
Despite all the gruesome details in the intervening sketches, 
we are back where we began; the idiots have no substance 
and they are dominated by the absurd world of images which 
surrounds them. 
The idiots in this group of apuntes, unlike Blas Herrero, 
do not function in a normal world. They are neither indiv-
iduals, types, nor caricatures because they ~xist only as 
part of the narrator's pattern of expression. Blas• world 
is not a.pleasant one; but it affords a norm for purposes of 
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contrast. The subjects of Los tontos exist only within the 
narrator's system of classification and repetitive emphasis 
on objects and sounds. Using techniques of repetition and 
contrast like those in El Gallego1 Cela here creates a dif-
ferent mood. While repetition in El Gallego ust~: lly involves 
a contrast between normal reality and a distortion of it, 
repetition in Los tontos adds to the static effect of the 
sketches, and focuses our attention on a narrator who be-
comes as absurd as his characters because of his fascination 
with repetitive expressions. In El Gallego h_umor is generated 
by the disparity between the normal world which the reader 
expects to encounter and its distortion. In Los tontos 
this humor is _absent, because the contrast is between the 
narrator's refusal to abide by the rigid order which he has 
established; and our expectation that he will do so. 
Even the use of external references (primarily names) 
is important in these apuntes, not for their connotations, 
but for their,role in distorting the expected order. Most 
of the idiots have given names, surnames, and nicknames, 
but as usual, the pattern is broken occasionally (Antoniano 
has no surname, Luisito Perez has no nickname). In addition, 
the nicknames seem to follow a pattern, but then do not. 
Most of the idiots have nicknames which suggest grotesque 
qualities (Cabezabuque, Mamon, Caramillano), but others 
are straightforward ·(Conrado becomes Conradito) or have no 
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discernible relation with anything (Antoniano becomes Ma-
teo). The use of names is another way of dehumanizing the 
characters by insisting on their role as members of a group 
rather than as individuals. The deviattion from the pattern 
in the case of names, as in others, encourages us to include 
the narrator in the world of the idiots. Since Cela has 
created a world populated only by monsters in Los tontos, 
references such as we found in El Gallego are absent in Los 
tontos. For instance, there are only two specific geographi-
cal.references in the series. Hence we have the impression 
of a single town, or perhaps several towns, or an entire 
society peopled only by monsters. This impression grows 
stronger when we recall that don Mercurio•s account book has 
on its cover a map of the Iberian Peninsula. ~By not tying 
the stories of the idiots to specific and different places, 
Cela insinuates that the sketches of the idiots are indeed 
historias de Espana. 
Allusions and parodies do not occur in Los tontos as 
they did in El Gallego. In the latter wo.rk, allusions 
normally distanced the reader from the characters and some-
times from the narrator·s as well. However, in Los tontos 
the narrator,through his consistent stress on means of ex-
pression and his disregard for the feelings of the idiots, 
creates a complete closed world of cruelty and indifference. 
We cannot identify with this world because we cannot find 
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a norm to which we can relate. The narrator has created a 
pattern of distortion, but then by violating his own order, 
he shows that his vision of his apparent goal is flawed, and 
thus that he, like the idiots, is grotesque. The reader 
becomes involved with the images and comparisons made and 
reiterated,by the narrator rather than with any human values. 
_The importance of language in Los tontos recalls the second 
version of "Carrera ciclista. •• However, the latter appears to 
be an account of a specific event in the ordinary world. 
Therefore, we expect an explanation of the narrator's non 
sequiturs, because the main focus of the apunte is still on 
the race. In Los tontos, on the other hand, we.are involved 
with and, at times, amused by, the forms of expression to the 
exclusion of characters and action. For example, the nar-
rator gives a reason for the occupation of Antoniano•s mothers 
"se ayudaba [a no morir de asco y de repenteJ vendiendo 
agua en la plaza"(259). Similarly, he describes another 
idiot, Cabezabuque 1 "luc!a -~eslucida y palidcy clavellina 
en la oreja.""'(261). 10 In each case, the phrases in brackets 
were added in the second edition of the work. These phrases 
change the original emphasis of the passages, by focusing 
our attention on the repeated words which have no logical 
relation with each other. Thus, in a sense, the mechan-
ical aspects of the carpetovetonic world indicated in g 
Gallego by the use of numbers and other references to 
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quantity have taken over completely in Los tontos. The 
idiots and their lives and deaths follow a mechanical order 
created by the narrator., However, he too seems to be 
part of the world of the idiots, as sound and images ac-
quire more value for him than people. Moreover, since we 
are.amused or at least interested by the language asihandled 
by this narrator, we also are included in this grotesque 
world characterized by complete indifference to the suf-
fering of others. 
CONCLUSION 
In the apuntes carpetovetonicos Cela creates an ex-
perience for the reader, not by means of his development of 
action or characters, but through his concise creation of 
the mood of each sketch. In El Gallego y su cuadrilla the 
mood varies from one apunte to another, which is consistent 
with the heterogeneous subject matter in the volume. This 
variety, in turn, creates an overall impression of the 
confusion of values in Spanish life by means of the varying 
degrees of distortion in events, character, and perspective. 
In Historias de Espana I. each sketch is closely linked to 
all the others. Therefore, each contributes directly to the 
total impact of the series, which presents a completely 
closed, grotesque world. 
In his creation of mood Cela relies extensively on 
techniques of contrast and repetition in order to produce 
a reality which may or may not coincide with that of the 
reader, but which conveys some aspect of the absurdity or 
isolation of modern life. Critics have complained that 
Cela sinks into artificial poses, excessive elaboration, 
and playful rather than meaningful humor in his more recent 
works. 1 As we study his use of significant names and- al-
lusions, unusual combinations of images, and juxtaposition 
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of unrelated elements, we cannot fail to see these ten-
dencies. However, in the more successful apuntes these 
characteristics have a definite role in the creation of a 
total mood. Thus, the extreme stylization in "Dona Concha" 
is an integral.part of the creation of -the monotony·and 
sterility of the life of the protagonist. On the other 
hand Sanson Garcia's rriend, the flying barber, is merely 
an amusing exaggerated character. 
The apuntes provide a pessimistic view of the problem 
of human values in Spanish society. For.this reason, the 
way in which characters and narrators express themselves is 
of prime importance. The language of these people is often 
their unconscious attempt to cover the hollowness of their 
thoughts and feelings by manipulating words, and conveys 
to us their inhumanity. 
Contrasts of various kinds form the basis for the effect 
of El Gallego. The contrast may be between the reader's 
values .and those expressed or implied by the narrators or 
subjects of the sketches, or between what the reader ex-
pects the character to be or do as a result of hints by the 
narrator, and what the character actually does. Contrast 
may primarily involve language, as in the cases of combina-
tions of figurative with literal phrases, vulgar with 
cultured expressions, and comparisons or lists containing 
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normally incompatible elements. These contrasts usually 
ridicule the pretentions or values of characters, or de-
humanize them more completely. In the case of more gro-
tesque situations, contrast intensifies the distortion by 
indicating the narrator's deviation from the reader's norms. 
The narrators play an important role in establishing 
mood in the apuntes. In light, ironic sketches such as 
"La romeria or "Un invento del joven del principal," the 
omniscient narrator pokes fun at his characters and their 
behavior and the reader laughs along with him. In more 
serious apuntes like "Baile en la plaza" or "Dona Concha" 
the narrator also comments on events from afars again the 
reader is forced to accept his point of view. Since we 
have no reason to doubt the word of the narrator, and since 
no other perspective is offered, we tend to support his 
assessment of the situation. In. other cases, the narrator 
is acutely aware of the faults or blind spots in the think-
ing of his characters but shows a disconcerting tendenc~ to 
share these faults himself. Hence, we may agree with the 
narrator,'s opinion in a particular situation, but st.ill be 
disoriented by his apparently flawed vision. More extreme 
is the narrator who surpasses his subjects in grotesqueness 
-as he fails to complete his stated in~ention or reveals an 
inverted system of priorities. 
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The use of different types of repetition aids the nar-
rators in their creation of the moods of the apuntes. The 
most important forms of repetition include repetition of 
phrases and duplication of characters. The former is often 
ironic in nature, while the latter dehumanizes characters 
by suggesting that human beings are not unique. Repetition 
of obvious facts, of odd details, and of banal ideas or 
expressions often distorts normal values and lowers the im-
portance of characters, events, or concepts. In its most 
extreme form, repetition denies people all value except in-
sofar as they are examples of types or categories. Because 
repetition frequently suggests that a grotesque character or 
event is not an isolated case in a basically normal human 
world, but rather that the grotesque is the norm, it con-
flicts with the reader's notion of reality. 
Repetition and contrast also appear in combination 
with the use of unusual names, literary or historical 
allusions, and parodies of jargon and conventions. The 
repetition of names may lower the individual value of their 
possessors by making them members of an indistinguishable 
group or series. Or, ridiculous names may aid in the 
creation of caricature by stressing only one facet of a 
character. They may also mock the pretensions or talents 
of a person, support the narrator's judgment of him, or 
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contradict the narrator's opinion while supporting the 
reader's assessment of him. Occasionally, they simply in-
tensify the grotesque qualities of both subject and narra-
tor. The use of names with connotative value usually 
separates us from the fictional situation, since we become 
involved with the connotations and lose sight of the subjects 
as individuals. 
Many of the allusions and parodies serve the same pur-
pose of dehumanization of character and distraction of the 
.reader •. Furthermore, they emphasize the mechanical aspects 
of life and art through stress on numbers, insistence on 
impersonal meaningless jargon, and the persistent impression 
that a name in some way affects the life of the person bear-
ing it. We feel that there is no substance behind the labels 
and cliches of the narrator and his subjects. 
In Historias de Espana I. we find the culmination of 
t.hese techniques which Cela has employed in El Gallego. 
Repetition, contrast, use of names and emphasis on verbal 
effects completely dehumanize the idiots, and subordinate 
the grotesque people and events to the narrator's means 
of expression. Some apuntes in El Gallego, notably "Carrera 
ciclista" and "Dace fotograf!as al minuto," use these ele-
ments in the same way, but in these earlier sketches they 
constitute digress.ions. which introduce grotesque notes into 
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the apuntes·. Because they are brief interruptions, they 
disorient the reader without removing him completely from 
conventional reality. In Los tontos, on the other hand, the 
entire fictional world is uniformly cruel and indifferent 
and distorted. The reader cannot identify with the lives of 
the idiots, their "normal" relatives, or the narrator. More-
over, the handling of language in the series creates a 
feeling of anguish in the reader. We become involved in the 
reality created by the images, poetic repetition, and il~ 
logical comparisons and relationships. We are amused by 
the narrator's verbal virtuosity in spite of.ourselves, and 
therefore feel an uncomfortable kinship with this inhuman 
reporter of tragedy. We are in the position of experiencing 
the horror o·f the inhuman world of the idiots as reflected 
by the narrator, but at the same time we are caught up in 
the narrator's cruel vision of that world. 
Mood in the apuntes has evolved from the light, amusing 
commentary which we find at times in El Gallego to a serious 
view of a dark world which takes in the reader as well as 
the subjects and narrator. Cela achieves the mood of~ 
tontos by the way in which he handles narrative devices 
similar to those in the earlier collection. However, the 
focus and emphasis on these techniques creates the world of 
don Mercurio and the idiots. In this world only art, 
exemplified by verbal prowess.. has any reality. 
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12camilo Jose Cela, Apuntes carpetovetonicos, Obras 
completas, III (Barcelona, 1965), 788. 
,13cela, Obras completas, III, 788. 
14cela, Obras completas, III, 27( 
15In some cases, such as Gavilla de fabulas sin amor 
and El Solitario, the sketches were written to match the 
illustrations rather than the other way round. 
16The non-fictional sketches include the first part of 
section one, entitled "Cebreros," and the last sect:i:.on of 
the volume. The former consists of announcements of fiestas 
in Cebreros, and of Cela's impressions of the village, which 
seem closer to lyrical essays than to fiction. The last 
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Notes to Chapter I 
1camilo Jose Cela, El Gallego y su cuadrilla y otros 
apuntes carpetovetonicos, 3rd ed. (Barcelona, 1967), p. 57. 
All future page·references to this edition will be made in 
parentheses in the text. 
2cela explains in the introduction to his Apuntes car-
petovetonicos that he is referring to Hoya de Pinares. Obras 
completas, III (Barcelona, 1965), 18. 
3This dedication has been removed from the Obras com-
pletas, but· its absence does not alter the relation between 
El Gallego, the author, and the narrator. Cela also refers 
to the incident as autobiographical in_ Obras completas, III, 
20. 
4Llevar a uno al pilona Hacer de el todo lo que se 
quiere. 
5Antonio Risco, in his discussion of the repetition of 
names in the work of Valle-Inclan, offers an explanation of 
the effect of repeated use of a names "ese afan de resumir 
a los personaje$ en una sola actitud caracteristica o gesto, 
al reiterarse, llega a fijarlos en la imaginacion del lector 
con la inmovilidad de estatuas." La estetica de Valle-In-
clan (Madrid, 1966), P• 151. 
6one of Celas characters elsewhere in El Gallego y su 
cuadrilla remarks that the rose is "simbolo de la luz, del 
goce y del amor"(99). 
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Notes to Chapter II 
1Robert Kirsner offers such an assessment of the 
sketch in The Novels and Travels of Camilo Jose Cela 
(Chapel Hill, 1963), P• 161. 
2camilo Jose Cela, El Gallego y su cuadrilla y otros 
apuntes carpetovetonicos (Barcelona, 1967), p. 63. All 
future page references to this edition will be made in 
parentheses in the text. 
3Ramon Maria del Valle-Inclan, Luces de Bohemia, 
Opera Omnia, XXII (Madrid, 1943), 222-223. 
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4camilo Jose Cela, El Gallego y su cuadrilla y otros 
apuntes carpetovetonicos (Barcelona, 1967), p. 134. All 
future page references to this edition will be made in 
parentheses in the text. 
5camilo Jose Ceia, La cuca'na (Barcelona, 1959), p. 66. 
6su~rez s 1• 392 Cl O is, p • • 
7Juan Corominas gives this use of aut,rguico as unac-
ceptable. 
8Antonio Fernandez Molina, "En su tobogan," Papeles de 
Son Armadans, XXIX (May, 1963), 206. 
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Notes to Chapter IV 
1camilo Jose Cela, El Gallego y su cuadrilla v otros 
apuntes carpetovetonicos (Barcelona, 1967), p. 9. All 
future page references to this edition will be made in 
parentheses in the text. 
2The material enclosed in brackets constitutes the 
additions found in the second version of "Carrera ciclista 
para neofitos." Obras; completas, III {Barcelona, 1965), 
205, 
3cela, Obras completas, III, 205. 
4cela, Obras completas, III, 207. 
5cela, Obras comeletas, III, 211. 
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ltcamilo Jose Cela, Apuntes carpetovetonicos, 0bras 
completas, III (Barcelona, 1965), 27. 
2camilo Jose Cela, El Gallego y su cuadrilla y otros 
apuntes carpetovetohicos (Barcelona, 1967), p. 45. All 
future page references to this edition will be made in 
parentheses in the text. 
3 ' - C ' 1 ' d'd Camilo Jose ela, Timoteo e incompren i o y otros 
papeles ibericos (Madrid, 1970), p. 257. All future page 
references to this edition will be made in parentheses in 
the text. 
4Paul Ilie, in his discussion of Mrs. Caldwell habla 
con su hijo, notes this aspect of Historias de Espana I. in 
La novelistica de Camilo Jose Cela (Madrid, 1963), p. 160. 
5Alonso Zamora Vicente, Camilo Jose Cela (acercamiento 
a un escritorl (Madrid, 1962), p. 158. 
6zamora Vicente, p. 159. 
7sara Suarez Solis, El lexico de Camilo Jose Cela 
(Madrid, 1969), P• 513. 
SI lie, p • 161. 
9Juan Alberg, Hora actual de la novela espafiola {Madrid, 
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caricatures, in "Tres obras de Camilo Jose cet,a," Revista 
Hispanica Moderna, XXV (July 1959), 230. 
10Brackets are mine, and represent phrases added in the 
second edition. 
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1Nora criticizes his "negro y•juguet6n humorismo," 
as well as his tendency toward artificiality. Eugenio G. 
de Nora, ta novela es anola contem oranea 1927-1960, 
II (Madrid, 1962, 129. Alborg and Castellet offer similar 
criticism, especially of Historias de Espaffa. Juan Al.:;. 
borg, Hora actual de la noyela espafiola (Madrid, 1958), 
P• 100. Jose Maria Castellet, "Camilo Jose Cela, vida y 
obra," Revista Hispanica Moderna, XXVIII (19.62), 142. 
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